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•
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL
& 0 RELATIO	RE 1ED AT CORNELL
Cornell Universiti-iTst'Week an*
nounced the creation of an Institute
of International Industrial and Labor
Relations, The institute will be
centered at the ILR School under the
general leadership of Dean M, P.
Catherwood. Professor Leonard P.
Adams, director of research, has been
named acting director.
According to a University press
release, the founding of the Institute
provides recognition for the first
time by a leading American university
of the need for a major educational
program in the field of international
and comparative industrial and labor
relations.
While the project represents a
long term educational and research
venture that is expected to require
several years for full-scale develop-
ment, ILR has already been working in
the field by giving short-course pro-
grams for groups of management, labor,
and government leaders from abroad,
Teams from Germany, Norway and France
have studied at the School during the
past year and arrangement$ for other
groups are being made with the U. S.
Departments of State and Labor, and
the Economic Cooperation Administra-
ti on.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 7, for -
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor
Relations, Cornell UniversityT_
-yr	r
TWO FACULTY APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED 
Dean M. P. Catherwbod announces
appointment of two assistant professors
to the ILR faculty:
John P. Windmuller has been appointed
to work with a group of 25 German stu-
dents who are coming to ILR September 1
for nine months, A graduate of the
University of Illinois, Windmuller re-
ceived his M.S. in 1.950 and his Ph.D.
in June of this year at ILR. He has
served as election examiner for the
National Labor Relations Board and as
assistant director of Overseas Child
Relief Program, Unitarian Service Com-
mittee, While doing graduate work at
ILR, Windmuller served as graduate
assistant in labor market economics,
He served for three years in the U. S.
Air Force during World War II,
Robert L. Raimon will join the faculty
in the fall f6—ao both research and
teaching in the field of labor economics.
He received his B.S. from Columbia's
School of Business and M.S. from Cornell
in 1948. He will complete requirements
for the doctorate by fall, While at
Columbia Raimon aided Professor Ernest
Dale with research, At ILR he has served
as teaching and research assistant and
as instructor. During the summer of
1949 he was granted a six-week fellow*
ship for study at 14 F, Goodrich Com-
pany, Akron, He spent three years with
the U. S. 4rmy during World Wax I.
PROPERTY OF LIBRARY
NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL ANA LABOR RELATIONS	G-638
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TWO CONFERENCES TO BE CONDUCTED NEXT WEEK
Two conferences, one for teacheri—Orindustrial and technical education, and
the second for training directors will be held next week at ILR.
Scheduled to open next Tuesday, July 10, is the Second Annual Professional
Conference for Teachers of Industrial and Technical Education. From 100 to 150
industrial education teachers and leaders in this field from California, Maryland
and New Jersey as well as many representatives from the State Education Depart-
ment and technical schools in New York State will participate in the three-day
conference.
The opening address will be given by Dean M. P. Catherwood. His topic will
be "The Development of Industrial Education Services at Cornell Univert4tY,"
Out-of-state speakers include John A. McCarthy, Assistant Commissioner of Educa-
tion, State of New Jersey, John J. Seidel, Director of Vocational Education,
State of Maryland, and H. C. Fetterolf, President, American Vocational Associa-
tion, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Professors Leonard Adams, C. K. Beach, John M. Brophy and Lynn Emerson will
help lead discussions.
Between 75 and 100 training directors are expected to attend the Fifth Annual
Conference of Training Directors July 12 and 13, according to Professor John
Brophy, in charge of arrangements. Theme of the conference is "Organizing and
Administering the Training Function,"
The day-and-a-half conference is divided into two main types of sessionss
symposiums and workshop sessions, Professor Brophy will act as chairman of
"Administrative Patterns in Company Training Programs." Speaking on this sub..
ject are: Harry G. Gracey, Associate, with Edward N. Hay Associates, John M.
Amiss of Chrysler Corporation; and ILR graduate, James H. Smith of Mesta Machine
Company.
"Developing and Conducting Management Meetings" will be discussed by W. W.
Mussman, National Industrial Conference Board, John Brophy and Chris Argyris
of ILR. This symposium will be chaired by Professor Arnold Hans,,9P4
Professor Earl Brooks will serve as chairman of the discussion "Preparing
and Presenting the Training Budget. Harry Kolb of Esso Standard Oil; Emil A.
Mesics of Otis Elevator Coe, and John Metcalf of Peter Cailler Kohler Swiss
Chocolate Co., will participate.
Workshop sessions will be led by Professor Earl Brooks, John Brophy, F. F.
Foltman, Ralph Campbell and C, K, Beach. R. J. O'Brien of Moore Business Forms,
Inc., will give the keynote talk, while Dwayne Orton of International Business Ma-
chines Corp.will give the concluding speech,
ILR TO CONDUCT SEVEN ADDITIONAL SUMMER INSTITUTES
In addition to the conferences already mentioned, ILR School will conduct
seven additional institutes during July and Auguste
Beginning July 16 training specialists will attend a five-day institute.
Professor C. K T Beach is in charge of arrangements for this institute, On July
23 wage and salary personnel will study operations under wage and salary regur
latione for five days with Professors Earl Brooks and Paul Gordon in charge.
The machinists, steelworkers, and department store workers unions will meet
July 13-15, July 15-21, and July 20-22, respectively, on the campus in institutes
sponsored by Extension Division.
More than 300 are expected to attend * "Teamwork in Industry" conference
which the School is conducting July 26.28 in cooperation with the National Conr
ference of Christians and Jews.
Lastly, Extension Division is conducting a Personnel Institute for the Savings
Bank Association of the State of New York August 11,3!	0-638
TURKISH GROUP TO STUDY AT CORNELL 
The first group of industrial engineers and technicians from Turkey to
visit the United States under ECA sponsorship have arrived at Cornell for a
two-month stay. Cornell is cooperating with E.C.A. to provide classroom and
laboratory study as well as work-training in industrial management for the
group of 14 Turks,
The program planned for the visitors includes: two months of classroom
and laboratory work at the College of Engineering and ILR School; one month
of plant visits; and two months of on-the-job observation and training each
man in his special field,
Professor Rudolph Corvini of Student Personnel is project manager under
the general direction of Professor Earl Brooks. While in Ithaca the group
will be housed at Watermargin fraternity,
The group arrived in New York City June 28 and spent several days there
gaining an idea of life in a large American city, Coming to Ithaca July 1,
the group was welcomed by Dean M. P. Catherwood and toured the campus and city.
During the first week of their stay at Cornell, the Turkish visitors will
get an overview of the University and the community in which they will spend
the summer. The major part of the week will be devoted to conferences with
administrative engineering and ILR faculty,
The Turkish group, many of'whom have master's degree in chemical and
mechanical engineering, or are vocational school graduates, hold such positions
as foundry foreman of a rayon and viscose plant; superintendent of dyeing
and finishing at a cotton mill; operating engineer of a paper mill; foreman
of a paper and pulp mill; rolling mill production engineers and coke oven
production engineer,
Five hold degrees from Istanbul University, two from Dresden Institute
of Technology, Germany, and one from the University of Pittsburgh.
AIPERN PRIZE AWARDED TO TWO SENIORS 
Dean Catherwood announced last week that the School's Committee on Scholar-
ships and Awards has designated graduating seniors Rhoda Ratner and Eric
Jensen winners of the annual Daniel Alporn Memorial Prize. The awards, which
are based upon scholastic ability and citizenship, consist of the Daniel Alpern
Memorial Medal and ono hundred dollars.
Miss Ratner, a native of Brooklyn, had an over-all average of 85.4, and
was elected to Phi Kappa Phi. She was president Of Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority.
Mr. Jensen, a veteran and native of Now York City, had an over-all average
of 840. He was a member and past president of Kosmos and of Sigma Pi frater.,
nity and played varsity football.
The Alpern Award was established in 1946 by Mr. Harry Alpern and Mr.
J. L. Mailman in memory of Mr. Alpern's son, Daniel, an applicant to the
Industrial and Labor Relations School who was killed in action during the last
war's Pacific campaign,
GRADUATE STUDENTS GRANTED ASSISTANTSHIPS FOR SUMMER
Twelve graduate students have been granted assistantships for the summer
period, They are: Ed Beal, Bob Carney, Robert Christie, Lois Remmers Deans
Joe Dye, Dallas Jones, Bill LaRue, Dalton MacFarland, Karl Mann, Charles
Meyer, Stephen Richardson and Harold Ross,
G.638
PROF. ADAMS CO-DIRECTS COMMUTING STUDY
Pro essor onar 4.-ms o as been named co-director, w	Dean
Thomas W. Mackesey of the College of Architecture, of a study of the
commuting habits of workers being conducted at Cornell University. The
"Journey to York" project which is expected to take nine months, is being
carried on by the Cornell Housing Research Center under a grant from the U.S.
Housing and Home Finance Agency,
ILR grad student Ed Wickersham and undergrad Fred Horacek are working
on the first phase of the project which involves an analysis of commuting
patterns during World War II of industrial employees in war plants. The
second part of the study includes a scrutiny of present commuting practices
in several upstate New York manufacturing cities.
ILR GRADUATES ATTEND LUNCHEON
On Commencement Day, June 11, fifty ILR seniors, seven master's degrees
candidates, and three Ph.D. candidates received their degrees from Cornell,
Immediately following the exercises, graduates, families of graduates,
and their guests and ILR faculty and wives, returned to ILR where a buffet
lunch was served.
Kathryn Renck of Student Personnel was in charge of arrangements. Hostesses
for the four room in which luncheon was served were: Professors Eleanor
Emerson and Philomena Mullady and Mesdames Estey, Jensen, Neufeld, Aronson,
Beach, and Tolles. Approximately 200 attended the luncheon.
JESSE CARPENTER TO MARRY HISS MARTHA. STAHR
The engagement of Miss Martha Stahr of Ithaca to Jesse Carpenter of ILR
faculty was announced recently by Dr. and Mrs. Henry Stahr of Scituate, Mass.
Miss Stahr, an assistant professor of Astronomy at Cornell, received her A.B.
from Wellesley and her M.A. and Ph.D. from. University of California. Prior
to coming to Cornell she served as an instructor in astronomy at Wellesley.
Professor Carpenter was graduated from Duke University and received the
M.A. from Iowa and Columbia and a Ph.D. from Harvard. He has taught at Duke
and New York University.
The wedding will take place in August.
ROBIN GETS TAKEN FOR A RIDE 
This spring a young robin fell (or was pushed) from his nest above the
front door of the ILR library (Quonset Hut). A passerby frightened him so that
ho fluttered to the rear bumper of a car being driven slowly by. When last
seen he was being driven out of sight. Mother robin is undoubtedly still
puzzling over his whereabouts.
PROF. FERGUSON SERVES ON EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Professor R. H. Ferguson of ILR is servingon a 9-member committee repre-
senting the Colleges of Agriculture, Home Economics, Veterinary Medicine, I&IR
and College of Arts and Sciences, to review the current program of general
education for the four state colleges and to plan for a future program. This
committee, working since last March, has issued a three-part report consisting
of: (1) the meaning and implications of general education; (2) the education
program of the contract colleges at Cornell; and (3) analysis and recommenda-
tions.
SHIPTON TO DO RESEARCH AT HARVARD
Jim Shipton, ILR doctor's degree candidate, will serve next year as research
assistant on the staff of the HarvardrKellogg Project at Harvard. He will do
research on administrative influence in a manufacturing area of New England.
Harvard faculty from the Graduate Schools of Arts and Sciences, Education,
Public Administration, and Public Health will work on Vie Projeot-lo	G-638
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WHAT 1951 GRADUATES ARE DOING
Nic o s h  •e son is w	t e industrial relations department, National Carbon
17Sion, Carbide & Carbon Corp., Fostoria, Ohio,
Daniel Beam is with the armed forces,
Gerald Burdick (Se t. '51) is personnel assistant, Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburgh.
Walter But er is an international representative, Building Service Employees
Union, Syracuse.
Albert Court is research assistant, New York State Civil Defense Commission,
New York City.
Alfred Da Brescia is with the U. S. Army (ROTC).
Willys DeVoll is with the Armed Forces (ROTC).
Claire Essi  is an employment interviewer, N.Y.S. Employment Service, Mew York.
Leonard Feldman plans to enter Cornell Law School.
Teresa Feller will do graduate work at Columbia University.
Jeff FleischMann is with the Armed Forces (ROTC).
1173cancruk has been accepted for graduate school, School of Public and
International Affairs, Princeton University.
William Hirsch will enter Cornell Law School.
Seymour Horowitz will enter New York University Law School,
Luther Houchins has accepted a position with the division of industrial relations,
GiTraT11FErnery Corp., Logan, W. Va.
Eric Jensen has entered the Loop Training Program, Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem,
Arthur Johanson has gone with the Armed Forces.
Kenneth Jones has entered the Armed Forces (ROTC).
William Kay is with the Conway Import Co., Long Island City.
John Lauber has entered the New York State internship program, Executive Dept.,
Budget Bureau
John Levin has been accepted at Columbia University Law School.
David and Jonathan Lubell have been accepted at the Harvard Law School.
John tarqusee plans to attend law school.
Patricia McCormick is a merchandising trainee, Abraham & Strauss, Brooklyn.
William Phillips has entered the navy.
Burton Pierce is a personnel officer with the U.S. Air Force stationed at
Stewart Field, N.Y.
Raymond Pierce is an industrial and labor relations trainee, General Railway
Signal Co., Rochester.
Robert Temkin will enter the army in August.
Speros Thomaidis will soon be commissioned in the Marine Corps.	1
Alan Underberg will enter the Air Force July 11.
Bill Diefenbach, M.S. (in Ed,) '51, is employment director, Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Buffalo,
Lou Abrams, M,S, in I.L.R. 1 51, has accepted a position with the Case Analysis
Division of the Wage Stabilization Board, Washington, D.C.
Virgil James (expected Ph.D. '51) has accepted a position as chairman of
Management Department, College of Business and Administration, University of
Houston, Texas.
Don Marrer, M.S. in Ed. 1 51, is a trainee with the Gleason Works, Rochester.
till Slayman, M.S. in I.L.R. '51, will become assistant personnel director,
Chicopee Manufacturing Co., 4 Johnson and Johnson subsidiary, near Springfield,
Mass.
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FRANK FLASHA JOINS STAFF OF NATIONAL LEAD
ran	as Y,f 0 1 In • • • •	, oined the industrial relations staff
of National Lead Company, New York City June 15, During the past year he has
been in charge of public, relations for the School and taught the undergraduate
course in Public Relations, In February he began work toward a doctorate. ,
Plasha is a 1941 graduate of the West Virginia Institute of Technology. He
served in the Army Transportation Corps during World War II, and worked as a
field representative for DistriCt 50, United Mine Workers for nearly four years.
CHRIS ARGYRIS AND FRANK MILLER TO CONDUCT RESEARCH PROJECT 
Chris Argyris, Ph.D. ' 51, 40 been appointed field director of a research
project for the summer months, This study on human factors and budgets is
being carried on by the School of Business and Public Administration for the
Controllership Foundation. The project, under the supervision of Professor
Schuyler Hoslett 1 will be carried on in the SyracusewRochester.Buffalo area.
Assisting Argyris in the study is Frank Miller, M,S. '49, Miller has returned
to Cornell to work toward a doctorate degree,
SID WARNER'S DESIGNS RECOGNI;ED RENOILTES ILR EXHIBIT
One of our M.S. in Ed, Students, Sid darner, tells us that some of his
product designs for industry have been accepted for showing this summer in the
9th "Triennale di Milano" at Milan, Italy. This is the International Exhibition
of Decorative Arts and Arphitecture,
Sid's work was chosen along with the work of several other American designers
for inclusion in this international exhibition, Some of his designs which will
be shown includes A special liTUk,A-Way" demountable coffee table of birch ply-
wood; the "Shu-Valet" scientific shoe-shine and pedicure cabinet of solid cherry
wood; a thirty-foot Convention Display design which has been shown at Chicago
and Atlantic City; and a Children's Shoe-Fitting Booth designed for an average
shoe store.
Warner has also completed a design renovation for the portable ILR display.
This display was shown at the AFL convention at the Stotler Hotel, Buffalo,
June 18,20, It is a 00* type of versatile display wherein material can be
mounted and changed at Till, Golf tees aet as the mounting wedges for photo•
graphs and other material, showing ILR activities, He originated the idea of
using ordinary acoustic ceiling board panels for a display background. The
whole display sets on the special type ITuk.A-Way" demountable tables which
can be easily taken down for shipping,
RICHARD LYON CIASSIFIES ANDREWS COLLECTION FOR ILR 
ThiirliVilWt=aad Lyon is engaged in sorting, filing and indexing the
Andre/6 Collection of office files and records of the American Association for
Labor Legislation (19l0,1942). Among the papers are letters from Franklin D,
Roosevelt, Fiorello LaGuardia, Clarence Darrow, John Commons, and others, Lyon
is using the McGraw Bsisltneaa 14brary for carrying on this project,
"PERSONNEL" CONTAINS ARTICLES BY TWO 'LIMBS
The May issue of FrmoaNgt contains articles by two ILR'ers,
"The New Look in Collective Bargaining" by Frank Plasha, M.S. '51, outlines
some of the essentials 41 infermed bargaining,
"Put Your Organization . Q#to Work" by Herb Hubben contains some new





Six ILR staff members have left the School during June. They are:
Willis Besemer of Materials Lab, Bette Clark and Paula Ross of the library,
:,nn Curran, secretary to Professors McConnell and MacIntyre, Norma Merdes of
Distribution Center, and Judy Warner of Human Relations,
Bette Clark plans to enroll in an intensive daily six-hour ceramics course
at Alfred University this summer. After that Bette plans to devote her energies
to the Clark's "farm" on the Slaterville Road, She has been employed at ILR
for nearly five years.
Paula Ross, who has also been at the School since 1946 in her capacity as
library clerk, has rented an apartment in New York City and hopes to find a
job in which she can put her drawing ability to work. She plans to take
college courses at night,
Norma Merdes of Distribution Center has gone temporarily to her home near
Pittsburgh. She will remain there until husband Ed '50, has taken his New York
State bar,
Judy Warner of Human Relations plans to be married August 25 at her home
in Eastport, L.I. to Lloyd Yale '51 Yale. After their marriage they will live
near Gladstone, N.J. Lloyd has accepted a position as music teacher and choir-
master at a boys' prep school.
Ann Curran, also a veteran of five years at ILR, plans to take summer
courses in home economics and to brush up on her shorthand,
Willis Besemer of Materials Lab, is leaving to join the Typewriter Division
of the University. Here he will learn to repair mimeograph machines, calcu-
lators and typewriters.
0
Betsy and John Pinkos of Ithaca are the parents of a daughter, Janice
Diane, born June 11. Janice weighed in at 6# 14 oz. Until last month Betsy
worked in the ILR library.
Hazel and Nip Cleary are parents of a daughter, Sheila Ann, born June 8,
Weight 7 lbs. 3 oz. Former ILR'er Hazel and three children are spending the
summer at her home in Massachusetts while Nip is taking the New York and
Massachusetts bar exams.
0
Eleanor Biles, secretary to Professor Jensen, is taking a leave of absence
this summer to accompany her husband on his work-training job at the Chatterbox,
Ocean City, N.J. He is a student at Cornell's hotel school. The Biles have
sublet their apartment to Miss Betty Barton who is teaching in summer school.
0
Director of Extension Ralph Campbell forsook Cornell at graduation time
to attend his 20th reunion at Rutgers, His Glass was attired in gold shirts
and gold crowns (the noble class of 91). During reunion weekend the Campbells
were house guests of Dean McMahon of University College, Rutgers, After re-
union activities, the Campbell visited New York for three days, They paw
"Kiss Me Kate" and went dancing at Hotel Statler's Cafe Rouge.
G,9638
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Professor Alpheus Smith of Extension is confined to his home in Cayuga
Heights with a dislocated hip incurred while stepping into a boat. He spent
ten days in the hospital and it will be some weeks before he is back at ILR.
Although head custodian Ed Sheldon is on the road to recovery after a
recent operation, he won't be back at ILR until the latter part of the month.
Then he can work only half days for a time.
0
The ILR Staff Organization staged its second annual picnic at Lower
Enfield June 19. Eighty staff, faculty, grad students and families enjoyed
swimming, baseball and group singing standout on the menu was a cassoulet
(bean) dish which Sam Horton dreamed up and for which he made the sauce, Grace
Horton was picnic chairman, assisted by Bea Clarke and Eddie Tracy. Carmine
Yengo was in charge of entertainment.
0
Professor F. F. Foltman of Student Personnel is busy during his current
vacation working on a new house which he and Chris are building on the
Coddington Road just outside of Ithaca. Foltman plans to do much of the build,
ing himself (with advice and kibitzing from ILR'ers).
0
Addie Tracy of Distribution Center plans to leave next week for Indiana
to visit her sister and family. After returning to Ithaca for a week, she
will rejoin them at Cape Cod.
0
John and Ruth Windmuller spent the last two weeks in June at the home of
John's parents at Champaigne, Illinois.
Professor Gardner Clark has left for his summer research job in Washington's
Library of Congress. Mrs. Clark and daughter Beth will remain in Ithaca.
Mrs. Clark's mother, and sister with her four children will be in Ithaca this
summer.
0
A second postage meter has been installed in the Distribution Center. This
meter will be used for mailing all material sent out from the Distribution
Center including the ILR REVIEW.
0
Former ILR I er Lisa Stein and husband Jack were graduation guests of senior
Al Lipp. The Steins arc living in State College, Penn.
0
Jack *R+lison, \M.S. '48, plans to do graduate work toward a doctor's degree
at M.T.T. in Cambridge, Mass,
G-638
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Bernie Naas took time off from his library duties to participate in the
opening of the bass season in the Thousand Islands. Result: no bass.
0
Mary K. Sullivan's husband, Sully, graduated last month from Cornell's
School of Veterinary Medicine and has accepted an internship in the small
animal clinic for next years
0
••••.1.11.r•••••••
Grad student Herb Zollitsch is teaching twq extension courses this
summer for the Griffiss Air Force Base at Rome. The courses, which began
June 20, are on conference leadership and teaching methods,
0
Kay Abbott of Student Personnel visited Helen Dawson, former ILR'er,
in Baltimore recently. Helen and Ernest Dawson have a year old son.
Jake Seidenberg, Ph.D. '51, is working for another division of the Wage
Stabilization Board than that reported in the last FOl, He is section chief
of the Economic Policy Division. His duties consist of drafting forms,
manuals, etc. for use in the field, Jake's address is Room 4328, Wage
Stabilization Board, Federal Security Building, Washington, D. C.
Monica Daly of Extension spent a week recently at her home in Elmira,
She wound up her vacation with a trip to the Catskills with Jean and Katie
Burnham and Peggy Ohlander.
0
Ernest Bulow, M.S. 'L9, has accepted a position as director of extension




Anna Lane, secretary to Professor Konvitz, spent two weeks of vacation
hard at work at her home, She removed the paper from three rooms, si;ed
the walls and did some painting.
0
.1•1111.1,..1.1■■•••
Newcomers to ILR include: Mrs. Shirley Rosen, secretary to Professors
Brophy and Gordon. She claims Scranton, Pa. and various New Jersey towns as
her home. After graduating from high school in Scranton, Shirley worked for
two years for the Picatinny Arsensal, Dover, N.J. doing secretarial work.
She then became saleswoman and later buyer at a Morristown, N.J. department
store. Husband Bernard is a Ph.D. candidate in Cornell's department of
Sociology and Anthropology. Before coming to ILR Shirley worked in the
Civil Engineering School on campus.
Mrs. Arlene Mellor has joined Lily Newbury in the steno "pool." Hailing
from Springfield, Vermont, Arlene worked for five years as a stenographic in a
1.0cal machine tool shop, qince coming to Ithaca with her husband last fall,
Arlene has worked in the Veterinary ColTego research lab for dog diseases.
Her husband John is a doctor's degree candidate in the Agricultural Economics
Department, In September the Mellors will go to Oxford, England whore John
has a Fullbright Scholarship. Arlene plans to take course work 0 Oxford also.
-10-
Dora DeLibero, an Ithacan, will assist Professor Ranney in the curriculum
workshop"this summer. A graduate of Ithaca High and of Ithaca College's
School of Music, she majored in piano and took education courses. While at
college Dora was employed as secretary in local law offices. She will begin
her teaching career this fall in a Rome (N.Y.) elementary school. Last summer
Dora pitched for the local IOW.. softball team.
Katherine Bond is assisting Jean Burnham in the Administrative Assistant's
office. She also is a native Ithacan. Her father is a local dentist.
Katherine attended Ithaca High and Bryn Mawr's Harcum Junior College where she
took a business course. For the past two years she has been employed as
receptionist at the Cornell Medical Center. Katherine is a lyric soprano and
is taking voice lessons from Mr. Tracy who directs the Presbyterian church
choir.
Bernice Manning replaces Norma Merdes in the Distribution Center. Born
and raised in nearby Candor, she graduated from Candor Central School last
year. During the past year she took a post-graduate course in business.
Bernice played the trumpet in the school band.
0
•••■•••■■■■•••••••■••••
Jack Culley, candidate for a Ph.D., will serve this summer as resident
counselor for the group of visiting Turks. He will live with them at
lhatermargin.
0
Leone Eckert of the ILR library staff has just returned from a visit to
the mid-west. She attended a two-day meeting of the University Industrial
rnd Labor Relations Librarians of the Special Libraries Association, spent
two days in Milwaukee and a week in Chicago gathering material from union
headquarters and companies for the library.
0
FOI recently received a letter from Charles Mertens who was enrolled as
a special student at ILR a year and a half ago. Mertens, now on the faculty
of Louvain University and medical director of the town of Antwerp, Belgium,
writes: "My wife and I were rather emotionally disturbed when reading the
May 8 issue of FOI; it is quite something to see your names appearing in a
paper published 7,000 kms. from home...Let us tell you how often we think of
the time we spent at Cornell and how we are glad to hear from you. The only
occasion for auarreling is when we have to decide who is going to read FOI
first, my wife or
"4 few day; age my brother flew over Ithaca on his way to Canada; before
he left home I tr•d to persuade him to land and pay a visit to the most
gorgeous pace :In ate aaald, 'the ILR buildings on Cornell campus!...I have
become a ne,T,P:s c ta .aelgian Psychological Society, Alumni of the Belgian
American Eduartaraa: . aaalaation (Hoover Foundation) and advisor to the Central
Comaiasion ler Voaaliaraa ra'aanselors. We plan to set up a commission,grouping
technicians, maaagaas. anc, union leaders in order to conciliate their view-
points
	•
 on industrial selection,..My American-born, eight months old daughter,
Chantal, sends greetings. Next time she may be able to sign her name. She is




WOMAN OF THE WEEK
Dark-haired, energetic Almina Leach is to the Research Office what lemons
are to lemonade. To her fall many of the details concerned with the Research
program of the School such as typing research manuscripts, reading proof of
bulletins, keeping track of the numerous projects being carried on by staff
members. In addition she does secretarial work for Director of Research
Leonard Adams and Professor Robert Aronson, and occasionally assists Editor
Frances Eagan.
Almina was born and raised in Ithaca and attended Ithaca High. Upon
graduation, with a commercial course behind her, she took a secretarial
position with the local Electric and Gas Corporation. During this period
she married Mike Leach, an accountant. Shortly thereafter the Leaches moved
to Wilmington, Delaware where Almina continued to work for the Electric and
Gas. Liter two years she left her job to raise a family (Alan now 13 and
Wayne 10). She vividly recalls the excessive humidity in Wilmington and
how during the summers she and the boys escaped to the comparative coolness of
Ithaca.
After the Leaches returned to Ithaca, Almina worked in local law offices
and during World War II sold war bonds at the Ithaca Savings Bank. Many
Ithacans will recall when she made and sold her special "submarine"
wiches evenings in the window of Stafford's newsstore on North Aurora.
(Gertrude Grover of WHCU staff named the sandwiches because of their re-
semblance to that undersea craft). This venture, though highly profitable,
proved too strenuous a routine after office work all day. After contracting
a blood infection from being rundown, Almina gave up this side line.
One of Almina's most ambitious undertakings during the past two years
has been renovating and remodeling the family's 120-year-old farmhouse on
the Bundy Road. She painted the exterior of the house herself. One of
Almina's chief interests is cooking - including Italian food. She aiso
likes to read and play golf.
Her boys' activities and escapades keep Almina's life from becoming dull!
She has learned to take their mishaps in stride. Both boys have definite
plans for the future. Alan thinks he would like to enter the forestry or
conservation field, while Wayne wants to be a veterinarian. He loves all
animals and this attraction is mutual.
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HOSTETTLER WINS FATHER KELLEY SCHOLARSHIP JULY "REVIEW" APPEARS
Ernest G. Hostettler, 18, of Ridge-
field, N.J., has been awarded the 1951
Father William J. Kelley scholarship at
the ILR School.
The .31,200 a year scholarship,
which covers four years of study in ILR,
is awarded annually by Local 3, Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers, AFL, to a son or daughter of one of
its members.
Announcement of this year's award
was made July 18 by Dean M. P. Cather-
wood at a luncheon meeting in the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, attended by
high school graduates who competed for
the scholarship, as well as union and
school officials and representatives of
the electrical industry's Joint Industry
Board.
The scholarship was established by
Local 3 in 1949. It was named after
Father Kelley, former chairman of the
State Labor Relations Board and now a
member of the faculty at Catholic Univer-
sity, Washington, D.C., in honor of his
contributions to labor-management harmony.
The selection of Hostettler, presi-
dent of the June class of the Dwight
Morrow high school, Englewood, N.J., was
made by ILR school officialso
Other recipients of the award are -
Frank Mason, ILR junior and John Mahon,
a sophomore.
''For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 7, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor Relations,
Cornell University.
Articles on two Taft-Hartley, sub-
jects are included in the July issue
of the "Industrial and Labor Relations
Review." One, by Professor J. E.
Covingtori, of the University of Arkan-
sas law school, discusses union secur-
ity elections in the building industry
under the act and the other, by Robert
J. Rosenthal, industrial analyst for
the National Labor Relations Board,
is on employees who are specifically
excluded from the provisions of the
law.
Other articles include comments
on Selig Perlman's "Theory of the
Labor Movement" by Professor Adolph
Sturmthal of Bard College; statistics
on Russian labor productivity by Pro-
fessor Walter Galenson, assistant pro-
fessor of economics and staff member
of the Russian Research center at
Harvard; and a study of the place of
the public employment service by George
B. Baldwin, instructor in economics at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Professor Hare Karson, associate
professor of political science at •
Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas,
has an article on the influence of the
Catholic Church on the development of
American Trade Unionism from 1900 until
1918; and King MacRury, director of
personnel and management relations at
Championf•Intemational Co., Lawrence,
Hass., discusses objectives and instru-
ments in human relations industry.
(more)	G-802
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Book reviews for the issue were contributed by two ILR staff members,
J. James Jehring and David Billniyer; a former ILR staff member, John Thurber,
now senior editor for the Office of Publications, Bureau of Labor Statistics;
and Glenn L. McAvoy, 1 49, former employment manager at Ithaca Gun Company.
NEW BULLETIN BY PROF. NEUFELD AVAILABLE 
-----K-bulletin on the government and administration of a union local, based on
a detailed study of Local 3 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers of New York City has just been published by the ILR School.
The bulletin, entitled"Day In, Day Out", was written by Professor Maurice
F. Neufeld of the School's faculty who gathered the material by attending
meetings of Local 3, interviewing union officials and members, and observing
the effects of the administrative processes on the members.
It is intended to be the first in a series of studies that will be made by
members of the School's faculty on history and administration of international
and local unions.
Copies of the bulletin may be obtained from the Distribution Center, Roem 45.
TURKISH GROUP TO STUDY AT ILR 
The group of Turkish engineers and technicians studying at Cornell under
E.C.A. sponsorship will complete their studies at the College of Engineering
this week. They have been taking courses in cost control, quality control,
methods engineering, production engineering, etc.
On August 13 they will start a three-week session at ILR School where they
will study personnel administration, training in industry, and labor union
history, organization and administration under Professors Earl Brooks, C. K.
Beach, and T%urice Neufeld, respectively.
On September 1 the group will begin a three-month tour of in-plant training,
visiting plants in their own field of interest for one or two weeks.
ILR STUDENTS 'MITTEN UP IN HERALD TRIBUNE
Two ILR undergrads who are doing their summer work-training with the New
York State Board of Mediation were the subject of a write-up in the Sunday,
July 15, New York Herald Tribune. The spread, complete with pictures, told the
story of Harold Haskel of New York City and Howard l'aisel of Hewlett, L.I., both
ILR seniors, and Joan Glassman, a Sarah Lawrence junior. The article describes
how, under the supervision of Arthur Stark, acting executive secretary of the
Board, the students put in a full five-day week. They sit in on at least one
mediation or arbitration session a day, do straight office duty such as relieving
the receptionist at lunch or handling extra mailings, and work on filing pro-
ject. In between they do research and reading, talk over the hearings they have
attended, and work on weekly experience reports.
ILR OFFERS POST-SUMMER :SESSION
For the fiTsI-77171W—E—IEF history, ILR is offering a post-summer session
following the end of the regular Cornell summer session.
Although primarily designed to enable new graduate students in ILR to finish
work on their degrees in a shorter period of time, the program is also open to
graduate students in other Cornell divisions.
Three courses -- "Tabor Union history and Administration," "Research Methods
and Report Writing," and "Industrial Relations and the Defense hobilization
Period" -- will be offered. Each will carry two hours credit and the normal
load for students attending the post session will be six hours.
G-802
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WHAT ILR GRADUATES ARE DOING 
Ralph DeHart '51 Is an industrial representative, Republic Aircraft,Farmingdale
Eugene Dennehy '51 (Sept.) will go with industrial relations department,Republic
Aircraft, Farmingdale
Lawrence Heptig 1 51 is job analyst in industrial relations division, E.R. Squibb
& Sons, Brooklyn
Reginald Ingram 1 51 is an elections examiner with the National Labor Relations
Board, New York; he is also a machinist at American Machine & Foundry,Brooklyn.
Patricia McCormick 1 51 has changed jobs. She is now assistant to sales engineer
with International General Electric, New York City.
John Marqusee 1 51 will enter Boston Law School.
Louis Pizer '51 is assistant manager, Natural Beauty Fence Company, Wantagh,
Rhoda Ratner '51 is with Hill-Knowlton, a public relations firm. She assists
in the preparation of material for speeches, etc.
James Collie  1 51 (Sept•) will become wage and salary analyst, General Electric
Company, Utica.
Alan Cook 1 50 is junior personnel assistant, Division of Placement and Unemploy-
ment Insurance, New York City.
John Grainy 1 50 is a labor relations consultant on construction work, Ebasco
Services, New York City.
Richard Sage 1 50 is a locomotive fireman on South Buffalo Railway, with head-
cuarters at Lackawanna.
Joe Sullivan  1 50 is a personnel trainee for California Texas Co.
Harry Boehmke 1 48 is a student at Gordon Divinity School, Brookline, Mass.
Martin Reitkopp '50 is a position classifier, Central Personnel Office, U. S.
Department of Labor, Washington, D. C.
ILR FACULTY ATTENDS ALUMNI DINNER  IN NEW YORK 
------AppiETFEZIY77707055FE67 the ILR New York alumni group held a dinner
meeting July 17 at Churchill's restaurant on Broadway. Meeting with the group
were undergraduates doing their summer work-training in . the New York area. This
meeting provided an opportunity for alumni and undergraduates to discuss work-
training and permanent placement in the field.
ILR staff attending the meeting included Dean Y. P. Catherwood and Pro-
fessors Rudolph Corvini, C. Arnold Hanson, Effey Riley, and Kathryn Ranck.
Presiding at the meeting was alumni president John Waldron. Also taking
part in the program were students Gerald Adler, Bill O'Donnell, Jack Golodner,
and Judy Weintraub, and alumni Bernard Lampert, Bill McMillan and Charles Volk.
38 GRAD STUDENTS AT ILR THIS SUM7ER
Taity-eight graduate students are enrolled in the ILR School this summer.
Ten are new students, two are students returning to resume studies started in
previous years, and the remainder are continuing students.
New candidates far MS in ILR degrees and the schools from which they hail
are Calvin Dunlap, University of Tennessee; Robert German, Triple Cities
College; Thomas Johnston, Skidmore College; Frank Kane, University of Michigan;
James Kennelly, Manhattan College, and Bornia Lucas, Duke University.
R. Alan Graves, from the University of Delaware, is a new candidate for
the MS degree and Dallas Jones, who received an MA in history at Cornell, is a
candidate for his Ph.D. New non-candidate students are James Henry, from
Greensboro A&T College, and Donald Freeland, from North Texas College.
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PROF. JEAN YCKELVEY REPORTS FROM EUROPE
ILR Professor Jean McKelvey writes from London and Salzburg, Austria
where she is teaching at Schloss Leopoldskron:
(From London) "We arrived last Tuesday and have spent four days crammed
with more events than I would have believed possible. I spent two days at the
Industrial Court while Blake (husband) was given a tour by City of Westminister
officials of everything from new housing prospects to the garbage disposal plant..
We also had an afternoon in the country with an editor of the NEW STATESMAN who
took us in succession from 14th century Norman villages in Surrey and Sussex to
the new town of Crawley which the government is building.
"Next week I go on to the National Arbitration Tribunal, the Ministry of
Labor and the Trade Union Congress, then to Cambridge for the ' Personnel Manage-
ment Overseas Conference.
(From Salzburg) Our classes are now in full sway. I had my first seminar
yesterday and my first lecture comes tomorrow. The materials I brought from
Cornell are being eagerly devoured by the students who are starved for American
source materials. I wish some agency in America would collect funds to supply
European colleges with American books and materials."
SUIEER WRKSHOPS BEING CONDUCTED AT ILR
Nineteen specialists in technical and vocational education are at ILR this
summer participating in course construction workshops sponsored by the State
Education Department and the School.
One group of 15 is developing vocational courses and writing instructor's
notebooks that will be published by the State Bureau of Vocational Curriculum
Development and Industrial Teacher Training. Twelve different projects are
being developed by the group.
The four other students are taking part in a workshop on industrial arts
material, developing projects that will be utilized by them in their industrial
arts classes in high schools and junior high schools.
The workshops are being conducted by Professor Harold W. Ranney and Burr
Coe,
PROF. JEHRING BUSY WITH FILM SHOWINGS 
ILR's-Turkish visitors were introduced to some of the more colorful aspects..
of American life via the movie screen during the summer session, thanks to the
Audio-Visual department, Professor J. James Jehring rounded up films on such
topics as big.; league baseball, football, Congress, the American city, and the
American cop and showed them to the Turkish group on Tuesday afternoons,
At the same time Audio-Visual was conducting its summer series of Thursday
afternoon showings of movies on industrial and labor relations.
The series was open to the public and included films on labor history,
human relations, union organization, job information, economics, and industrial
history.
PROF. TOLLS EMPLOYED UNIQUE TEACHING METHOD 
rUnique method of teaching was employed this summer by Professor N. Arnold
Tolles in his course, "Public Issues in Industrial and Labor Relations."
Selecting one key current issue -- "Wage Controls" -- Professor Tolles used
it as the core around which to build the entire course. Students were expected
to keep ahead of current developments on wage controls through the newspapers
and to analyze those developments.
"From wage controls we were able to branch into the whole control set-up,"
Professor Tolles pointed out. "And it proved a fairly easy way to introduce a




Jean Burnham, secretary to Robert Risley, plans to return to her home in
Rochester next month to finish work on her master's degree at University of
Rochester's history department. Monica Daly, now secretary in Extension's
central district office, will take over Jean's job.
0
Newcomers to ILR include:
Don Piper, who has taken over the mail-toting job vacated by Willie
Besemer, is a native of Ithaca and a 1950 graduate of Ithaca High. Don has
worked part-time as stock clerk in local grocery stores. Last year he worked
as a band assembler at Morse Chain. Don, an asthma sufferer, was recently
discharged from the U. S. 11th airborne where he suffered a broken leg on his
fourth parachute jump.
Bess Parmer who hails from Elkhart, Indiana, replaces Monica Daly in
Extension's central district office. A graduate of a South Bend, Ind. business
college, Bess' secretarial experience includes three years in a South Bend bank,
four years at University of Indiana while husband Norm did undergraduate work,
and two years at University of Connecticut (Norm gets master's). Norm is now
a doctor's degree candidate in Cornell's history department.
June Price, from Genesee, Penn., is working in Human Relations as Pro-
fessor Burling's secretary. She graduated last month from the Westbrook
Business Academy, Olean.
Two 1951 Ithaca High graduates have been added to the ILR library staff:Nancy
Edelman is employed as periodicals assistant, while Peggy Williamson does
clerical work in the catalog room. Nancy lived in Rochester until four years
ago; Peggy was born on Long Island but moved to Ithaca early in life.
Professor F. F. Foltman of Student Personnel represented ILR at the annual
conference on industrial relations held at Silver Bay, Lake George July 18-21.
0
Joyce and Britt Bixby are parents of a son, Brent Lawrence, horn June 30.
;:[eight 7 lbs. 1 oz. Joyce was formerly secretary to Professor Earl Brooks,
0
Dorothy Winokur of Extension staff and husband Irwin, recently visited
Niagara Falls and Canada's Crystal Beach. At the Falls, they donned water
repellant attire to visit the Cave of the Winds. In spite of these precautions,
they were soaked to the skin.
0
Little known facts - did you know that July 23 was:
1. Helen and Bob Risley's second wedding anniversary
2. Rudy Corvini's birthday
3. Second birthday of "Posy", part-Persian cat Of Ruth Olmstead.
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Signs of the times: Professor Jehring absent-mindedly attempting to get
a drink from a fire extinguisher in the ILR hall. When queried on this slip,
he replied that he could have been testing the extinguisher.
0
Located in Room 50 the hardworking stenographic team of Dora DeLibero and
Joe Buttino are aiding Professor Ranney's equally hardworking Curriculum Work-
shop during the summer session.
0
Grad student Carol Naumann Shallsnberger is working part-time in the
Distribution Center. She assists Addie Tracy and Bernice Manning by running
the addressograph machine.
0
This past weekend Marian Sweetland, secretary to Professor Neufeld, drove
Kay Spinney of the library staff to her home in Westmont, Quebec. Accompanied
by Marian's Irish setter, Mike, they spent the first night at Marian's Lake
Ontario cottage near Oswego.
0
Three former ILR'ers attended the Wage and Salary Administration seminar
held at ILR July 23-25. They were: Bob DuFlocq . 'SO, assistant in labor relations
department, Champion International Co., Lawrence, Mass.; Harold Stengle '50,
personnel director for Channel Master Co.', Ellenville; and Bob Winter '50, in-
dustrial relations division, Grayflex Co., Rochester.
0
The Louisiana State Department of Commerce and Industry has published a
51-page condensation of Tom Hampton's doctoral thesis entitled "A Summary of
Technical Occupations in Louisiana Industry." Hampton, Ph.D. '50, is now
state supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Louisiana Department of
Education.
0
Eunice O'Rourke, secretary to Professor Lynn Emerson, is leaving ILR to be
a full-time housewife in the O'Rourke's newkr-purchased home on Hawthorne Place.
Eunice's husband is an engineer at Morse Chain.
0
Jerry Rounds of Materials Lab was one of three Grangers representing
Tompkins County at a state leaders school at Cobleskill the week of July 30.
John Riihinen, ILR'er now in the armed service, is stationed near Inchon,
Force., where he is serving as clerk-typist at a rotation center.
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Fran Reddick of extension staff will spend the last half of August visit
ing relatives and friends in Rochester and Lyons.
0
Professor Maurice F. Neufeld has been appointed to a State University of
New York council on graduate study, newly-formed to coordinate graduate work,
supervise or adminster such programs, and consider the condition and needs of
research work within the State University*
0
Professor J. J. Jehring has been awarded a certificate of merit by the
State for making a safety suggestion; he also has been appointed a director
of the local American Automobile Association.
0
Ed Wickersham, having been commissioned a lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force,
is waiting to be called. He is a doctor's degree candidate*
0
Ralph Tuch '51 M.S. in I.L.R., is employed as employee relations assistant,
industrial relations division of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. He writes as follows:
"The job is a trainee position which permits me to go on an informal training
program into each of the four major branches. I've been sitting in on some
supervisory training courses, grievance meetings, etc...During the weekend I
met Frank Flasha( 1 51 M.S. in I.L.R.) and showed him Coney Island. It really
gave himquite a kick...Barbara and I have set the date of September 23 for our
wedding."
0
Flo and Don Gleason, with son Gregg, were visitors at ILR July 11. Don '48
is with the industrial relations department of Westclox Division of General Time
Corp., TiSalle„	Flo was formerly secretary to Dean Catherwood.
0
Gerry Ottoson, H.S.'49, attended the fifth annual training directors con-
ference held at ILR last month. Ottoson is training director for Solvay Process
Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation.
John Slocum, Ph.D. '50, attended sessions of the Institute on Teamwork in
Industry held on the campus July 26-28. Slocum is education director for
Amalgamated Clothing Workers*
0
Former ILR grad students Riley Morrison and Fred Gelberg dropped in at
ILR recently. Morrison is with the Bureau of National Affairs, Washington, D.C.;




Lee Avery, secretary to Dean Catherwood, spent ten days last month touring
New York and New England. She visited Cape Cod and Boston, returning home via
the v1hite Mountains.
0
Jean Burnham and Monica Daly, accompanied by Jean's sister, Kate, spent two
weeksin New England with headquarters in West Newbury, Mass. The trip was
negotiated in Jean's elderly but gallant gray Plymouth.
0
Latest news from Ann Kingston, former secretary to Professor Ralph Campbell,
is that the Kingston's have bought a house - five rooms, with a 12 x 40' screened
porch, a large fenced-in back yard, and all new furniture. They are taking a 6-
week trip out west to Ann's home in Pasadena, Calif. Al is director of remedial
reading at Texas AO.
Bernard Rosen, husband of Shirley in Personnel Administration, has been
granted a renewal of the Sigmund Livingston fellowship in Sociology. He is
a doctor's candidate and teaching assistant in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology.
0
Helen Risley, wife of administrative assistant Bob, is burning the midnight
oil this summer. In addition to taking courses during summer session, she is
teaching commercial courses at Cascadilla School three evenings a week. Bob
says he is catching up on his movies while waiting for his wife.
0
Professor F. F. Foltman of Student Personnel is author of an article,
"Training for MediPtion" which appeared in the July issue of the State
University NEASLETTER• Accompanying the article is a picture of Cyrus Ching,
Director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service with George Fowler
and Paul Yager, ILR graduates who are now learning mediation first-hand.
0
Camma Young of Extension recently spent a few days visiting friends in
Philadelphia.
0
Professor Eleanor Emerson of the Extension Division has been granted a
tl-ree-month leave of absence from ILR, effective August 15, to study community
activity in Germany under a Department of State grant. She will spend a few
qejs in Washington before leaving for Germany.
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Professor Maurice Neufeld spoke on "Labor and the Mobilization Effort"
Sunday, July 15 in the browsing library of Willard Straight Hall.
0
••••■■■■■••■■•
Jean Ann Gow of Extension, with husband Jim, plan to visit Jean's home
in Cleveland the last two weeks in August. The first week in September they
will spend in Canada%
Ann Henninger, former secretary to Don Shank, first director of student
personnel at ILR, visited friends in Ithaca recently.
Charles Rohmann, candidate for M.S. in ILR, and now a first lieutenant
with the infantry in Korea, writes to Professor Arnold Hanson: "At the present
time I am in Korea with an infantry company. We must all put in six months of
front line duty after which we will be rotated back to the states. I hope to
be back for my final semester before too long - since all inactive reservists
must now serve only a period of seventeen months. Excuse my writing and the
stationery; it is rather inconvenient writing on a hillside in Korea." Rohmanns.s
address is: Lt. Charles H. Rohmann, Co. C., 5th R.C.T., APO - 301 c/o
Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif,
0
Born July 8 to grad student Dick Martin and wife Joy, a son, Richard John;
weight 7 lbs. 7 oz.
On a recent trip to the ILR library stacks in Myron Taylor, Jerry Rounds
and Don Piper of Materials Lab were forcibly detainedfor 20 minutes in the
elevator,
0
Law Abrams, Bob Mitrani, and Gladys Waltcher, all '51 M.S, in I.L.R., are
employed by the Case Analysis Division, Wage Stabilization Board, Washington,D.C.
Lew writes as follows to Professor Tolles: "I have taken a job as analyst with
the Wage Stabilization Board. For the past two weeks I have been learning the
methods of the Board and the tools of my job. We are working hand in hand with
the Bureau of Labor Statistics...Washington seems like Ithaca with all the ILR
people around. In fact, the Federal Security Building, South, cafeteria is
reminiscent of the ILR coffee room. Everyone sends his regards including Lou
Salkever ..."
Grace Horton of the library catalog room spent the last half of July
,Ti.siting friends and relatives in New York and Arlington, Virginia,
0
agpm.••■••••■■•■•
Back in Materials again this summer is Art Cooper, A graduate of Palmer
Memorial - Institute, Sedalia, N.C., Art will attend Grinnell College, Iowa in
the falls	 G-802
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MAN OF THE WEEK
The job of directing the rapidly-expanding program in adult education
at ILR was a challenging one to Ralph Campbell who came to the School in
the summer of 1948. That he and his staff have met the challenge is evidenced
by the record -- 231 major formal programs with an attendance of 7,219 (plus
many informal extension services) during the past year.
Programs have been successfully held from Buffalo to Rensselaer and from
Plattsburg to New York City, conclusive proof that "the state is the campus
of the Extension Division."
Campbell was raised on a farm in southern New Jersey. Upon his graduation
from Rutgers with a B.A. in 1931, he was a reporter for a year on the New
Brunswick Daily Home News.
The next eight years were spent at his alma mater - as graduate assistant
in history, assistant director, public and alumni relations, associate alumni
secretary, and director of personnel and placement.
During his undergraduate days he was a letter man in track, cross country,
and debating, and editor of the Targum, semi-weekly paper. He was the first
man tapped for the senior honorary society at Rutgers.
Prior to being called up as a reserve officer in 1950, he sold life in-
surance for Connecticut Mutual.
During World War II where he rose from first lieutenant to colonel, as
chief of the officers division and later of the personnel division, Adjutant
General's office, First Army Headquarters, Campbell was responsible for the
development and supervision of personnel procedures and administration for
First Army which reached a total of more than half a million men. After recall
from the European theatre he went to the Philippines as Adjutant General of •
the First Army planning group and was responsible for planning for personnel,
the army postal system, records, publications, and other administrative
matters.
He was awarded the Bronze Star medal, French Croix de Guerre, and Army
Commendation Ribbon for his service.
As a result of his interest in labor relations problems gained during
the war years, he went directly from the army to Harvard Graduate School of
Business, and in 1947 received his Master of Business Administration. He also
completed residence work for a Ph.D. From Harvard he came to ILR.
One-time president of the New Jersey State Junior Chamber of Commerce
and now member of the Field Service Committee of the New York State Citizens
Council, Campbell is interested in grass-roots efforts by local community
leaders to solve their own problems whenever possible. He believes that adult
education programs such as those conducted by the Extension Division can con-
tribute to the development of a better informed and more effective local
leadership.
Campbell and his wife, Betty, live at Greycourt Apartments on Eddy Street.
Though Ithaca's hills offer strenuous going, the Campbellsascend them on
their English-gear bikes. They have cycled on most of the by-roads north and
cast of the city. They are both interested in all forms of athletics -
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GERI' AN INDUSTRIALISTS
T, TT1TDIT CORITETT
Twenty-five West German industrial
relations trainees will begin a nine-
months' ILR course of study October 1
under U. S. State Department sponsor-
ship.
The trainees, all students or em-
ployes in the industrial relations
field in Germany, will participate in
a special program of studies designed
to acquaint them with American indus-
trial relations practices.
The group consists of German trade
union members and officials, junior
management executives, and some German
industrial relations students. They
will be under the direction of John
Windmuller, assistant professor on the
ILR faculty.
While at Cornell, they will be housed
in separate private rooming houses, so
that they will have the greatest pos-
sible opportunity to meet and live with
American students.
During their first semester here,
they will take courses introducing them
to industrial and. labor relations in
the United STates and American demo-
cracy, as well as special instruction
in English. They will also take week-
ly field trips to nearby plants.
"For ur Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for -
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial & Labor Relations,
Cornell University
NEj FACES TN THE IIR. FACULTY
THIS FALL
Professor Charles A. Gulick, Univer-
sity of California expert in the field
of foreign labor relations, who is
teaching courses in comparative labor
movements for both graduate and under-
graduate students here during the fall
semester. Before returning to Cali-
fornia next year, he'will spend a half
year in Europe studying recent devel-
opments and current trends in foreign
labor relations. Dr. Gulick spent
more than a year in Austria during the
pre,-Hitler regime making an intensive
study of the Austrian labor movement
for a book, "Austria, from Hapsburg to
Hitler."
Miss Ann Douglas, on leave from the
University of Buffalo, who will work
with Prof. =dam F. Whyte on a re-
search project on the mediation process
being financed by the Office of Naval
Research. Miss Douglas is associate
professor of psychology' and industrial
relations at Buffalo.
risn Betty L: Barton who has been ap-
pointed assistant professor in the
Extension Division. A. graduate of
Buffalo State Teachers College, she
received her M.A. at New York University
in 1947. Before coming here, she was
head of social studies at Pearl River
High School. She also taught at the
Children's School, U. S, Military
Academy, West Point and at the du Pont
School, Wilmington, Del.(more) H-136
Marvin Kogan,. a former economist in the Cost-of-Living Branch, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C., who was appointed as a research associate
in the Statistics Division, Mr. Kogan did undergraduate work in economics at
the University of Illinois, where he also received an LA. in 1949. He will
assist with teaching and research.
George Strauss, who taught labor relations, psychology, and economics at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for three years while completing work
on his Ph.D., who has been appointed as a research associate in the Human
Relations Division. A graduate of Swarthmore College, Mr. Strauss did his
doctor's thesis at M.I.T. on leadership participation and demand in local
unions. He will conduct research on human relations in unions here on funds
made available from the Grant Foundation.
Robert N. Wilson, appointed'as a research associate in the Human Relations
Division, who has completed most of the work for his Ph.D. at Harvard Univer-
sity. Hr. Wilson received an A.B. from Union College •n 1948. :He is finish-
ing a doctor's thesis on "The American Poet." He is now working on the
Bigelow-Sanford project with Professor C. Kenneth Beach.
ILR QUARTERS EXPAND
Summertime has-Teen moving time for many of the offices in ILR. Returning
students and staff members will note several major changes in the school's
physical set-up.
The expanding staff has overflowed into the University-owned house at 5 East
Ave. (directly across from the school). It now will be occupied exclusively
by ILR faculty and staff members. The newly-established International Institute
of Industrial and Labor Relations and part of the Human Relations Division, as
well as the research team of Prof. Marten Estey and research associate Mike
Puchek have been moved there.
The Public Relations office has been shifted from Room 7 to Room 3 and
administrative assistant Robert Risley is now occupying the old PR quarters.
Offices within the Student Personnel Division have undergone extensive revision
and Prof. Robert Raimon and his staff now have offices within the Personnel
Administration suite (Room 47).
ILR FACULTY ATTEND INSTALLATICN LUNCHEON
In addition to Dean M. P. CatherwOOrthe following ILR faculty attended the
luncheon in honor of Deane W. Malott, Cornell's new president, Wednesday,
September 19 at Statler Hall; Professors C. K. Beach, Earl Brooks, James
Campbell, C, Arnold Hanson, John W. McConnell, Maurice F. Neufeld, Alpheus W.
Smith, and William F. ihyte. These members represented various University
faculty committees.
Governor Thomas E. Dewey was the principal speaker at the luncheon attended
by over 400 persons.
ILR  ENRCLIEENT DOWN SLIGHTLY
.Enrollment at ILR this fall totalled 378, only slightly below last fall's
record-breaking total of 388. This year's figure includes 306 undergraduates
and 72 graduate students.
Among the new students are eight from foreign countries -- Nim Chee Siew of
Malaya; Hideo Kawabuchi of Japan; Pishori Chanana of India; Alberto Armani of
Italy; Diana Hills of England; Heinz Zoldester of Austria; Ulla Nelson of
Sweden and Hubert Law of Canada.




PROF. MCCONNELL RETURNS FROM  LEAVE
John W. McConnell is back at ILR after a year of work with the
Twentieth Fund on a study of "Pensions and the Aged."
This fall he and Prof. Clyde McKay, professor of nutrition in the College of
Agriculture, and Prof. Milton Barron, professor of sociology in the College of
Arts and Sciences, are collaborating on a new ILR graduate seminar, "The Aged
in American Society."
All three men have excellent backgrounds for handling a course on problems
of the aged. Prof. McKay is a nationally-known authority on physiological pro-
cesses of growing old and Prof. Barron has served as research director for a
research project carried on by Eli Lilly Institute on the effects of retirement
on the aged, and Prof. McConnell, of course ) is working on the Twentieth Century
Fund study.
Prof. McConnell also is conducting his customary graduate and undergraduate
courses in the field of social security.
Fe'll also be sitting as a member of the New York and northern New Jersey
regional sage Stabilization Board, when the regional board is established on a
permanent basis.
PARENTS OF NEW STUDENTS MEEN WITH FACULTY 
This yearTOTThe first time the parents of new ILR students were given an
opportunity to meet with the School faculty. At a session on September 14)
the day of the general student orientation meeting, approximately 50 parents met
with the faculty from 2 to 4 p.m. to learn about the school's program and
services. Atba for parents Istudents and faculty Was held in the library at the
close of the meeting.
PROF. V. H. JENSEN APPOINTED PANEL MITER BY ABB
ILR Prof. Vernon H. Jensen was one ofT7EFee-meraber panel appointed this
summer by the ,rage Stabilization Board to investigate a dispute between the
American Smelting and Refining Company and United Steelworkers of America, CIO.
The Panel issued an exhaustive report based on its findings. Other panel
members were G. Allan Dash, Jr., well-known arbitrator of Philadelphia, and
Lloyd Y. Garrison, practicing attirney and former public member of the War Labor
Board.
Professor Jensen is well known for his research in the labor relations of
the lumber industry and author of a book "Lumber and Labor." His latest book,
"Feritage el. Conflict," a history of lbor relations in the non-ferrous mining
industry, was published last year.
CORNELL LAW QUARTERLY REVIEWS PROF. CARPENTER'S BOOK 
Prof. Jesse T. Carpenter's recent book, "Employer's Associations and Collect-
ive Bargaining in New York City ) " was reviewed in the Summer, 1951 issue of
CORNELL LAW QT,RTERLY by Theodore W. Kheel. Mr. Kheel, well-known impartial
arbitrator, writes in part..."the style is most readable and there are many
passages of bright incisive prose...there is a wealth of well-organized informa-
tion that everyone closely interested in the field of labor relations should
read with care. Altogether the book is an outstanding product of diligent re-
search, careful organization and clear presentation. It is much more than just
a reference work."
In the same issue of the QUARTERLY ) Frof. M. Gardner Clark, also of ILR)
reviews "Public Opinion in Soviet Russia: A Study in Mass Persuasion ) " by
Alex Inkeles.
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ILR I ERS ATTEND CIO CONVENTION 
ILR was well represented at the New York State CIO Con+ention at Lake Placid
on September 6, 7, and 8.
Dean M. P. Catherv.00d addressed the convention on the opening day, describ-
ing the aims and work of the school. On hand during the convention to renew
acquaintanceships with delegates were Prof. Ralph Campbell, head of ILR Exten-
sion, and Effey Riley of Extension's New York' City office and Lois Gray of
Extension's Buffalo office.
The school's traveling exhibit was also on display before the delegates.
In order to attract CIO interest, it was fitted out with photographs of state
CIO officials and members taken during conferences at the ILR school this
summer, as well as with a special "slide story" in color of this summer's CT.O
Steelworkers institute at Cornell.
ECA TURKS PLAY HOST TO WAY GROUP
es of 4.ugust 5 the TurkrsETOPulation of Cornell was increased by seven with
the arrival of the six-member Turkish delegation to the Jorld Assembly of Youth
held on campus August 5-16.
The newly-arrived Turks quickly made contact with the Turkish engineers and
technicians already on campus who gave a reception for the MY group at Water-
margin, their Cornell home. The group from the youth conference was also in-
cluded on a field trip to the Niagara-Mohawk Power Corporation and a visit to
the Falls.
Included in the visiting WAY delegation from Turkey was Dermitas Boyar,
grandson of the president of Turkey. In an interview with Cornell's new
President Deane Malott (arranged by ILR Prof. Rudolph Corvini, project manager
for the ECA Turkish group), Mr. Bayer brought greetings from his grandfather
to President halott.
Mr. Cezmir Berktin, Turkish educational attache, came to Cornell at the re-
quest of the Turkish ambassador to greet the Turkish WAY delegation.
ILR SUM.ER WEDDINGS
ILR graduate student Esther Demeo was married September 14 to Henry Aroeste,
a Cornell doctor's degree candidate. Esther completed requirements for an M.S.
in I.L.R. last month. Henry, whose field is theoretical physical chemistry, has
been awarded an Atomic Energy Commission post-doctoral fellowship to do further
research at the University of Chicago. Esther plans to find work in industrial
relations in Chicago upon their arrival there sometime in November.
Professor Jesse T. Carpenter of ILR was married to Miss Martha E. Stahr on
August 18 at Scituate, Mass. The bride's father, former president of Hood
College, performed the ceremony. The Carpenters. are now back in Ithaca living
at 7 The Circle. Mrs. Carpenter is assistant professor of astronomy at Cornell.
Judith Berner, former secretary to Prof. Burling, was married August 25 to
Lloyd B. Tuttle, a '51 Yale graduate, at the bride's home in Eastport, L.I.
The bride, given in marriage by her mother, was attired in a bouffant gown of
white Swiss organdy and lace. The attendants were the bride's two sisters.
The couple spent a week in Virginia before going to their new home in Gladstone,
N.J. The groom is music master at St. Bernard's Episcopal Preparatory School.
Mrs. Tuttle will be librarian at the school.
The marriage of Sarah Pritchard of Baton Rouge, La. to Joe Dye, former ILR'er,
took place September 11. The bride is a graduate of Indiana University. Joe,
has completed all but the thesis for an M.S., has been called into the Air Force.
He is stationed at McDill Field, Tampa.
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ILR GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS ANNOUNCED
Twenty-s x en a ive appoin men s of graduate students as ILR assistants
were announced this month by Dean M. P. Catherwood. The list of the assistants
are their tentative assignments follows:
Edwin Beal	- Research - Konvitz
Francis Bowen - Foltman, Student Personnel
Arnold Bradburn - Konvitz
Robert Carney - Social Security, McConnell
Robert Christie - Labor Union History, Neufeld
Burr Coe	- Industrial Education, Beach
Donald Cullen - Labor Economics, Ferguson
John Felker - Collective Bargaining, Mullady
Fred Golub - Extension Division
Karl Gruen	- Brophy
William Hosking - Labor Economics, Clark
Dallas Jones - German program, Windmuller
Frank Kane - Public Relations
William LaRue	- Extension
Richard Lyon Labor Market Economics, Raimon
Karl O. Mann - Labor Economics, Tolles
Richard Martin - Personnel Administration
Dalton McFarland - Brooks
Charles Meyer	- Statistics
Frank Miller - Human Relations - Burling
Norman Morse - Statistics
M.L. Paternoster - Library Document Center
Fred Seubert	- Statistics
Daniel Stuart - Konvitz
Herbert Zollitsch- Extension
FRI.NK PLASH'. WRITES OF HIS NEW JOB 
Frank Plasha, I.S.1) 	in ILR '51, former Public Relations assistant, writes
as follows from Henderson, Nevada. He is with the industrial relations depart-
ment, Titainium Metals Corporation of Americas
"This is such a different world from the East that it would take a volume to
describe the changes we've experienced and the work I am doing. Suffice to
say that Katy and I love the Southwest...The trip out here took us seven days
from West Virginia.., no accidents, no blowouts...no sick children. Saw Grand
Canyon (makes you breathless), aaw the Painted Desert, went through the Indian
country Dr. Leighton describes in some of his books... We are located right in
the middle of a desert - 10 miles from Las Vegas and 10 miles from Boulder City,
but all the homes have green lawns and shade trees...Our home has two bedrooms,
kitchen, living room and is the most comfrotable place we've lived in for years..
'Hectic' best describes my work..12 to 14 hours a day, a days a week - recruit-
ment, interviewing, safety, health, purchasing supplies, meeting community
leaders, learning something about the production process, compensation laws,
relations with the Colorado River Commission, press releases, et cetera. I
just completed a wage-salary survey of the local labor market upon which I based
the setting of our rates - submitted my first proposal to the W.S.B....First week
in August it was 110 to 120° - now it's around 100 - nights are cool - when
humidity is low we never mind the weather - have had one day of rain all month -
skies are always blue... No body can describe Las Vegas. It's a carnival, an





After searching the campus in vain for a hand bell to be used in a quizz
show, Extensioner Jean Ann Gow remembered Dean Catherwood's famous desk bell.
Jean reports that although she disliked the idea of handicapping the Dean he
graciously consented to her borrowing it. The bell in question was used to call
time on the contestants in a quizz session which wound up an 8-week extension
class in teaching methods at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, N.Y.
0
John Riihinan, ILR'er now with the U. S. armed forces in Korea, was
promoted, within a month's time, from private to corporal. He wrote last week
thanking the ILR staff organization for the package which was sent him.
0
Two candidates for the M.S. in I.L.R., having completed their work, have
accepted positions in industry: Harry Cornwall is assistant personnel director
with the Joy Manufacturing Company, Claremont, N.H.; Richard Lesser is working
in the General Engineering Laboratory of General Electric Co., Schenectady.
0
Virginia Wallace of the library staff and husband Lee spent their three-
week vacation visiting relatives in Iowa. Highlight of their trip (for husband
Lee) was the Athletics-Indian ballgame which they attended in Cleveland. Be-
cause of Lee's addiction to this sport, Ginny spends summer evenings watching
him play on the Varna town team.
0
Miss Effey Riley, extension representative for the New York City district;
served as panel member at a conference on Women in the Defense Decade in New
York City September 27 and 28. The meeting was sponsored by the American Council
on Education.
0
Lily Newbury, busily typing the recording of the sessions of the recent
conference of Christians and Jews from the tape recorder, was amazed to hear
Lddie Tracy's voice emerge. In attendance at one of the sessions, Addle was
asked to identify herself, tell where she worked, and why she attended that
particular session.
0
Student Personnel Office staff vacations: Biggest news is that Anne Dimock
celebrated her three-week vacation at Roger's Rock, Lake George by falling on a
rock and cracking her left wrist. It is nicely healed now. Anne reports seeing
former Director of Student Personnel Don Shank and family while inspecting Fort
Ticonderoga. The Shanks send greetings to all ILR friends.
Sydellaand Mike Puchek's motor trip included a visit to Montreal, Boston
and Mike's home in vorcester, Mass,
Martha Simons spent her two-week vacation visiting relatives in Ohio and
touring Canada and the Adirondacks.
Kay Abbott spent the last week in August loafing at home in Ithaca.
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People would be wonderful if a- they would pay the .00 assessment for
the coffee hour to the committee in the Lounge this Tuesday and Wednesday from
10 to 11 a.m.
0
The ILR library staff helped celebrate the Bernard Naas' 10th wedding
anniversary Lugust 17 with a picnic supper at the Naas' lakeside home.
Carmen DelliQuadri, doctor's degree candidate, and family have moved to
Detroit where Carman is assistant professor of collective bargaining at Detroit
University's School of Commerce and Finance. The DelliQuadri family was
recently increased by the birth of a daughter.
Art Cooper, who has been working in Materials Lab for the past too summers,
has enrolled as a freshman at ILR.
0
Brother-sister act: It has come belatedly to our attention that Joe Daly
'54 is a brother of Yonica Daly, secretary to Robert Risley.
0
Alice and Danny Doberman recently toured the i,dirondacks, the Green
Mountains of Vermont and the White Maountains of New Hampshire. Alice is
secretary to Professor Tulles.
0
Mrs. Elizabeth Willmott, who hails from Washington, D.C.,is the most
recent addition to the Distribution Center. L. graduate of Oberlin College
with a psychology major, she is interested in painting and ceramics. Husband
Don is a Ph.D. candidate in Cornell's Department of Sociology and Anthropology.
0
Professor Eleanor Emerson, on leave from ILR, writes that she is working
in three sections of Germany - Berlin, Lower Saxony and Bavaria. She admits
that it is a big geographic area to undertake and a strenuous schedule, but
terribly interesting work. She is doing research on worker educetioA in Germany
under a State Department grant.
0
Stephen Richardson, ILR doctor's degree candidate, is working this semester
on a. research project on developing methods for training social science field
workers under the direction of Professor John Dean of the Social Science Research
Center at Cornell. The Richardsons have purchased a home at 627 Hudson Street.
While vacationing in the vicinity, Bob Rowan 1 50 stopped by to say hello.
Bob is a student operator in the du Pont nylon mill at Martinsville, Va.
0	H-136
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Professor John We McConnell hopes to be soon winding up work as member
of an advisory committee of specialists set up by the Wage Stabilization Board.
The 6-man committee is working with the Board in the development of stabilises•
tion policy on health, welfare, and pension programs,
0
The Turkish engineers and technicians who were studying in both ILR and
the College of Engineering this summer are now scattered throughout the nation
visitiling industrial plants, Before leaving the campus on their tour of in—
plant training, they entertained their Cornell friends and teachers at a buffet
supper at Watermargine They will return to the campus in late November to write
reports on their experiences,
.11•11.104444*	wrierherwir
Ernest Beamer, M.S. in	la, hut aecepted a position as supervisor
of training and education at Harrison Saftator Division of General Motors,
Lockport, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carman are the parents of a son, Thomas Wilson, born
August 1 in Ithaca; weight 8 lbs. 3 oz. Tommy's mother, E. Ann, was formerly
secretary to Professors McKelvey and Neufeld,
0
Professor Marten Estey and family have moved from the John McConnell
home in Trumansburg to 116 Irving Place, Ithaca. Apropos of moving to new
quarters at 5 East Ave., Professor Estey reports that his new office contains
a shower. All comers welcome.
41.0.■■■■•••••
Jackie Kaldon, secretary to Professor Brooks, and husband Harry, spent
the first week in September visiting the metropolitan area. While Harry
attended regular sessions of the American Chemical Society conference, Jackie
attended the distaff functions of the meetings which included a reception and
tea at Sherry's.
0
Professor Alpheus Smith of Extension is back at ILR after a summer's
enforced absence because of a dislocated hip, He has already begun accepting
invitations to speak around the state. On October 16 in Binghamton he will
address the American Association of University Women on "A Slight Case of
Murder: or Some Random Notes on the Care and Feeding of Timid Souls," This
Tuesday evening talk will be presented at the Monday Afternoon Club.
0
.....■•■■■•■■■•••	egimam■aa.0
The Student Personnel office, recently infested with rats, has been freed
from this pest since an exterminator was employed. Now it is reported that mice
are infesting the kitchen of the coffee room.
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Recent additions to the ILR staff include:
Joan Koopman who joins Lily Newbury in the stenographic pool.
Myra Fennell who replaces Bea Clarke in Student Personnel.
Roberta Halporn who works for Mr. Straus in Human Relations at 5 East Ave.
ildrian Smith, secretary to Professor Raimon in Room 47.
Joyce Wight, secretary to Professor Estey and Research Lssociate Puchek
at 5 East Ave.
0
Lou Crews, now secretary to Professors McConnell and Maclntyre, spent ten
days recently visiting her sea-going husband who is stationed on a destroyer
at Norfolk, Va.
Calvin Depew 1 51 is now assistant to the manager of manufacturing of the
Large Motor and Generator Division, Schenectady.
0
When the dean's secretary Lee livery attended the first session of the Red
Cross-sponsored home nursing class this fall, she met the following Millers
also enrolled in the course: Mrs. Gardner Clark, Mrs. Robert Ferguson, Mrs.
Frank Miller, and Mrs. John Windmuller.
0
Professor and Mrs. J. James Jehring have returned from a month's visit to the
mid west. Professor Jehring spent a week at University of Indiana attending a
motion picture production conference; looked over the audio-visual set-up at
University of Wisconsin; and visited in Minneapolis before returning east.
0
Eileen Timm, former secretary to Robert Risley, writes to Doris Stevenson
from East Lansing, Mich. where husband Tim is doing graduate work: "Tim's re-
search on beets will not be finished until February or March. Meanwhile I have
been helping him every night, cutting up beets with a long butcher knife and
putting the remains in the dryer to see hew much water is lost...The baby was
a year old on September 13 and growing like a week. He has been walking for the
past 22 months and half the time I think I need a good psychologist. His main
hangout is the bathroom, where he spends hours throwing things down the hatch
and sitting in the shower...My father's last letter (he is a New York City
detective) told an amusing incident. Two weeks ago he returned home at 1:30 a.m.,
put the key in the lock, and heard noises inside the house. He pulled out his
gun, kicked the door open and yelled, 'Reach, you bums' whereupon my brother, home
on a three-day pass, almost collapsed from fright..1 .Please send qv best wishes to
all the good people at ILR."
0
Mr. riper, ILR janitor, has returned from two sleeks' vacation. He spent most
of his time at'his farm on the Coddington Road. The Pipers rent their landbut
keep chickens and pigs to supplement their meat supply.
0
••■■••••■•••.....
Lee Eckert of the library staff experimented with gardening this summer and
has rows of canned vegetables to show for it. Specializing in tomatoes, she
has tomato juices canned tomatoes, chili sauce and tomato sauce.	H-136
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Professor Betty Barton of Extension was invited to attend a workshop-at the
Economic Education for Teacher Training Institute at Riverdale, N.Y. August
13-31.
0
Ed Rittenhouse, M.S. in ILR '51 and former public relations assistant, has
been exploring job opportunities in the west this summer. He sends along some
impressions of the less well-known points of interest: nI enjoyed all of the
Well-known sights but often it was the unpublicized thing which fascinated me
the most. For example, the swim in a 135° pool in Thermopolis, Wyoming; washing
my feet in Yellowstone's Isa Lake which runs on one side into the Pacific and
on the other into the Atlantic gulf stream; watching the amazing water ouzel,
a bird that can walk underwater on slick creek bottom; the talking seal of
Seattle; the visit to Fort Ross which Russia established and maintained in
California from 1812 to 1941; driving into the dusty mountain town of Central
City, Colorado to find Katharine Cornell and Brian Aherne co-starring in "The
Constant dife" at the Opera House. My chilliest reception -- entering Glacier
National Park amid a late June snowstorm; experience leaving the deepest impres-
sion -- the eight-hour mule ride into the bowels of Grand Canyon (the impression
remains)."
MAN OF THE WEEK 
Carmine Yengo of the infectious laugh is guardian of the ILR library reserve
shelf and of inter-library and extension loans. His job, more formally re-
ferred to as "circulation librarian," also consists of charging out all books
and periodicals. In the performance of his duties he is ably assisted by
Carol ;.nthony and Nancy Edelman.
Ithaca-born, Carmine attended Ithaca High and graduated from Cornell's Arts
and Sciences, making him a true Ithaca. The wartime acceleration program en-
abled him to work full-time during the college year as small parts inspector
at Ithaca Gun Company while acquiring a B.A. in history. The following year
he completed course work for a master's in modern European history - again at
Cornell. His thesis, which deals with the foreign policy of the British labor
party from 1935-38, is still in process.
Carmine's varied work experience includes soda jerk, painter's and carpenter's
helper, production work in a local pocketbook factory, and periodical desk clerk.
in the University library. He has taught history at Cascadilla School in Ithaca
and at Attica High School (N.Y.)
Carmine lives at home with his mother and father. Originally the family
contained four sisters, but they are now all married and live out of town.
Carmine served as usher at the wedding September 7 of the last to leave home.
He attributes his present state of single blessedness to the fact that he knows
all about women (from his sisters). However, he complains that their gradual
exodus makes some household chores a "must" for him. When queried as to any
romantic interests, Carmine sidesteps by replying: "Variety is the spice of life."
His hobbies include tennis and golf, but mostly his thesis. During the 1950
season, Carmine acquired local fame as coach of the ILR girls' softball team.
One of the saddest days of his life was the decision lest spring not to field
a team for the 1951 season.
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The ILR Staff Organization is
sponsoring an extension class in
Public Relations
to be given by
All staff members are invited.
beginning Wednesday, October 214th
Director of Public Relations
Professor Wayne L. Hodges,
at 4:00 p.m. in Faculty Lounge
for non-professional staff
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ILR STUDENTS ACTIVE IN CORNELL SPORTS TWO GROUPS TO MEET AT ILR SCHOOL
NEXT WEEK
ILR is well-represented on Big Red
varsity athletic teams this fall.
Topping the list, of course, is Stu
Merz, fleet-footed halfback on the
football squad, who as this went to
press was leading the Ivy League in
points scored with 30 and in indivi...
dual rushing with 265 yards.
Merz also established a modern Big
Red record by scoring the first four
Cornell touchdowns of the season, in
the Syracuse and Colgate games. He
scored all three of the Cornell touch-
downs against Syracuse and gained
more yardage by rushing in that one
game than did the entire Syracuse team.
Veterans Todd Kolb, end, Jack Mc-
Carthyl guard, and Bill Wilson, back,
round out the school's representation
on the 1951 grid squad.
The school also has a representa-
tive on both the soccer and cross-
country teams. The ILR soccer player
is Jim Craig and the cross-country man,
Bob Robertson, jr. Craig is a sopho-
more, while Robertson is a junior.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
•and students of the New York State
School of Industrial & Labor Relations,
Cornell, University
A three-day conference for hospital
adninistrators and a week-end institute
for Macy's 1-S department store workers
are scheduled at the School next week.
Manpower problems faced in the
nation's hospitals during the present
tight labor market will be among topics
to be discussed at the hospital admini-
strators conference October 24-26.
Conferees will come from Central New
York.
The conference on "Effective Utiliza-
tion of Hospital Employes," was ar-
ranged by Professor Paul Gordon of ILR
in cooperation with the Central New York
Regional Hospital Council for admini-
strators and department heads from the
council's 31 member hospitals.
Speakers will include Edward James,
director of the North Shore Hospital,
Great Neck, N.Y., and Peter Arakelian,
director of personnel at New York Uni-
versity's Bellevue Medical Center in
New York City.
The week-end institute for officials
of Macy's Local 1-S United Department
Store Workers of America, will be held
October 27-28 at ILR and will be con-
ducted by the Extension Division.
(more)	H-327
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About 15 officers, shop stewards, and executive board members from the New
York City department store union are expected to attend sessions of the institute,
which will cover such topics as labor law, the history of labor and political
parties in the United States, and the role of the shop steward and executive
board member- in labor relations.
TWO NEW APPOINTMENTS MADE AT ILR
Announcement is made of two additional staff members at ILR:
Wayne L. Hodges has been appointed professor and director of public relations.
Prior to coming to Cornell Hodges served for five years as director of public
relations at Cooper Union in New York City where he also taught. He received
the A.B. at University of California and the M.A. at University of Southern
California, and has taken graduate work at New York University.
He has been a reporter on various California newspapers, desk man at the
United Press San Francisco bureau, and editor of a small daily in Northern
California, was director of publications and instructor in journalism at Pasadena
City College, and editor and director of publicity for I,A.M. in Southern Cali-
fornia. During World War II he served for three years in the Navy as researcher
in the educational program for illiterate white recruits, and later as Harbor
Entrance Control officer.
He will teach ILR's Public Relations course next semester.
James Smith has been named research associate to develop research materials
for the International Institute of Industrial and Labor Relations. A graduate
of Southern Illinois University, he received his M.A. from University of Okla-
homa and his Ph.D. at Cornell in 1951. During the past year he held the George C,
Boldt fellow in history and has served as graduate assistant for the past two
years.
FALL I&LR REVIEW APPEARS 
America can expect eight to ten "front-page" strike situations during a
typical peacetime year, according to an article by Earl L. Warren, director of
the Institute of Industrial Relations at UCLA, in the current issue of the
"Industrial and Labor Relations Review."
Professor Warren pored through 36 years of copies of the New York Times and
Los Angeles Times to uncover the data on which he based his prediction.
Taken on an overall basis, he found strike situations which elicited nation--;
wide newspaper comment and front page coverage averaged about five a year. In
recent years, he reported, the average jumped to eight or ten a year. He excluded
strikes of purely local significance.
Topics of other articles in the current issue include Germany's new Codeter.7
urination law, politics and religion in the Italian Labor Movement, a union apprai-
sal of management attitides toward wage incentive systems, and a discussion of
union structure and pension plans.
The issue also contains book reviews by ILR professors Robert H. Ferguson,
Jesse T. Carpenter, Marten S. Estey, and John W. McConnell,
THIRD FSYCHDTRY FELLOW APPOINTED 
Dr. William D. Longaker, a Pennsylvanian, has been appointed industrial
psychiatry fellow for a two-year period. He is the third such appointee studying
under a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of America.
Dr. Longaker graduated from Swarthmore and from University of Pennsylvania
Medical School in 191i5. He served his internship at Roosevelt Hospital, New York,
followed by two years of active duty in Navy hospitals. For the past three he
has been engaged in residency training in psychiatry at various VA hospitals in
Pennsylvania, He is taking courses at ILR this semester. H-327
PROF. MCKELVEY REPORTS ON SUNNER TEACHING IN AUSTRIA
Professor Jean T. McKelvey of ILR got an inside" view on how some young
European intellectuals view the United States during her summer of teaching at
the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies in Austria.
Professor McKelvey conducted courses for young journalists, teachers,
social scientists, and trade union leaders from 14 nations at the Salzburg
Seminar. Participants in the seminar were selected on the basis of ability and
actual or expected influence in their respective European communities.
One of the highlights of the summer was a panel session conducted among
the European participants on how Europe views the U.S. "They were pretty
critical," Professor McKelvey reported. "In general, they seemed to view the
United States as a young and irresponsible nation and they voiced a mistrust
of American foreign policy."
English participants in the seminar were the most "tolerant", she added,
although they seemed to feel that the U. S. was "forcing!l British rearmament.
The contingent from the European continent stressed criticisms that the
U. S. "has no culture", but instead concentrates on "material gains." Partici-
pants from the Scandinavian nations declared that Americans lacked "real freedom"
or "genuine freedom of speech" because of the activities against the Communists
here, she added.--'
While at the seminar, which was originated by the Harvard University Student
Council and is now supported by contributions from such organizations as the
Rockefeller Foundation, as well as private individuals' gifts, Professor
McKelvey taught a seminar on the role of governments in labor disputes and a
lecture course on the American Labor Hovement Today.
Students in her classes included an English economic historian, the editor
of the leading anti-Communist labor paper in Italy, an investigator with Sweden's
equivalent of the F.B.I., and a Norwegian labor mediator.
LEADERSHIP CCYNFERENCE HELD FOR GAS AND ELECTRIC OFFICERS
ILR yesterday wound up a one-week training course in conference leadership
for 14 officials of the New York State Gas and Electric Corporation.
Those attending were officials responsible for training conferences in the
firm's various districts. While at Cornell they received instruction in how to
conduct conferences for supervisors and other company personnel.
The program was arranged by Professor C. Kenneth Beach and James Johnson
of the school's faculty and George Brooks and William P. Walker of the company's
personnel department. Walker was graduated from ILR School in February, 1951.
ED PEAL TO STUDY CODETERMINATION LAW IN GERMANY
Ed Beal, doctor's degree candidate at ILR, sailed October 11 on the S.S.
Viendam for Germany. He will conduct research for his doctorate thesis on the
background and origins of the co-determination law (joint and equal labor
representation in management). The German word is a tongue-twister --
Mitbestimmungsrecht.
The study will be conducted under the direction of Professor Konvitz,
chairman of Beal's committee as part of the research program of the International
Institute of Industrial and Labor Relations. Beal plans to be in Germany until
next summer and expects that his headquarters will be in Cologne.
He spent July and August in preliminary research among available sources at
the Library of Congress and elsewhere in Washington.
Beal was a Military Go*ernment manpower and labor relations officer in
Germany from 1945-1949. He has a command of both German and French. He re-




SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETS
Discussion of current research projects being carried on by the School
highlighted a meeting of the ILR Advisory Council, a group composed of leading
figures in education, industry, and labor in the state, here October 11.
Reports were made on a variety of studies including the School's research
program in hospital personnel administration and human relations; labor law,
collective bargaining, trade union history, and wage surveys.
GRAD STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTS OFFICERS
At a recent meeting, the ILR Graduate Student Council elected the following
officers for the current year: Charles Myer, president; Fred Golub, vice presi-
dent; Marie-Louise Paternoster, secretary; Mike Lysak, treasurer; Richard Martin,
representative to faculty-graduate committee; Murray Melvin, representative to
student personnel office; and Bill Watts and Kishori Chanana, executive board
members.
The following committees were appointed by the executive board: program
committee, Arnold Bardburn, Frank Miller, Sid Warner; social committee, Francoise
Giradot, Norman Morse, Hugh Law, Karl Gruen; inter-mural athletics, Al Theis.
DEAN CATHERWOOD IN DEMAND AS SPEAKER
Dean Cathervrood has been busy speech-making this fall. On October 4 he
was the principal speaker at the annual meeting of the State Civil Service
Employees Association. His topic Was "Human Relations in Civil Service."
On October 9 he addressed a luncheon meeting of the Southern Tier Association
of Chambers of Commerce at the Statler Inn on campus, and on October 11 he spoke
on the program of the I&LR School at a meeting of the recently-formed Cornell
Council,
ILR AD”INISTRATIVE PCLICIES DISCUSSED WITH STAFF
Under ILR staff organization sponsorship, administrative assistant Robert
Risley met October 3with the non-professional staff. Purpose of the meeting was
to review school administrative policies and procedures, especially for the
relative newcomers to ILR.
Following the meeting, the group adjourned to the faculty lounge where
tea and cookies were served. Grace Horton and Bea Clarke were in charge of
arrangements for the refreshments.
ILR ENTERTAINS NUMEROUS VISITORS
Recent visitors to ILR thisfall include:
Charles Dolan, Employment •lanager, Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, metwith Prof.
Brophy's Personnel seminar on September 27.
On October 11 William Hcini..th 1 48, Personnel Director, Mack-Miller Candle
Co., Syracuse, and John Kelly, Personnel Director, Therm Electric, Ithaca, led
a roundtable with students in Personnel Administration.
Louis Hollander, President, New York State CIO Council, and Frank S. Columbus
Chairman, New York State Legislative Board, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen, addressed the West German students on October 12,
Clarence A. Wimpfheimer, president of American Velvet Co., and a national
trustee of the Council of Profit-Sharing Industries, spoke on profit-sharing
October 12 to Professor Brooks's classes and to the West Germans.
R. F. DePerno, president of Local 182, Teamsters Union, spoke to students
of ILR 400 at an evening session on October 15.
PROF. KONVITZ APPOINTED TO WSB COMNESSION
Professor MilEon R. Konvitz has been appointed as alternate member of the
Wage Stabilization Board's Regional Enforcement Commission for the New York-
New Jersey area. During World War	he served as public representative on
the regional board, Region 2, War Labor Board,	H-327
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Pi!;UPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Several ILR'ers are taking advantage of Ithaca's night school courses to
pursue hobbies or to add to their knowledge. Among those taking courses are:
David Billmyer, Peggy Ohlander and Sydelle Puchek in woodworking; Monica Daly,
Lee Reisman, and Shirley Rosen, drawing; Jean Burnham, music appreciation.
At Cornell Shirley Rosen is auditing an English course, Lee Reisman a physics
course, and Bess Parmer is enrolled in a course in Far Eastern affairs.
0
Professor Jean McKelvey spoke before the Rochester American Association of
University Women on October 8. Her topic lvias "The Salzburg Seminar:
Experiment in International Education." Program chairman was Mrs. Russell
McCarthy, mother of ILR student John McCarthy.
0
•idge Silverman of New York City visited graduate assistant Charlie Meyer
the week-end of the Syracuse game. Charlie's friends noted how sharp he looked
and knew that the gleam in his eye wasn't caused by his interest in statistics,
0•••■■••=mr.....
Jim Johnson of extension staff attended a two-week course in Syracuse on
economic field mobilization of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
Running from September 24 to October 5, the course was sponsored jointly by
the First Army, First Air Force, and Third haval District, and the Syracuse
Chamber of Commerce.
0
It must be the position that does it -- Jackie Kaldon is the second of
Professor Brooks' secretaries to hit the jackpot -- winning 35.00 worth of
groceries at the Acme store by ic:.antifying the song "I Don't Stand a Ghost of
a Chance Iiith You" on a local radio program. A few months-ago former secretary
Joyce Bixby also won on this same program.
0
Professor Robert H. Ferguson spoke on September 28 to an open house
audience at the Gloversville YvJCA on "Consumer Problems During Inflation." This
was the first in a series of discussion programs sponsored by the YWCA.
0
Professor 'vayne L. Hodges, ILR's new director of public relations, spoke
before a group of 21 French business and government officials October 8 on
"Public Relations for American Industry." The French visitors have begun a





Professor J. James .jehring is serving this year as discussion leader for
the Great Books Club which meets bi-weekly on Thursdays at the Cornell library
(downtown). Anyone interested in joining the club is requested to see Professor
Jehring.
0
Ernest Bulow, M.S.'49, now co-ordinator of industrial and labor relations
- at Lamar State College of Technology in Texas, recently conducted a meeting
for 30 representatives of labor and management in southeast Texas. They
approved the tentative course of study of industrial relations and personnel
management to be conducted at the college.
0
Professor 'Betty Barton of &tension served as consultant October 6 at the
Public Relations forum conducted by the eastern zone, New York State Teachers
Association in Albany.
0
Lon Piper, toter of the ILR mail, has a new blue Plymouth replacing his
'1+6 1,..ercury.
0
ILR has three twins in its ranks - grad assistant Frank Kane has a twin
sister, whereas secretaries Shirley Rosen and Lorothy Winokur have identical
twin sisters.
0
Grad assistant Bill Hoskin;, working with Professor Gardner Clark, is on
leave from Hobart College in Geneva where he is instructor in economics. Bill,
who received an M.S. in I.L.R. in 1949, commutes daily from Geneva.
0
Mrs. Lilly Reichmann, part-time research associate at ILR, is carrying on
the library's foreign exchange program (of periodicals of organizations and
schools abroad). This project is undertaken to implement the program of the
International Institute of Industrial and Labor Relations. Mrs. Reichmann served
as interpreter for a group of Germans studying at the school last year.
0
Jean Burnham, former secretary to Robert Risley, found that she was loath to
leave the Cornell campus. :i.he is remaining nere to finish her master's thesis
and is typing part-time for Professor Jesse Carpenter.
0
The ILR mailroom is carrying on a virtual foreign branch of
In addition to the usual ILR mail, it receives mail addressed to
now touring the country; mail for the 23 Germans now at ILR; and





Professor Robert H. Ferguson will give ten hours of class instruction on
union-menagaaent relations to 21 French junior executives studying "American
Business Practices" at the School of Business and Public Administration.
Ferguson is currently traveling to kmsterdam each week to start the
Bigelow-sanford Institute of Industrial 'Management off with five sessions on
business economics.
0
Bill Slayman, K.S. in ILR '51, writes to Professor Beach from Chicopee
Fails, Mass.:where •hejsuith the industrial relations department of the
Chicopee Mfg. Corp.: "We're in the process of re-vamping the communications
set-up here. One of the projects is to develop a new policy manual. I've
drawn up a couple of discussion leaders guides for use on absenteeism and
labor turnover...I had a flip chart made by the mechanical department and we
now use it with the blackboard at all meetings...We have a bowling league and
so far we're doing fairly good. However, one should not conclude that the
mighty right arm of jDur Uncle Will has anything to do with it."
0
Jim Coe, son of grad assistant Burr Coe, plays on the Ithaca High junior
varsity football team. The team is as yet undefeated and Jim has contributed
a touchdown in every game.
It could be worse - so says grad assistant Dallas Jones when questioned
about his first name. Admitting that he was named for Lallas, Texas where
he was born, Jones retorts that he could have been named Fort Worth.
0
Don Tompkins of the Materials Lab has enlisted as a corporal in. the U. S.
Air Force. He will report November 1 for active duty at Sampson.
0
Research associate Jim Smith reports the birth of a daughter, Lelissa Jane,
on October 12 (Columbus Day). He admits that the baby should have been named
something like Christophia.
0
When Bea Clarke, recently of Student Personnel staff, read in the last
F.O.I. that she had been "replaced" but no mention made of where she had been
transferred to, she wondered why she was putting in her time at ILR. We
hasten to report that she is now secretary to Professors Corvini and Windmuller
at 5 1,ast Avenue.
0
Anna Lane, secretary to Professor Konvitz, asks that staff
their ink bottles for an Ithaca woman who uses expensive paint
buys in large quantities, using these small bottles with tight







Fred Nanning, master's degree candidate, writes to Karl Gruen concerning
his personnel position with Arabian American Oil Co.: "I've started here
in the home office on a 12-week training course. Then it is immediate departure
for the Overseas Training Center at Sidon, Lebanon for a 4-week training in
Arabic language, customs, culture; then on to the oil fields in Saudi-Arabia
for more on-the-job training in personnel procedures at the oil wells, pumping
stations, and refinery. I will then beassigned to employee relations work at
uverseas Headquarters in Dhahran, Saudi-Arabia...My training here at the
Personnel Department is quite extensive. I Started off in processing, then
passport and visa section, baggage and transportation, on to recruiting, wages
and salaries, pensions and annuities, then to policy determination."
0
Professors C. K. Beach and Lynn Luerson and grad assistant Burr Coe attended
sessions of the annual conference of Vocational and Practical Arts Education
at Lake Placid October 7-10.
0
Sally Heller '49 is pictured in the anniversary publication of the Teamsters
Union of which Lee Eckert of the library staff has a copy. Sally is also listed
in the masthead as a research assistant.
0
lir. and Mrs. Robert O'Rourke of Ithaca are the parents of a daughter, Karen
Patricia, born October 8 at the local hospital; weight 7 lbs. 9 oz. Eunice
was formerly secretary to Professor Lynn Ernerson.
0
Extension Lirector Ralph Campbell has received the following word from
Professor Eleanor Emerson now studying in Germany: "I'm spending two days in
the Adult Education Resident School. It is beautifully located on the edge
of the large Goheds Forest. The school is what remains of an old castle where
the royalty went hunting. There is riot much equipment or heat except the ardor
and enthusiasm of the students."
0
Professor John M. Brophy of Personnel Administration has been invited to
take charge of a workshop session at the national conference of the American
Society of Training Directors at French Lick, Indiana, next March.
He has also been invited, at the request of Albert Sobey, president
emeritus of General Motors Institute, to be state representative on a Planning
and Coordinating Committee. The function of this committee is to determine what
is being done in training research and development.
0
Frank and Nora Nahaney of Washington, D.C. are parents of a son, Matthew,
born August 28. Frank is completing work for a master's degree at ILR.
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Martha Simon of Student Personnel serves as secretary of the Ithaca
Community Players which has more than 500 members. Martha also helps out with
painting scenery in her spare time. Other members among ILR'ers are Lynne
Flack, Eleanor Goodman and lax's. Robert Aronson.
0
The introduction to a brochure "Human Itelations are Good Employee
,relations" put out by the American Hotel Association, states: "For the form
this booklet has taken, we should express debt especially to the bulletin
"Improving the Supervision in Retail Stores." (This ILR bulletin was written
by Professor Paul Gordon).
0
Professor Milton R. Konvitz s poke on mAat Is Jewish Living?" October 17
at Willard straight Hall. His talk was a continuation of last year's debate
between Professors David Laiches of the .khglish Department and Fonvitz.
LAN OF TILL LILLX
Serving as teaching assistant for the ILR statistics division, Charlie
Aeyer's chief claim, to fame at the School is having the "know-how" to preside
over the lab sessions of the much-feared but required Statistics 1 (ILR 210).
A former hew Jerseyite, wore recently a Brooklynite, Charlie won his A.B.
from New York University in 1949 with a psychology and economics major. At
NYU he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. During the following year he stayed.on
to do graduate work and serve as statistical assistant to Professor Jenkins.
Immediately after graduating from Newark (N.J.) high, Charlie was claimed
by the U.S. Army. He served for two years as first mate of an 85-foot Fr
boat with the air-sea rescue service of the Air Force. His patrol covered
the entire Atlantic seaboard.
His work experience has been mostly confined to the brewery industry. He
drove a delivery truck during the summer months and claims that he would
first deliver a keg and then drink a keg. However, finding he couldn't keep
up the pace, he is now practically "on the wagon."
Charlie is now on the last lap of his graduate work. For a master's
thesis he is doing a case study on the aged in industry at Alexander Smith
and Sons Carpet Company in Yonkers.
Charlie serves as president of the ILR Graduate Student Council and plays
third base on the ILR graduate softball team. He also played organized





being planned for early December
by
all school social committees.
Announcement of date will be
made soon. 
November 15, 1951
DEI N NAMED TO PROBE DOCK STRIKE
Dean M. P. Catherwood of ILR is
currently serving in one of the hot-
test spots in the state, as chairman
of a fact-finding panel named to in-
vestigate the New York longshoremen's
strike.
Dean Catherwood was appointed to
the board of inquiry on Novembe 2 by
State Industrial Commissioner ward
Corsi after the crippling stri e had
tied up hundreds of thousands of tons
of cargo at New York wharves. Others
named to the panel were Dean Alfangel
New York attorney, and Msgr. John P.
Boland of Buffalo.
Two days after their appointment
the members began holding hearings in
New York on the walkout. At 2 o'clock
Friday morning, November 9, the board
achieved partial success when the
leaders of the insurgent strikers
agreed to send their men back to work
pending the panel's final report. The
main job of formulating final recom•
mendations, however, still lay before
the board as this issue went to press.
Professor Wayne Hodges, ILR public
relations director, has been in New
York with Dean Catherwood since the
fact-finding board was first appointed.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staffs
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial & Labor Relations,
Cornell University.
SAFETY CONFERENCE BEING HELD TODAY
A one-day conference on "Indus-
trial. Safety Education in New York
State" is being held today at Statler
Hall by ILR School.
Industrial safety engineers from
plants throughout the Central New York
area as well as leading educators in
the state are attending the confer-
ence, held in cooperation with the
American Society of Safety Engineers.
The program, arranged by Prof.
J. James Jehring, innludes a discus-
sion of hotel safety by Fred Mills of
the School of Hotel Administration
staff, and a symposium on "Education
for Industrial Accident Prevention"
of which Prof. Jehring is chairman.
Burr Coe, ILR graduate assistant
and vice principal of the Rochester
public schools, will discuss "Teaching
Accident Prevention in the School
Shop."
Other speakers include Prof. Harry
Loberg of the School of Mechanical
Engineering who will discuss "Educating
Engineers on Accident Prevention" and
Dr. Walter Cutter of the Center for
Safety Education, New York University,
who will talk on "Educating the Safety
Director of the Future."
Participants will tour the School




WAGE CONFERENCE TO BE HELD DEC. 7-8
An emp oyer association conference on wage surveys-w41-1-be conducted by
the School	ecember	--;	iirec ion • *..	Toll
and Robert L. Raim
AAbout 30 to 50 representatives from a group of employer associations
throughout the United States, Hawaii, and Canada who are cooperating with the
Cornell school on a research stud of em loyer wage surveys are expected to
attend the conference.	e will exchangeaideas on gathering wage
information for employer associations.
The program will include sessions on problems of collecting and presenting
wage da=ta and reporting on fringe benefits, as well as a discussion of suggested
steps for improving wage information. In addition the conferees will discuss
the research study being made by Professors Tulles and Raimon among 120 leading
employer associations.
SCHOOL'S EXHIBIT DISPLAYED AT CIO CONVENTION
For the first time in the School's history, ILR had an exhibit at a
national CIO convention. Members of the staff transported the School's travel-
ing exhibit, designed by grad student Sid Warner, to the CIO convention in New
York City, November 5-9.
Seen at the convention were former grad students Mary Lou Dappert, Betty
Foye, Earl Kipp, Chandler Fizer, Jim Brown, a '50 graduate of ILR, Anna Eacaluso,
former secretary to Professors Ferguson and Clark who now is working with the
CIO's legal department in 1Nashington; and John Thurber, former assistant pro-
fessor in Extension.
INSTITUTE FOR TO1TKINS CO. SMALL BUSINESS HELD
An institute for Tompkins County small business was held at Statler Hall
November 5 by the School which served as a beginning of a long-term, state-wide
program. Executives from more than 20 Tompkins County industrial companies
employing fewer than 300 persons attended the institute.
"The purpose of the institute was to aid small business to analyze and
meet some of their personnel and training problems," Dean Catherwood said.
"This is in keeping with the School's aim to assist in the development of programs
of value to small concerns of New York State which lack specialized personnel
and training staff.
"This institute is expected to be introductory. Further sessions for groups
of Tompkins County small business firms with common problems will result from
this institute. The School stands ready to arrange more specialized and in-
tensive programs for such groups."
The institute was planned by the School in consultation with the Ithaca
Chamber of Commerce and members of the Industrial Management Club of Ithaca.
Participating ILR faculty were: Professors C. Kenneth Beach, Earl Brooks,
Temple Burling, Ralph Campbell, Paul Gordon, John McConnell, and N. Arnold
Telles.
PROF. TOLLES PODERATES PANEL
To quote from last Sunday's Syracuse HERALD-A1ERICAN: "In an attempt to
spread information on the inflation merry-go-round and its control, the League
Of Women Voters of the Syracuse Fetropolitan area is sponsoring a panel dis-
cussion Thursday, Nov. 15 at 8 P.M. in Syracuse Truseum of Fine Arts.'
Moderator of the panel will be N. Arnold Tolles, professor of industrial
and labor relations in New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations,
Cornell University. Dr. Tolles holds B.A. and Ph.D degrees from the University
of Chicago and an M.P. from Harvard..."	 R-540
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BIGELOW-SANFORD STUDY UNDER WAY
The chop s two-year program of education and research in executive
development at the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.'s Amsterdam plant is now well
under way.
Prof. Robert H. Ferguson has already concluded a five week course in
fundamentals of business economics for the Bigelow-Sanford trainees and
Edward J. Riley, manager of community relations for General Electric Co.,
has launched a four-session course on community relations.
Other courses tentatively scheduled for the Bigelow-Sanford trainees this
year include elements of supervision, plant organization and management,
industrial engineering, and quality control. The last four will be conducted
by members of the faculty of Sibley School of Mechanical Engineering at
Cornell.
The two-year program, which began in early October, is designed to help
employees at the Amsterdam plant prepare for positions of leadership in the
company. Twenty specially-selected members of the Bigelow-Sanford staff are
participcting. The project also affords an opportunity for members of the
school's faculty to do research on the effectiveness of such a long term in-
plant program of education,
When the program was initially announced, President Malott of Cornell
hailed it as "one of the most significant educational projects ever undertaken
by a university inside an industrial plant.
ECA TURKS TO RETURN TO ITHACA 
The group of 16 Turkish engineers and technicians are on the last lap of
their 12-weeks of in-plant training. dn November 26 they will return to
Ithaca for a period of report-writing, evaluation and consultation. They will
leave around December 12 for a brief visit to Washington before returning to
Turkey. During their stay in Ithaca they will be housed separately in rooming
houses.
Professor Rudolph Corvini, project manager, is now visiting the Turks, who
are scattered around the country, His itinerary includes Tennessee, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR TO NEW YORK EXTENSION OFFICE NAMED
Richard Frank of Great Neck, L.I., has been appointedeffective November 1
assistant director of the New York Metropolitan Extension office. He will work
with Professor Effey Riley, director of the New York office, with special
attention to extension programs for business organizations.
A graduate of Yale, Frank has for the past two years been employed by the
O. E. McIntyre direct mail advertising firm, Great Neck, where he rose to
plant manager. Previous to this he was assistant to the president of a leather
company in Newark, N.J.
During World War II Frank was a Japanese language expert with the nlitary
Intelligence Service.
BOOKS FOR EUROPE COITITTEE FORMED
At a miril  on November 6 the preliminary plans for a "Books for Europe"
campaign wore discussed. Under the faculty leadership of Professors Jean
McKelvey and Charles Gulick, the committee is composed of faculty, grads, and
undergrads. The Committee was formed to help replace books destroyed by the
totalitarian governments in Europe. Any students interested in helping on this
project are urged to contact Chuck Christensen '52,
- Lr-
ILR STAFF SPEAK TO EXTENSION GROUPS 
ILR staff are currently participating in three series of extension lectures
in widely-separated parts of the state.
One is a seven-week course for members of the Schenectady Industrial Club
on the human aspects of supervision, collective bargaining, and wages, prices,
and profits. Instructors for that course include Professors Robert H.
Ferguson ) N. Arnold Tolies, and Robert Raimon from the school, and Robert G.
Lanzit, personnel and sales manager for the Trojan 'Maid Co., Troy.
A series on human relations is being conducted for the Rochester Personnel
Women's Club with Dr, Tempe Burling, Professors Earl Brooks and Alpheus W.
Smith, and Edith Lentz from ILR doing the lecturing,
. "Toward Understanding Industrial Relatiens in a Defense Economy" is the
subject of a series of five lectures being held in Syracuse with the cooperation
of the Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance and the Training
Division of the New York State Department of Civil Service. Professors Maurice
F. Neufeld) M. Gardner Clark, N. Arnold Tolles, Alpheus W. Smith, and Leonard
P. Adams are participating,
STUDENT INTERVIF. ,7vED BY SWEDISH NEWSPAPERMAN
A Swedish newspaper is preparing a story with pictures on ILR graduate
student Ulla Nelson of Sweden and her current studies at ILR. Olof Starkenburg,
American correspondent for the Stockholm Expressen learned of Miss Nelson's
presence at ILR through a publicity release prepared by the Public Relations
office and drove from New York to Ithaca to interview her.
She was employed as a personnel officer at the Helsingborg Gummifabriks
Aktieboloag.
PETER PARKER RUNS A CLOSE RACE IN RECENT BRITISH ELECTIONS
Peter Parker, Britisher who did graduate work at ILR last year, ran for
parliament on the Labour ticket in the constituency of Bedford (near Cambridge)
in the recent British elections. He lost out by a narrow margin to C. Soames
(son-in-law of Churchill) of the Conservative Party. The balloting was as
follows:
C. Soames (Conservative)	23,278
P. Parker (Labour) 20,492
Philpott (Liberal) 3,323
The vote for Parker was a record for the Labour party in Bedford.
DAVE HYATT GOES WITH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Dave HyaTETTETITerly director of public relations at ILR, writes to the
Public Relations Office about his new position as assistant director of
publicity and public relations, for the Institute of International Education.
Of his new job, he says, "Sounds like it will be a challenging and
fascinating job. It puts me in the center of things I'm more concerned and
interested in than anything else - excepting my family - international relations.
"We've bought a house at Rowayton, near Darien (Conn.). It's within
walking distance of the beach and 45 minutes by train to New York. 1 e expect
to spend our summers as beachcombers."
Hyatt, since he left ILR last year, has been manager of public relations
for the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company.
Don Shank, former director of student personnel at ILR, is vice president
of the Institute of International Education.
H-540
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LIBRARIAN FILLER EDITS NEW PUBLICATION 
I1R Librarian J. Gormly Miller is editor of a new library information
bulletin entitled "State University Library Gazette." Making its first appear-
ance October 1, the Gazette is intended for all staff members in all state
unit libraries. It is expected to increase effectiveness of library services
by providing a medium of exchange of ideas and information. For the present
it will appear every two months.
In addition to general library news, the bulletin contains a calendar of
events, news and notes, trading post, and new publications.
EST GERMAN LEADERS ARE  VISITING ILR 
A group of West German labor, management, and educational leaders inter-
ested in establishing a school in Germany similar to the School of Industrial
and Labor Relations arrived November 11 for a two week stay.
The group of eight, which includes a sociology professor, a labor adviser
to the West German government, and a representative from a German Works Council,
is working on plans to develop suck a school of labor-management relations at
Stuttgart, according to officials of the Cornell School.
Their trip to Ithaca has been arranged through the Office of International
Labor Affairs of the U. S. Department of Labor. While they are here they will
interview faculty members and administrative officials on the organization,
instructional program, and activities of the School.
ILR'ERS SPEAK IN WASHINGTON
Professors Earl Brooks and Temple Burling addressed the Inter-Agency
Institute for Hospital Administrators at Washington, November 2.
Professor Brooks talked on "The Role of Executive Leadership in Effective
Organization and Management," and Professor Bailing on "The Psychology of
Human Relations and Its Application to the Hospital Situation."
The institute was conducted by the Federal Security Agency, Public Health
Service, with participation of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Veterans Administra-
tion, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Public Health Service.
GERMAN STUDENT VISITS CONNECTICUT PLANT
When Clarence733Rheimer, president of American Velvet Co., visited
I&LR recently, he extended a gracious invitation to members of the West German'
group to drop in and see him at the American Velvet plant at Stonington, Conn.,
whenever they got a chance.
Two weeks ago Herta Richter, one of the two girls in the German group,
took him up on his invitation and was given a royal reception.
Arrangements for her to make a trip to the Stonington plant were made
by Prof. John Windmuller, in charge of the German group, and Aubrey Whitclaw,
public relations director for American Velvet. Herta got a ride to New York
City Friday afternoon, stayed overnight at Bea Clarke's apartment there, and
continued on to Stonington by train Saturday morning.
She spent the weekend at the Whitelaws' home in Stonington and visited the
plant Fonday. Er. Wimpfheimer, who had been in California, returned Monday in
time to chat with her for a few minutes at the plant. She then flew back to
Ithaca via Robinson Airlines at the company's expense. It was her first flying
experience and she enjoyed it very much.
Herta, who comes from Allendorf, Germany, is employed as a secretary in
her father's spinning mill. She is a member of the textile union at the plant
and interested in studying employee labor relations.
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IRRA MEETING HELD (by Prof. V. H. Jensen)
Thursday evening, November 1, the local chapter of the Industrial Relations
Research Association held its first meeting of the current year. Prof. Charles
A. Gulick of the Department of Economics of the University of California and
visiting lecturer in the School this term talked about the difficulties he had
in conducting the research and some of the experiences he had in gathering
material for his volumes on the Austrian working class movement which were pub-
lished under the title of Austria: from Habsburg to Hitler. The two volumes
have been translated into German and -rave been saa- veFTWidely in Austria.
As a matter of fact, Prof. Gulick received the prize of the City of Vienna in
ray 1950 for his outstanding work. This prize is one of ten given each year
for the most eminent work in various fields. Prof. Gulick is the only foreigner
who has ever received such a prize. It is little wonder, of course, that his
work has been so widely acclaimed in Austria because it deals with the social
problems and events which have so intimately determined the experiences of the
lives of these people over the last three decades or more. Prof. Gulick's books
have been reviewed in approximately 30 Austrian newspapers. It may be of
interest, too, that in September 1950 the book was confiscated and its sale
prohibited in part of the Russian Zone) also, that Prof. Gulick has been damned
four times in the Lower House of the Austrian Parliament and twice in the City
Council of Vienna; four of these condemnations coming from Fascists and two
from Communists.
All faculty and students who attended the meeting spent a constructive and
enjoyable evening and it is hoped that subsequent meetings of the local chapter
will be as enriching.
This opportunity is taken to invite all undergraduates and graduate student*
and faculty members who are not now members of the Industrial Relations Research.
Association to do so. Professor Jensen is president of the local chapter,
Dalton McFarland is secretary-treasurer and the board. members are Fraeda
Aronovitz, Richard Martin, Professors McKelvey, Neufeld and Tolles. Anyone seek
ing to know more about this organization sho4ld feel free to get in touch with
Dalton McFarland or any_of.tha other_officart:and board-members. batch for the
announcement of the next meeting. The last Thursday of each month has been
tentatively set as the meeting night of the local chapter.
PROF. WHYTE'S BOOK DRAMATIZED
ILR's William F. Whyte, when he wrote "Pattern For Industrial Peace", a
research study into human relations at Inland Steel's Chicago plant, little
realized that he was fathering a potential Broadway success.
Prof. C. Kenneth Beach reported that he recently attended a Bigelow-Sanford
Carpet Co. management meeting in Great Barrington, Mass. One of the highlights
of the meeting was a full-scale stage dramatization of Prof. Whyte's book,
performed by Bigelow-Sanford management personnel. The script was written by
members of the company personnel department.
"It was a very good job," Prof. Beach reported. "The vice-president of
Inland Steel, who appears in both Prof. Whyte's book and the play, was on hand
to watch it. And just to make sure the Bigelow-Sanford men were drawing the
proper lessons in human relations from the Inland Steel experience, the company
even conducted a short quiz on the play after they presented it."
MARTHA SIMON TO BE MARRIED
Martha, secretary to Prof. James Campbell of Student Personnel, has a
diamond announcing her engagement to Frank Conway of Ithaca. The wedding will
take place Thanksgiving Day at Newman Oratory, Ithaca.
Martha hails from Toledo and prior to coming to ILR last May was secretary
to Herbert Williams of Cornell Admissions Office. Mr. Conway is business






Library staff members Lee Eckert, Grace Horton, Kaye Spinney and Carmine
Yengo are being tutored in German by Mrs. Lilly Reichmann, part-time research
associate. These ILR I ers,feel the need for a knowledge of German in their
library work.
Don't mention Hallowe'en to Eleanor Biles, secretary to Professor Jensen.
On that evening pranksters slashed two of the tires on her car so that one
tire TAS ruined and the other tad to,be retreadIsd.
The Phil Foltman family has a new member; a month-old Irish setter
pup named Snipper. Snipper hails from Candor and was delivered by Bob Risley.
W. R. Brossman, director of publicity for Cornell, spoke on publicity
at Cornell on November 7 to the extension class in Public Relations. This
class for non-professional staff meets each Wednesday and is usually taught
by Prof. Wayne Hodges.
0
At a recent annual board meeting of the George Junior Republic, Freeville,
N.Y., Prof. Lynn A. Emerson of ILR was re-elected director. George Junior
Republic, located near Freeville (9 miles east of Ithaca) is a school founded
for young people from broken homes. The students have their awn currency,
their own courts, etc.
0
Preparatory to accompanying her husband on sabbatic to Italy next
semester, Mrs. Maurice Neufeld is diligently studying Italian; helping her
with the language is graduate student Alberto Armani who hails from Rome, Italy.
0
Ellen Basler Duflocq, former secretary to Prof. Lynn Emerson, visited
the School recently. Husband Bob,'51, has a new position as assistant personnel
director, Pefizer Chemical Co., Groton, Conn.
.0
Henry Landsberget; candidate for a Ph.D. who has been in Biggs State




Monica Daly, secretary to Robert Risley, with two girl friends, visited
Harrisburg and Washington the weekend of November 2-4. They hit the high spots
of Washington, but what impressed Monica most was visiting the state legisla-
ture at the Pennsylvania state capitol and sitting in the governor's chair.
Veterinary wives Alice Duberman, Mary K. Sullivan and Ginny Wallace
meet weekly with College of Veterinary staff to get a bird's eye view of
that field.
Hannan Shatsky '51 met with students of Prof. Brophy's class in "Personnel
Functions of Supervision" October 26. Shatsky is with the industrial relations
department, G.H.R. Foundry Division, Dayton Malleable Iron Co., Dayton, Ohio
0
Adrienne Smith, secretary to Professors Gordon and Raimon, hails from
that year-round vacation spot, Lake Placid. Although she enjoys outdoor
sports and was practically brought up on skiis, Adrienne finds the climate
too rugged for her when she returns home for visits. Adrienne attended the
University of Vermont and is a Katherine Gibbs secretarial school graduate.
0
On the morning of Ithaca l s first snowfall, Jerry Rounds of Materials
Lab tangled with a loaded bread truck which tended on its side. The truck,
in attempting to pass Jerry's car, skidded and turned over. Don Piper wondered
why Jerry didn't bring some baked goods for the coffee hour.
0
Jim Oomrigar '53 spoke October 11 to the industrial relations section of
the Tompkins County League of Women Voters on the Point Four program as it
relates to India. Professor Gardner Clark reports that the talk was very
well received.
0
Alice Duberman, secretary to Prof. Tolles, drove to New York last month
to meet her mother whom she had not seen for two years. Alice's mothers who
lives in California, flew east to visit relatives.
0
Reminiscing and the "old days" were in the air at ILR not long ago when
custodians Td Sheldon and Russ Hovencamp each brought in snapshots of "their
younger days". The first showed Ed seated in a racing sulky hitched to a
pair of oxen at the Dryden fair back in '09; Russ displayed a picture of
himself at the driver's seat of a 1935 model home-made "covered Wagon" drawn
by a Shetland pony.
0





Nancy Eisenberg 1 55 informs FOI that the actual number of twins at ILR
is four, rather than 3, as reported in the last issue. She says, "I'm a twin,
too, and my identical twin sister attends the Tobe-Coburn school for Fashion
Careers in New York City (on a full scholarship);'
0
•
Tess Haley and Mary Martha Ryan, former ILR'ers, visited the School the
week-end of the Columbia game. They wanted to be remembered to all their
friends. Both are still working in Rochester.
0
Prof. Gardner Clark discussed "Labor in Soviet Russia" October 28 at a
meeting of the Adult Discussion Group in Forest Home Chapel.
0
The water fountain in the upper hall has been exhibiting signs of temper-
ment; first the pressure was too law, but later it was over-remedied and
squirted water over both the drinker and the floor. It seems back to normal now.
Jean -Vdells, candidate for an M.S. at the School,writes to Professor Tolles
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1Jashingten, D.C., where she is working
and writing her thesis: "Getting in the swing of wage work was much easier
than disciplining myself to swivel in one spot eight hours a day...Am enthus-
iastic about the national studies. Field work was interesting in my youth
but now the Washington office is more my speed!, The secret of my success in
writing my thesis is the Library of Congress where I find the quiet diligence
of fellow Washingtonians a good example." Jean's Washington address is:
236 Massachusetts Ave., N.E., Washington 2.
0
Dr. John Butler, industrial psychiatry fellow at ILR, on October 30 ad-
dressed a group of senior officers at Sampson Air Force Base on "Problems
of Handling Maladjusted Persons." He also will address a feed dealers meeting
in Batavia on November 19.
0
Professor Earl Brooks attended the annual meeting of Profit Sharing
Industries in Detroit November 12 and 13; on November 29 he will speak in
Cincinnati at a meeting of the National Optical Wholesale Association.
0
2nd Lt. Alan Underberg, '51, writes to Prof. McKelvey from Griffiss Air
Force Base, Rome, N.Y. He reports that he has been accepted at Public Relations
Officer School beginning January 7. The ten-week course is given in New
Rochelle, N.Y. After getting out of school he'll be re-assigned as a public
relations officer either for some general or an organization.
H-540
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MAN OF THE WEEK
A man of varied talents who once acted as "docent" for the Columbia
Museum, Dubuque, Iowa and served as editor of the "Cultural Antiquarian,"
a national magazine devoted to the promotion of arts	Professor J. James
Jehring,
A native of Iowa, he received his B.A. cum laude from Dubuque College,
and his M6A. in 1946 from State University of Iowa with a major in industrial
accident prevention. He also did graduate work at Catholic University of
America and at University of Chicago.
His extensive work experience includes clerk in payroll department, assis-
tant to personnel director, and cost estimator for a commercial concern; in-
structor at Loras Academy where he taught five subjects; assistant state super-
visor of remedial education survey for University of Iowa.
For the five succeeding years ho served on the Purdue University staff as
district representative of technical extension services in northern Indiana,
and regional supervisor of Purdue technical institutes.
Coming to ILR in 1946, Professor Jehring first was assigned to the extension
division. He later developed the School's audio-visual division which he now
heads. Under his direction the library of audio-visual materials has grown
to be outstanding in its field in the country.
Jehring and his staff, at the present time, operate from two headquarters -
the Old Armory where he is working with Prof. Lynn Emerson on instructional
materials; and the audio-visual lab (Room 14) at ILR. Secretary Shirley Bruce
is housed in the Old Armory office, while grad assistant Mike Lysak presides
over the film file in Room 14,
Despite his interest in industrial accident prevention, Professor Jehring
has a propensity for becoming involved in minor accidents. ILR'ers will recall
his falling dorm a flight of steps , headfirst into a water fountain. He gamely
posed, complete with bandaged head, before a safety poster.
In addition to teaching a course in Industrial Safety, Jehring is super-
vising the making of two film strips. One is a sound-color film on "What is
Industrial and Labor Relation6" undertaken by grad student Sid Warner; the
other is a strip on public relations done jointly by undergrads Bill O'Donnell,
John Shearer and Linda Van Duyne.
Admitting that he is a typical mid-western "joiner", he claims membership
in the American Society of Safety Engineers, University Film Producers
Pssociation, New York State Audio Visual Council, American Association of
University Professors, Industrial Relations Research Association, Department .
of Audio Visual Instruction of the National Education Association, and last but
not least, the Ithaca Automobile Club.
Jehring's principal hobby runs to antiques - he collects and refinishes
antique furniture and buys old paintings and etchings. He owns an 18th century
Italian painting, a modern abstract, an etching of a cow done by the greatest
American etcher of bovine quadrupeds, and several early American bird paintings
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ECA TURFISH GROUP SOON
TOT1tWARD BOUND
The 16 Turkish engineers and tech-
nicians who studied at ILR this summer
under E.C.A. auspices arrived back on
the campus Nov. 26 after traveling
75,000 miles in a group of 12-week
tours that took them to more than 100
factories and mills throughout the
United States.
The tours were designed to ac-
quaint them with the latest production
methods and industrial management
techniques in Pmerican industry and
were financed with ECA funds and ar-
ranged by the ILR School.
The Turks did not make the trips
in a single group. Some traveled
alone and others traveled in small
teams, so that each man only visited
plants in his awn particular industry.
They are now spending two weeks
at ILR evaluating the results of their
trip and on Dec. 12, will leave for
Washington, D.C. where they will per-
sonally report to ECA officials on
the tour, They are tentatively
scheduled to start their return to
Turkey via boat and piano late this
month.
Two of the Turks, Cemal Yegen
and Fazil Kutaydin, both chemical
engineers, will spend three months in
Great Britain as guests of Imperial
Chemical Industries, Ltd., studying
dye manufacturing at Imperial Chemical,
before returning home.
PROF. ELEANOR EMERSON  REPORTS
ON YTORK IN GERMANY
West German trade unions and adult
education leaders are teaming up to
bring industrial and social democracy
to German workers via the classroom,
Prof. Eleanor Emerson of ILR reported
on her recent return from three months
in Germany.
Prof. Emerson worked as a U.S.
State Department adviser to the West
German Arbeit and Leben ("Work and
Live") workers' education program be-
ing carried on principally through
efforts of adult educators and trade
union leaders.
Because a large percentage of Nest
German workers left school at the
eighth grade and either went into vo-
cational training or took jobs, she
pointed out, many of them are severely
handicapped in their union, social, or
political contacts in Germany.
"A great many lack confidence in
their ability to function as effective
trade union members or to participate
in community affairs because their
(more)
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Public Relations Office, Room 3, for •
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general education was cut short," she explained.
The Arbeit and Leben program is designed both to help fill in gaps in the
workers' general education and to help them develop their social intelligence
so they can participate in union and community affairs.
The democracy-building potential in such an educational program, Prof.
Emerson pointed out, is obvious and for that reason the U. S. government has
interested itself in it -- to the extent of supplying financial aid and advisers
from American adult education circles. The program actually is only now getting
under way in the U. S. zone, although it has been functioning in the British
zone for two years, largely because of the British Labour government's intense
interest in worker education.
Trade union leaders take responsibility for recruiting workers for the
classes and discovering worker educational needs, and the adult educators assume
responsibility for establishing and maintaining the classes. Instructors are
usually university, college, or high school teachers, who work on a part-time
basis.
"One of the most significant things is to see these union leaders and
educators, with their widely divergent educational, political, and social back-
grounds, working together to bring general education within reach of the great
mass of German workingpeople," Prof. Emerson declared.
The classes, conducted on a much more intensive basis than most American
worker's education programs, are usually two-hour sessions held twice a week
and run for a period of about nine months. Course content is built around the
individual worker's needs and varies accordingly, but some courses currently
being taught are social problems, economics, problems of industrial management,
and the history of labor. Standards are high.
The workers are also taught study methods -- how to read quickly'and pick
out the central thought from books and articles; effective speaking and writing;
and how to take notes.
"Germans, to whom the teacher constitutes more of a symbol of authority
than in America, place great emphasis on note-taking," Prof. Emerson said. This
tendency toward authoritarianism has made it difficult to get workers to parti-
cipate easily in "give and take" class discussions, she added, but instructors
are working herd to break down the barriers to such participation.
Another difficulty encountered is the preference of German educators to
start out, with theories and then apply them to practical situations, rather than
highlighting the practical situation and using it as a basis for going into
background material, she added.
"For example, one instructor spent hours describing the Schuman plan and
explaining what it could do for West German industry," she said. "When he got
through, his students still wanted to know how they could get more coal for their
homes. He could have started with a question like that and worked back to the
Schuman plan."
But such stumbling-blocks are rapidly being ironed out, she added. And
although the program is still largely on an experimental basis, she declared,
"it has the earmarks of a mass movement that could sweep all of Western Germany.
NEW FILM LISTING AVAILABLE
An up-to-date listing of audio-visual materials on file at ILR School has
been issued this month by the Instructional Materials Laboratory. It contains
a listing of motion pictures, sound slide films, slide films and recordings
available for use of school staff, on campus, and in extension. Materials may
be ordered by the campus staff by contacting the Instructional Materials Lab,
Ext. 4434 or Ext. 4448. H-721
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GRADUATE APPLICANT DECIDES AGAINST ENTERING ILR
Prof. C. K. Beach's office is still recovering from the shock of this one:
He and Prof. Earl Brooks recently received a letter from a prospective graduate
student who planned to enter ILR in February. Shc states that because of a
very sudden change in plans she won't be entering Cornell this February - she
will be getting married instead. She goes on to say that she decided to have
her personal history sheets printed and this involved consultation with the
printer. One conference with the printer seemed to require another and some-
how things "digressed", and she found herself planning to marry the owner of the
printing company. Although she is sorry that she will not be coming to 'LH and
will miss the school and faculty, still she wouldn't change her mind for anything.
NEW BROCHURE AVAILABLE
A new brochure on opportunities in the field of industrial and labor rela-
tione, entitled "Working in Industrial and Labor Relations" and authored by
Prof. Felician F. Foltman of the placement staff, has just been issued by the
school. The 12-page booklet, printed in blue on white, is designed for dis-
tribution to prospective students and describes job opportunities available
in the field and the school's training program.
III, STAFF PARTICIPATE3IN FREDONIA MEETING
"Teaching Industrial and Labor Relations in Our Public Schools" was the
theme of an all-day conference at Fredonia on November 17 conducted by ILR
Extension staff with the cooperation of State University Teachers College-at
Fredonia. Present from ILR were Professors Alpheus Smith, James Campbell,
Betty Barton, Mrs. Lois Gray of the aiffalo Extension office, and grad assistant
Bill LaRue.
Professor Smith served as conference moderator, while Professor Barton
spoke on "Using Living Materials." Harold Steffen, ILR doctor's degree candi-
date, on the faculty of Buffalo State Teachers College, spoke on "Using Audio
Visual Materials."
MILK NOW AVAILABLE TO ILR'ERS
Most ILR'ers are probably aware by now that either white or chocolate
milk is available at the school for lunches or in-between-meal snacks.
A milk-dispensing machine is advantageously located in the student lounge.
By inserting a dime or two nickels the purchaser may be provided with a half-
pint paper container of either white or chocolate milk. Strawsare also fur-
nished.
Total capacity of the machine is 216 containers; however, according to the
Cornell Dairy Department "milk man" who services the machine, preference is
for chocolate by a ratio of 3 to 1. He fills the machine each morning and
collects the money Which has accumulated since the previous trip.
Similar machines are also located on-campus in RoberteHall, Plant Science,
Warren, Savage, Barton, and College Stores.
ILR STAFF ME7TS WITH JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
The following ILR staff met with the Joint Legislative Committee on
Industrial and Labor Conditions at their New York City meeting November 15.
Professors Leonard Adams, Ralph Campbell, Arnold Hanson, Wayne Hodges, admini-
strative assistant Robert Risley and. Richard Frank of the New York Extension
office.
The directors of Extension, Research, and Student Personnel reported on
activities in their respective school programs.
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BANG-UP ILR CRRISTMAS PARTY HELD
ILR I ers absenting themselves from the all-school Christmas party held last
Friday night at the Eagle's missed a bang-up affair. Muvh credit goes to the
hard-working committee composed of faculty, staff, and students, both grad and
undergrad. Committee members were: Grace Horton, Beatrice Clarke, Margaret
Williamson, Adrienne Smith, Charles Meyer, Fred Golub, Hugh Law, William
0 1 Donnell, Joan Heckert, Paul Napier, James Johnson, Frances Eagan, and Norman
and most important, general chairman, James Campbell.
In addition to plenty of refreshments, singing, and dancing, highlights
of the entertainment were a fashion show, with prominent male members of ILR
shwing the latest in women's wear, group singing by the German and Turkish
groups, a rendition of "The Night Before Christmas" by two infant members of
ILR, and the two famous singing waiters.
LEONARD SAYLES WINS . AWARD FOR WRITING
LeonaTTSayles, researcher in Human Relations, has had two article accepted
for publication . One, entitled "Union Participation and Technological Change",
to be published in "Human Organization" won for Sayles the Eronislaw Malinowski
award of ':50.00. This prize is given for a paper on social effects of techno-
logical change by the Society for Applied Anthropology.
The other, "Seniority: International Union Problem" will appear in the
January issue of "Harvard Business Review."
EXTENSIONERS ATTEND CONNECTICUT MEETING
On Dec. 6 Professors Ralph Campbell and Eleanor Emerson of ILR School,
and Prof. Effey Riley of the New York Extension office, attended a meeting
of labor relations centers' representatives at Storrs, Conn. Extensioners
from Rutgers, Penn State, Rhode Island, and University of Connecticut, as well
as from ILR, met together to exch!nge experiences and plans.
Bob Stutz, M.S. '49, of the University of Connecticut Labor-Management
Institute, was in charge of arrangements for the program.
STYLE_ MANUAL IS REVISED
The revised edition of "A Manual of Style for the Industrial and Labor
Relations School" is now available for distribution for classroom use, to
individual students, and the secretarial staff. This second edition, revamped
by editor Frances Eagan, is a revised version of the original manual developed
by Miss Vivian Nicander.
Put into use in 1949 ) this manual was written to serve the specific needs
of the School; to set down the best methods, for the School's purposes, of
writing footnotes and bibliographies, laying out a thesis, treating problems
of style, handling tables and illustrations, and duplicating visual aids.
Copies of this valuable aid can be obtained from the Distribution Center, Room
45.
PROF. FOLTMAN ATTENDS CAREER DAY
Prof. Felician F. Foltman of Student Personnel, pinch-hitting for Cornell
University officials, attended College Career Day at Nyack, N.Y. November 19.
Representatives from more than 90 universities and college across the country
were present to talk with interested students. Forty five of the Nyack students
expressed interest in Cornell and MLR.
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JAPANESE  STUDENT STUDIES IA2CR RELATIONS IN U.S.
Graduate student Hideo Kawabuchi from Japan is one enterprising ILR'er who
believes in making first-hand acquaintance with labor relations in the United
States.
When he heard that the recent national CIO convention was going to be held
in New York City, "Buchi" (as he is known in his classes), braved wintry
weather and a night of sitting up in a bus to make a trip to the scene.
He spent two and a half days at the convention, listening to the speeches
of such top CIO brass as Philip Hurray and Walter Reuther and mingling with
the hundreds of delegates on the convention floor.
The extremely likeable "Buchi", who commenced studies as a special graduate
student at ILR this fall, probably has one of the most colorful backgrounds of
any student in the school.
A lieutenant commander in the Japanese Navy during World War II, he narrowly
missed a watery grave at the Battle of Midway. "Duchi", who served as a pay-
master, was stationed on a cruiser assigned to the ill-fated fleet that was to
take part in the Midway attack.
The fleet was maneuvering in the North Pacific in preparation for the
battle when "Buchi" was suddenly transferred in nu 	to a destroyer bound
for China. His ship, the cruiser, was one of the many Japanese vessels later sunk
in the Hidway action.
The 33-year-old son of Japanese criminal lawyer and grandson of a former
attorney-general of Japan, "Buchi" started out in life following the paternal
footsteps by studying at Tokyo University's Law School. But although family
pressure was heavy on him to become an attorney, he actually cherished secret
ambitions to be a diplomat.
"I had an uncle who served as Japanese consul-general at San Francisco and
Seattle during the 1920's and early '30 1 s, and he encouraged me," he recalled.
(The uncle, incidentally, later became undersecretary of the Foreign Tqnistry
in Tojo's war cabinet but was subsequently "purged" from the cabinet for refusing
to cooperate with Tojo's war policies.)
Neither the law or diplomacy eventually called "Buchi", however. When he
graduated from law school in 1941, he went into personnel work with a steel and
iron plant controlled by the gigantic and semi-monopolistic Sumi Tomo interests.
A few months later the Navy beckoned.
After the war "Buchi" returned to his old job. At that time the American
occupation authorities were encouraging the growth of trade unions as a demo-
cratizing influence in Japan and "Buchi", even though he was a member of the
plant mary gerial staff, helped organize a union for the plant employees. He
studied many books on the organization and history of unionism in the United
States and Great Britain to get ideas and later, after the union was established,
served az its first secretary.
Since then, however, the Japanese Diet has passed legislation similar to
theTaft-Hartley Act forbidding management personnel from taking part in union
activities, according to "Buchi."
He later worked in the company's Worker Training Center and then was trans-
ferred to the firm's head office as deputy chief of the personnel section. When
a chance came up for Japanese to take competitive examinations to study in the
United States under Institute of Internetional Education scholarships, he
grabbed it and was one of a successful 460 out of 10,000 who took the tests.
Why did he pick Cornell and ILR? According to him, Cornell is famous throughout
Japan as one of the best American universities and as for ILR, he read about its
program in publications put out by the U. S. Office of Education.
While here, he hopes to gain insights into American industrial and labor
relations that will help him keep democracy in Japanese employee relations alive
when he returns to Japan. H-721
VIRGIL JAMES WRITES FROM TEXAS
Virgil James, Ph.D. '51, writes to Prof. John Brophy from University of
Houston, Texas where he is chairman of the management department, College of
Business Administration: "Frances and I have purchased a new home located in
a new addition where houses are being erected on a mass production basis. The
house will be air conditioned, the same as my office (thank heaven)... Houston
is a delightful and prosperous young city with much to offer the newcomer.
The University of Houston has a total enrollment of almost 14,000. I
hrve some 30 students working for Master of Business Administration degrees in
my department. My hobbies are: raising funds for the business library and
conducting panels on personnel management and industrial relations.
We watch the newspapers closely, following the Cornell football team and
whatever news events that come from New York State. The Vetsburg clan does a
splendid job of keeping us posted on "what goes on behind the scenes" in
Ithaca."
PHIL FOLTMANS l'OVE INTO NEW HOME
Six months after ground was first broken, the Phil Foltmans have moved
into their new home on Sunrise Drive, just off the Coddington Road. The six-
room house of contemporary design, with a series of picture windows, overlooks
what Phil considers the most beautiful view in Ithaca. Ninety-five percent
of the project was directed and done by Phil himself, with the help of a
brother during the summer.
One of the real problems encountered during the operation was putting on
the sections of siding, each weighing 170 pounds. Another minor problem was
conducting "sightseers" around the place during working hours.
ILR'ers who gained real on-the-job construction experience include Robert
Risley, Frank Bowen, John Slocum, Doris Stevenson, Jean Burnham, and Monica
Daly.
NT/ RTHA SIMON MARRIES ON THANKSGIVING DAY
Nartha Simon of Student Personnel and Frank Conway of Ithaca were married
at 10 o'clock Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22 in Newman Orat x7, Ithaca. The Rev.
Donald Y. Cleary officiated. Given in marriage by her brother-in-law, Lewis
Curtis of Oneonta, the bride wore an amethyst velveteen suit, small hat of
lavender feathers, and carried a corsage of lavender orchids. Mrs. Curtis was
matron of honor for her sister.
A wedding breakfast for the wedding party and immediate family was served
at the Statler Club.
For her wedding trip to Lake Placid and New York, Martha wore a gray suit
with coral and brawn accessories and a corsage of white orchids.
The Conways are living in the staff residence at Biggs Memorial Hospital
where Frank is business manager•
IRJF. BETTY BARTON ATTENDS DETROIT  MEETING
Prof. Betty Barton of Extension represented ILR at the 31st annual meeting
of the National Council for the Social Studies in Detroit November 22-214. She
participated in a panel session on the topic, "Economic Understanding in
General Education."
Professors Clyde D. Moore and Frederick H. Stutz of Cornell's Education
Department also attended the Detroit meeting.
Professor Barton also spoke before the Erie County Council of social





Continuing the search for twins at ILR, we quote the following letter:
"I would like to inform FOI that the number of twins in the school is neither
three nor four. I also have a twin sister (certainly not identical) who
attends the Mandl School in New York City. I hope this bit of information
will be of help in finally determining the correct number of twins at ILR."
Signed..Alan Frieman, 154.
0
Prof. C. K. Beach attended the 45th annual convention of the American
Vocational Association in Minneapolis, Minn., November 26-30. He addressed
the National Association of Industrial Teacher Trainers on "Summaries of
Studies in Industrial Education."
As FOI gees to press, Dean M. P. Catherwood is continuing his work in New
York as chairman of the state board of inquiry into the recent dock strike.
The board is currently conducting closed sessions.
0
Non-knitters are a distinct minority in the ILR staff lounge during noon
hours. The majority of the girls are busily knitting. For instance, Lou Crews
is working on her second child's sweater for a Christmas gift; Shirley Bruce is
knitting a scarf, spurred on by Peggy Ohlander; Fran Reddick is working on a
rose colored sweater; while Doris Stevenson varies the scene by cutting up
stockings preparatory to making a hooked rug.
0
Professors F. J. McCarthy and Isadore Blumen of the Statistics Division
plan to attend the American Statistical Association annual meeting in Boston
Dec. 27-29.
0
Prof. Gormly Miller, Bernie Naas, Leone Eckert and Brad Shaw represented
the ILR,library at a meeting in Buffalo December 1 of the 'aestern New York
Chapter of Special Libraries Association. Lee Eckert served on a panel which
discussed documentation. Prof. Miller is president of the Western New York
chapter.
0
Fred Horacek '52 writes from Aruba, Netherlands West Indies for a sub-
scription to the I&LR Review. Fred, who worked for the Extension Division
while a student, is personnel assistant, industrial relations department, for
Lago Oil and Transport Co.
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Prof. Earl Brooks sometimes has an unorthodox visitor in his Personnel
classes. His beagle, Peppy, sometimes slips in to learn what he can about us
humans.
0
Prof. J. James Jehring sold an article entitled "Film Utilization in
Industry" to the magazine "Factory management and Maintenance." The article
is scheduled to appear shortly.
0
Shirley Bruce's husband, Bob, proved his prowess as a hunter by bagging
a 130-pound six-point deer just 45 minutes after the opening of the season on
Thanksgiving Day.
0
Prof. Alpheus Smith was a busy man on December 5; in the afternoon he spoke
to Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance staff of the state Depart-
ment of Labor at Syracuse on "Human Relations in Industrial and Labor Relations";
while that evening he spoke to 50 G.L.F. employees at Ellisburg, N.Y. on
"Leadership Climate."
Despite his busy schedule as school administrative assistant, Bob Risley
has found time to complete two projects this fall: he has passed the German
language examination for a doctor's degree, and has moved across the hall into
his new office (Room 7). Considering the accumulated piles of bulletins, data,
etc., this move was a major undertaking. Monica Daly has moved back into
Risley's former office, while LynneFlack and Katherine Bond occupy Room 4.
Room 2 is thus left free for visiting dignitaries.
0
Extensionors have been busy elsewhere around the state: -aalph Campbell
spoke to a group of feed dealers at Poughkeepsie November 29 on "Human Problems
of Supervision"; while Alpheus Smith spoke November 26 before the Elmira Area
Chapter of National Sales Executives Clip on "The Will to Work."
Mrs. Edmunds, wife of ILR grad student Howard Edmunds, has joined the staff
of the Tompkins County Department of Health as a public health nurse.
0
As a "Thanksgiving" gesture from her many appreciative "clients", Doris
Stevenson was presented with two blouses and a signed card. Doris spends
many lunch hours giving haircuts to feminine staff members.
0
Prof. Wayne Hodges of the Public Relations Office spoke December 5 on
public relations before the Ithaca Naval Reserve unit.
0
Peggy Ohlander of raterials Lab reports a successful round trip to her
home in Scarsdale via her rather uncertain car during Thanksgiving week.
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Jackie Kaldon is searching the market for an adhesive substance (preferably
palatable) with which to stick a cake together. When baking a two-layer
birthday cake not long ago, she removed the layers from the oven, only to have
one layer fall to the fall, breaking in small pieces.
0
The John Slocums announce the addition to the family of year-old Sally,
born October 12, 1950. John, Ph.D. 1 50 is education director for Amalgamated
Clothing Workers.
0
Louis Salkever, Fh.D. '50, professor of economics at State Teachers College,
New Feltz, concluded last month a 10-week extension course for ILR School on
labor union history for officers and members of the Columbia County Joint Board.
0
In company with guest Will Herberg and Prof. Chandler, Cornell professor
of Economics, Frof. hilton Konvitz took part in a Students for Democratic
Action-sponsored panel on "Freedom from Fear or Fear of Freedom" before an
audience of about 250 in Barnes Hall,Sunday, November 19.
0
Earl Kipp, M.S. in ILR '51, writes to grad assistant Charlie Meyer about
his new job as assistant to Dave Lasser in the Research Department of IUE-CIO:
"This is a fascinating job, but it's no 9 to 5 position; however the work is
interesting and I am completely in charge of and responsible for any project
assigned me. So far I've worked on the preparation of a model contract; wage
and profit research for use in negotiations with the chains; preparation and
presentation of a contract carrier's license case before the ICC; and a problem
in tax amortization."
0
Prof. Jean McKelvey, while traveling via Lehigh Valley from Ithaca to her
Rochester home, had her hand shut in the train door. Although it was very
painful, no bones were broken.
0
The engagement of Miss Miriam Silverman of New York City to grad assistant
Charlie Meyer, also of New York, was announced recently. The wedding will take
place sometime after Charlie completes his master's degree in February.
o
Prof. Alpheus Smith has been named as adviser this year to the ILR
Student Organization.
0
Bob Mulcahy, who did graduate work last year at ILR, writes that he has
accepted a position as field supervisor for a New York City telephone company.
0
At a recent ILR faculty meeting Prof. Duncan MacIntyre was elected a
delegate to a conference in New York December 7-9 to explore the feasibility
of establishing a State University Faculties Association. H-721
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Dean M. P. Eatherwood is being written up in the "Who's Who" column of
the December State University NEWSLETTER.
0
Grad student Elton (Keedo) Phillips sports the only Eskimo-tailored fur
coat at ILR. .This light weight lynx parka with wolf cuffs is sewed with sinews
and has decorative insets of calfskin. Keedo reports that the coat, if purchased
in the States, would cost around 450.
0
Prof. J.. .j. Jehring, ILR audio-visual expert, is author of an article, '
"Can Classroom TV Follow These Proven Audio-Visual Principles?" in Issue Two,
Volume 7, 1951 of SEE AND HEAR.
WOMAN OF THE WEEK
A sunny, southwest office on the second floor of 5 East Avenue is head-
quarters for the blonde, athletic-minded girl who efficiently heads up the Human
Relations office staff, Mary K. Sullivan by name.
Although a native of Shaker Heights Ohio, Mary K. feels very much at home
in Ithaca. She'first arrived here in 1944 as a freshman in Cornell's4College
of Arts and Sciences. Perhaps one reason she is fond of Ithaca is that it was
here in her sophomore year that she first met her future husband, Sully, a pre-
veterinary student. She and Sully were married the week following her graduation
in 1948.
While Sully continued his veterinary studies, Nary K. took a stenographic
position in the former Bureau of Educational Research at Stone Hall on the Ag
campus. Six months later, when that office was discontinued, she transferred to
ILR. She has worked in the Human Relations Division, first for Dr. Temple
Burling, later for Professor William. Whyte, division head.
Other work experience for Mary K. includes one summer in the personnel
office of a Cleveland department store.
A devotee of all types of sports, Mary K. lists golf, swimming, tennis,
baseball and skiing among those she enjoys. She played right field on the ILR
girls' softball team last year.
Although housework as such holds slight sppcal for her, she is interested
in cooking "when she has time." Knitting argyles is another of her accomplish-
ments. She finds time for ILR staff organization committee work and is also
active in Alpha Omicron Pi alumni work.
The Sullivans newest interest is their two-month-old gray kitten, dubbed
"LittleStupe." The kitten was rescued from destruction at the Vet College
where Sully serves as medical interne in the Small Animal Clinic.
Mary K. looks forward to the time when, his internship completed, Sully
sets up a veterinarian practice. She expects to be fully occupied keeping
accounts straight and serving as receptionist.
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SCHOOL LABOR ADVISORY
C0121ITTEE FORPED
TWO FACULTY MEMBERS ARE
SABBATIC-BOUND      
Establishment of an advisory com-
mittee on labor education for ILR's
Extension Division was announced last
month by Dean M. P. Catherwood. The
committee, composed of leaders in the
field of union education, will advise
the School on Extension services of-
fered by the School to labor unions.
Included as members are the follow-
ing international union education di-
rectors: Russell Allen, International
Brotherhood of Paper Makers, AFL;	
Emery	
Otto Pragan, International Chemical
Workers, AFL;  Brendan Sextc74,CIO
United AAlto_ yroFir§:k John Slocum ., Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers, CIO; Mark
Starr, International Ladies Garment
Workers, AFL; and Lawrence Rogil,_Tex-
tile Workers Union of_America, CIO.
Other members are John Connors,
director, AFL Workers Education Bureau;
George T. Guernsey, assistant director
of education f cr RtD_C11:0; hoz2rta—
'Ius hew it aecretary—t asurer z New York
City CIO_Colgstl; James H, McKenzie,
legislative representative for the AFL
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Em-
ployees; James C, Quinn, secretary, New
York City Central Trades and Labor
Council, AFL; and Donald J, O'Connor,
state educational director, Internation-
al Assn. of Machinists, AFL. The com-
mittee, which held its initial meeting
at the School on December 13, may ex-
pand its membership later,
The celebrated cell-mate team of
Professors Jean McKelvey and Maurice
Neufeld even take their sabbaticsat
the same time. Both are slated to be
absent from ILR du4ng, the second
semester,
Professor McKelvey, whose home is
in Rochester, is looking forward to
staying put and not making weekly trips
to Ithaca. She will occupy herself
with writing several articles on British
arbitration, . Theonly travel she con-
templates is to Wellesley College where
she is a member of the Board of Trustees.
Right now she is busily engaged in
reading proof for the publication ''AFL
Attitudes Toward Production", which is
Volume II in the new series "Cornell
Studies in Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions." She hopes to get this chore
completed before the official start of
her sabbatic,
Professor Neufeld, accompanied by
his wife, will sail for Italy Feb. 23
on the S.S. Vulcania for a three-to-
four months' European visit. For Prof.
(more)
'For Our Information' . is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
































Neufeld this trip will be an "Italy Revisited" jajoemusy. Durinc MITld War II
he was executive officer with the Allied Militeary GovrPrilleffrt - Sicily, Naples,
Rome and Hilan region.
Present plans call for landing in Palermo Sicily, with a gradual journey-
ing northward with the spring to Naples, Rom, and northern Italy. The Neufelds
plan to spend a week in Geneva visiting former Lt. Governor Charles Foletti,
finishing up with a six week stay in Englanrla Professor Nenfeld'expects to
suty grievance procedure in Italy.
The Neufelds plan to return to this country about July 15 on the S.8. Media,
ILR TO HAVE ADDITIONS TO TEACHING STAFF 
A prominent New York City union official and the son of famed labor histor-
ian Selig Perlman both will be teaching courses at IIR this spring.
L, , MoEW 1 F'tz, secretary-treasurer of the New York City CIO Council,
111 -rich graduate seminar in "Labor Union Administration". The course-44+1
analyze da -to-day responsibilities and operations of the various administra-
I tive levels in American unionism. Iushewitz, a graduate of the University of
I ffisconsin, worked on various union newspapers and as research director for the
'New York City CIO Council before taking his present post with the council.
Mark Perlman, who holds a Ph.D. from Columbia University, will teach an
undergraduate course on "Theories of Labor Movements". In the course he will
discuss theories that have been advanced to explain the courses unionism and
working-class movements have taken in such nations as the United States,
England, Germany, France, and Australia. Last year Dr. Perlman served as an
assistant professor at the University of Hawaii. He has also taught at
Princeton University and lectured at Columbia.
PROF. WHYTE'S BOCK TO BE ON AIR
The story of union-management relations at the Inland Steel Container Co.
in Chicago, which Prof. William F. Whyte of ILR wrote up in his book, "Pattern
for Industrial Peace", will be presented on the "People Act" series of radio
programs next month.
The Inland Steel case will be number six in the 26-week series and will be
aired on the CBS network at 10:05 p.m., Sunday, February 10. It will be re-
broadcast a week later over WRCU at 4:05 p.m.
The "People Act" series is unique in that voices of the actual persons who
took part in the particular situation being broadcast are always used. A CBS
unit spent days at the Inland Steel plant, making tape recordings of the voices
of workers and plant officials. The programs are prepared by the Television-
Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation, as part of a $1,2000,000 adult education
project.
NEW PUBLICATION FORTHCOMING:. TWO REPRINTS TO BE ISSUED
The Research and Publications Division recen y reported that a total of
42,191 school research and extension bulletins were distributed during the
year ending October 1.
Soon to be issead are a reprint of Dave Hyatt's bulletin, "Introduction to
Public Relations," and Proraaaor Jean McKelvey's stud of AFL attitudes toward
production, second in the series of Cornell studies in industrial and labor
relations.
A revision of Professor John Brophy's bulletin on "Training in New York
State Industrins" which will be re-isaued soon, is currently under way,
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ILR GRADS RETURN TO SPEAK TO CLASSES
-----ITTEHM-e—aThrTe-571111--76-return to your alma mater to "give the
word" to current students. During recent weeks four ILR alumni have returned
to speak to class at ILR.
John Slocum, education director for Amalgamated Clothing Workers, talked
to students of Prof. Beach's seminar in Industrial Education on December 12,
Robin Wendell '50, now with the personnel department of the Delaware and
Hudson Railroad, spoke Dec. 13 and 14 to students of ILR 293, "Survey of
Industrial
of Laborand Disputes."
 Relations" " and to students of I	rime402, "G v re t A
went	
d*
On December 18 Jake Seidenberg, Ph.D '51, with the atelia4amds Division of
the .ilage Stabilization Board, spoke to students of Prof. McKelvey's class,
ILR 402.
Gerry Ottoson, M.S. ED '49, training director for Solvay Process Division,
Allied Chemical and Dye Corp., spoke January 7 to students of Prof. Beach's
seminar. Ottoson also interviewed candidates for Allied Chemical's supervisory
development program.
ILR STUDENTS VISIT SOUTH
Ten of the oreign students in ILR traveled in trucks to Florida during
the holidays, returning with deep tans and chock-full of tales of a wonderful
time.
Although they had to ride night and day in the rear of the jouncing trucks
to get to the Sunshine State, once they arrived they basked on warm beaches, -
got a free look at the North-South football game in Miami's famed Orange Bowl,
went night-clubbing at one of the plushiest nightspots in Miami Beach, saw Key
test, and ate their Christmas dinner outdoors under a hot Florida sun.
Those from the school who went on this mid winter oddysey were Diana Hills
on England; Francoise Giradot of France; Alberto Armani, Italy; Hideo Kavrabuchi,
Japan; Ulla Nelson, Sweden; and five of the West German students - Johann
Dietrich, Guenter Krueger, Herta Richter, Wolfgang Schmitz, and Wilfried Naumann.
The trip, sponsored by the Ithaca Westminster Foundation, was organized
and directed by Rev. Alfred Lee Klaer of Cornell United Religious Work, the
campus ,interfaith organization. Rev. Klaer, who hatched the idea for the truck
tour during a casual train conversation with a Miami optician some time ago,
took his wife and their four children along.
In all 24 Cornell students from 10 different countries participated.' Eight
of the 24 were coeds. The group traveled in two tarpaulin-covered trucks,
sleeping in sleeping bags inside the moving trucks or outside under the stars,
Ind cooking their own meals in the basements of-church parish houses along the
gay.
The only casualties incurred on the whole trip were minor. Diana Hills and
another student both were severely stung when they ventured too near Portuguese
len-ef4far in the surf. And the rest of the crew spent much of their time
scratching the sand flea bites they had received at Fort Pierce.
That and the fact that the group had originally planned to make a side-trip
to Cuba but couldn't clear the project through the necessary diplomatic channels
Ln time to do it were the only things that marred an'otherwise wonderful trip.
EA ALUMNI BEING QUERIED 
The-g-tudent- Personnel office is doing a comprehensive follow-up study of
the 1481 alumni of the School. The study, being carried on through questionnaires,
till eventually show what jobs alumni are holding, how they got them, what type
5f cooperation with the School they are interested in, and their likes and gripes
about their present relations with the School.
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"RED" CHADWICK STARS FOR CORNELL
ILR's Roger (Red) Chadwick was one of the stars of the Dixie Classic
collegiate basketball tournament at Raleigh, N.C. during the holidays.
Chadwick,co-captain of Cornell's cage squad, led his team successfully
past Wake Forest and Columbia and into the finals of the tournament, before
the Big Red team lost a close 51-49 decision to North Carolina State, the
defending tournament champions.
Because of his'outstanding play, Chadwick, a senior from Leonia, N.J., was
selected on the Dixie Classic all-star team, chosen by sportswriters covering
the tournament. Lee Terrill of North Carolina State, who was named the tourna-
ment's most valuable player, graciously declared later that "Chadwick of Cornell
deserved the trophy. He's the best player I've faced this season."
In the game against Wake Forest, Chadwick set a new tournament foul-shooting
record by sinking 11 out of 11 foul shots. He also scored all seven Cornell
points in the overtime period that climaxed the Big Red's victory in that game.
TROF. BROPHY CARRIES  ON ACTIVE SCHEDULE
Professor John M. Brophy of Personnel zAdministration is scheduled for
several meetings during the next two months.
On January 82 he will serve as moderator at Ithaca Kiwanis meeting on the
topic "The Yutual Responsibilities of Management and Labor." Appearing with
him on the panel will be D. J. O'Connor, business agent for the International
Association of Fachinists and R. G. Fowler, plant superintendent of the Allen
Wales Division of National Cash Register.
At the annual mooting of the New York State Industrial Training Council in
\Syracuse Feb. 14 and 15 Professor Brophy will be co-chairman with Frank
Fessenden of Eastman Kodak of a session, "The Workshop as a Training Method."
In parch he will travel to French Lick, Ind. to attend the eth annual
conference of the American Society of Training Directors on the 12, 13, and 14.
There he will chairman a session on "The Use of Workshops in Training."
Professor Brophy has been invited by Major Albert Sobey of General Motors
Institute to be a member of the central research committee of the American
Society of Training Directors. ts a member of this committee he has been
developing a "target statement" on how to prepare case materials.
NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY APPEARS 
"Manpower, Wages, and Labor Relations in World War II", an annotated biblio-
graphy of materials published on American industrial mobilization experiences
during the war, has just been issued by ILR.
The 93.-page bulletins lists and gives brief descriptions of more than 400
books, articles, pamphlets, government publications and periodicals that dealt
with problems of manpower mobilization and utilization, wage stabilization, and
labor relations during the war.
The bibliography was compiled by Donald Ghent, Gladys Waltcher and Edwin
Beal under the direction of J. Gormly Miller, school librarian. "Since the
Korean emergency has produced similar moves toward industrial mobilization in
the United States, it is hoped that this volume may prove a useful guide to
businessmen, union officers, government officials, teachers, and others who
need to refer to the World War II experiences," Professor Miller pointed out.
FEBRUARY GRADS  ACCEPT. POSITIONS 
According to Prot. F. F. Foltman of Student Personnel two February graduates
have accepted positions. John Keenan will be employed in the industrial rela-
tions_department of Crucible Steel of Pittsburgh; Fred Munson will begin special
industrial relations training for overseas operations with Standard Vacuum Co.
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ILR JOB MARKET LOOKS GOOD
ILR's February and June graduates will be walking into a job market in
1952 that is as "good or better" than any encountered by graduates since the
School was established, placement counselor Prof. Felician F. Foltman pre-
dicted today.
"Right now we are riding the crest of a wave of industrial expansion,"
Prof. Foltman pointed out. "Companies are still expanding both their physical
facilities and their work forces." But he added that much, of course, depends
on the state of the nation's defense program.
The decline in the number of veterans graduating in 1952 is not expected
to have much effect on placement, Prof. Foltman also reported. Many companies
actually are looking for non-veterans because those graduates are younger than
the average veteran and therefore can be given more "seasoning time" in other
departments before being asked to assume real responsibility in an industrial
relations department.
This year the School's placement office expects to receive visits from at
least 3n company representatives looking for bright young men and women inter-
ested in industrial and labor relations work. In addition the office, of
mirse, keeps in constant and close tough with the Cornell University placement
division, which receives visits from more than 200 industrial and business
recruiters during an average year. Every effort is made to attract them to
:he IetiR School during their visit on the Cornell campus.
"This year many of the industrial and business personnel recruiters are
actually visiting college campuses twice," Prof. Foltman said. "The first time
around they are trying to get the pick of the engineering graduates -- because
•f the intense competition for engineers. Then many of them will return in a
ew months to look for graduates to staff other departments, such as personnel
or industrial relations."
The placement office has worked assiduously since the School was established
attract visits from recruiters. ILR representatives have talked to virtually
wery industrial or business executive who has even come within miles of the
S orrell campus.
At least once a term and sometimes more frequently, the School mails letters
to more than 500 major industrial firms throughout the nation, telling them how
za.ny students will be graduated and inviting company officials to visit the
2echool and look over the crop. And one or two school representatives are
usually spending at least 50 per cent of their time circulating in business and
industry inviting firms to take ILR graduates.
"Tie feel that they can do a much better job of selection if they come here
Personally  and interview more than one or two possible job candidates," Prof.
Foltman pointed out. "They also have the opportunity to consult school records
and talk with professors about candidates who have caught their eye."
An interesting adjunct to the placement program is Prof. Foltman's course
,n " Industrial Occupations and Processes", also known in ILR parlance as theflr	course."
13ecr.J1)se the course is required for all u wiorgrvidnates, Prof. Foltman can
use it as an oppolcLutlit.j Eo aeeuaielt IrinocIlf early with the abilities and




TOB CLASSIFICATION STUDY UNDER TAY IN STATE COLLEGES
A job classification study currently is under way for all non-professional
positions in the State Colleges at Cornell. Mr. Walter H. Foertsch from the
lochester firm of Walter H. Foertsch and Associates has been engaged to assist
.Ln the study. A Steering Committee, with Director of Finance A. H. Peterson
Ls chairman, has been appointed to head up the project.
Meetings have been held at ILR for both supervisory and non-professional
mployees at which Mr. Foertsch explained the job to be done, reasons'' for it,
Ind answered questions. Prior to the meeting each non-professional employee
.as sent a letter explaining the project and a job analysis form to be filled
)ut by the employee and reviewed by the supervisor. These job descriptions
.ill be the principal basis for the classification of the job involved.
UR. BUTLER CONDUCTS PaYCHI;TRY COURSE 
Dr. John Butler of ILR, fellow in industrial psychiatry, has begun a ten-
reek lecture course on "Psychiatry for .Everyday Living" for the general public.
The course, which began January 2, is sponsored by the American Association of
niversity Women and the Adult Education Department of the Ithaca Public Schools.
,essions are being held in Martha Van Rensselaer on campus. Thirty-seven are
enrolled in the course.
Dr. Butler, a graduate of Johns Hopkins Medical School, has begun his
second year of study and research under a Carnegie grant.
BEAL REPORTS FROM GERMANY 
Ed Beal, ILR grad student in Germany doing research on the new co-deter-
mination law for his doctor's thesis, writes of his experiences:
"In Paris I called on Richard Eldridge, labor attache at the U. S.Embassy
and Victor Reuther, European representative of the CIO in order to let them
';now I was here and what I was doing; both of them expressed interest in my
)roject and offered to help in any way they could.
"I have to live within the Germany economy. This is no hardship but it
s expensive. The place where I yell t ouch' is at the gasoline pump. Gas
costs !. 2.00 for three gallons in the German stations...Bad Neuenahr, where I
lave settled is about as handy as any place to the centers where I will have to
to most of my business. It is about 25 km. from Bonn. Bad Neuenahr is also
he seat of the Franch High Commission headquarters.
"I am living in a small private pension not very different from a student
ooming house in Ithaca - except that my landlady brings my breakfast up to
he room at 7 in the morning and returns my shined shoest
"I was lucky enough to 'se© lass (Eleanor) Emerson before she left Germany.
e had a brief chat at Casino 'tress in Frankfurt. I heard from my sources that
he made a real hit with the Germans as well as the Americans she worked with."
Beal's address is Gruener Weg 31, Bad Neuenahr, Germany.
_LR FOREIGN STUDENTS ATTEND UNION MEETING
Wishing to see for themselves fibii- a union meeting is conducted, ILR grad
tudents Kishori Chanana of India, George Lum of Honolulu, Ulla Nelson of Sweden
nd Bill Watts were given an opportunity for such first-hand observation.
On December 11 they accompanied grad student Bill LaRue of the extension
taff to Seneca Falls where ; at the invitation of Earl. Guthrie, president of
,ocal 3298, Steelworkers of America, they attended a regular monthly meeting.
Each of the students spoke briefly following the meeting and expressed
appreciation for the opportunity to attend the meeting and to exchange informa-




At this writing Lee Avery, the Dean's hard-working secretary, has returned
to New York to help Dean Catherwood and Director of Research
Leonard Adams whip the Board of Inquiry's fact-finding report Into final shape.
It is expected that the Board will submit its report to Commissioner Corsi
within a couple of weeks.
ronica Daly, secretary to Yr. Risley, spent a relaxing ten days in Glen
Ellen, Chicago suburb, visiting friends. She enjoyed tobagganing, partying
and seeing South Pacific with Janet Blair in the lead.
Cynthia Collum of the library catalog will leave ILR next month to live
in Syracuse. Husband Tom, a February graduate of Civil Engineering, will be
associated in business with his father. The Collums have purchased a new house
in suburban Dewitt and Cy is busy with plans for furnishing it.
"Keedo" Phillips, master's degree candidate, whose home is in Alaska,
will accompany his father there February 1. His dad, who owns a drug business
in 'ichigan, is moving "lock, stock and barrel" to Anchorage. Keedo will then
return to the States to do advertising work for the Alaskan travel agency by
whom he is employed. He will return to Alaska after a couple of months,
accompanied by his wife.
Prof. J. J. Jehring has contributed an article entitled "Visual Communica-
tion in the Classroom" which will appear in an early issue of SCHOOL AND SOCIETY.
To avoid hitting a student who had fallen in the path of his car, Don
Piper of the mailing room crashed his car head on into another car back of
allard Straight shortly before Christmas. Since no one could be held re-
sponsible, Don was left to pay his own repair bill.	.
The engagement of Patricia Leyden '53 to Lt. William Barott of California
was recently announced. Lt. Barott, West Point graduate, is stationed at Fort
Bragg, N.C. with the 82nd airborne division. Patricia's home is in Syracuse.
Peg Huntley, secretary in the Capital District Extension Office, was
recently elected president of the Rensselaer (N.Y.) Business and Professional
Women's Club at its organization meeting.
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Several personnel changes have occurred recently in the mailroom: Jerry
sounds has replaced Don Tompkins as supervisor; Don Piper, former mail carrier,
nas moved into Jerry's former job, while a newcomer, Angelo Farugie, has taken
on the mail assignment.
Angelo, an Ithacan, graduated from Ithaca High with a stretch in the Army
sandwiched in between parts of his schooling. He has been employed as meat-
cutter at two local markets. Angelo is married and the father of a month-old
son, Glenn.
Peg Ohlander has left the mailing room to get back into her field - flori-
culture. February 1 she will take on a new assignment as staff horticulturist
rith The Barnes, Importers, a mail order bulb concern in East Aurora, near
lAiffalo. A Cornell alumnus, Peg has her master's in floriculture from Michigan
State and has taught at University of Connecticut.
Replacing Peg is Mrs. Jean Johnson who commutes from her home in Spencer
-very day. A graduate of Spencer High where she took a commercial course, Jean
'Ias been employed at the New York State Artificial Breeders Cooperative in
[theca. Her family consists of husband, Norman, a carpenter, and 10-months-old
ion, Martin.
Richard Martin who will complete requirements for the M.S. this month,
knows exactly where he will be going. On February 1 he will report to the
Third Armored Division, Fort Knox, Ky. He holds the rank of 1st Lieutenant
Ind will be given a duty assignment with the Armored School.
Anne Dimock, secretary to Professor Arnold Hanson, has been called to San
q-ancisco by the serious illness of her father. She went by plane.
Professor (and Major) Duncan MacIntyre spoke on "Developing a Headquarters
;OP" to the 1514th Station Complement Organized Reserve Corps at the ILR
;chool on January 7.
Prof. Earl Brooks has a recent letter from Geraldine Senderoff, a master's
legree candidate, now employed in the Research Utilization Department of
emington Rand. She writes: "My work is interesting and unusual. It actually
.s a form of consulting job. I am responsible for setting up typing skill
uilding programs in other companies; we train the supervisors who conduct the
rogram in their own concerns. The results are returned to us for our own
esearch files. Quite a bit of traveling is involved and if this pace confin-
es, I will soon be vying for honors with you."
Prof. Milton Konvitz addressed a luncheon meeting of the One World Club
January 5 on "Can Communism and Democracy Live Together in Peace?" Commenting
-)ditorially on his speech, the CORNELL SUN says: "...the professor's treatment
'as unusually different and new; he offered few solutions but raised enormous
:)roblems. His conclusion we think was sound: that the two systems could live
together only when democracy maintained a situation of military and economic
Strength at least equal to that of communism."
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The leave of absence of Professor J. E. Morton 'of the School has been
extended until June, 1952, He expects to return to the School for the
opening of the fail term.. Professor Morton :is seri'ing as chief of the
Statistical Development Staff of the Housing and Home Finance Agency in
Washington, D. CA
Mr, and Mrs. Ed Merdes are the parents of a son, Mark Edward, born
December 16 in Sewickley, Pa; weight 3 lbs. 5 oz. Ed, _ER '50, graduated
last June from Cornell Law School. His wife, Norma., was employed in the
ILR Distribution Center*
A new incentive for "lounging" has been added with the refurbishing of
both the student and staff lounges at ILR. Both rooms have new draperies
and re-upholstered furniture, The chairs in the staff lounge, done in both
red and a rale green, are covered with a plastic material guaranteed for ten
years' hard wear. We shall seeG
ILR staff traveling to Boston following Christmas to attend scientific
meetings include: Professors Jesse Carpenter, Robert Ferguson, Isador Blumen,
Philip McCarthy, Robert Risley, Marvin Kogan, grad students Fred Golub,
1..rchie Hudson, Dalton McFarland, Arthur Bradburn. Former ILR'ers seen at
Boston were Jake Seidenberg, John Thurber, Paul Yager, Geraldine Senderoff,
Bill Slayman, Ralph Tuch, Jim Shipton, Chris Argyris, Lou Salkevera
Prof. C. K. Beach has been traveling north to Saranac Lake during the past
few weeks to assist in gathering data and writing a report for the newly-
appointed State Commission for Special Services for Physically Handicapped and
Disabled Persons in the Village of Saranac Lake and Surroundings,
Herb Hubben, doctor's degree candidate, writes from the Atomic Energy
Commission, Los Alamos, New Mexico: "Effective January 7 I am moving to
Albuquerque to assume responsibilities as a wage and salary assistant with
primary emphasis to be on contractor personnel and labor relations matters.
My new address will be 512 N. Quincy St., Pat. C., Albuquerque, N.M.
Prof, Ralph Campbell of Extension, an alumnus of Rutgers, reports the
appearance of a book 'Workers Education at the University Level" published
by Rutgers University Press, in which the work of ILR School in adult education
is mentioned. The author is Irvine L. H. Kerrison, chairman of the labor
program of Rutger's Institute of Management and Labor Relations. The ILR
library has the book.
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Announcement is made of grad student Joe Ludlum's engagement to Miss
canet Weaver of Ithaca. Miss Weaver is employed in the business office of the
',coal telephone company. Joe, a graduate of Bradley University, is a master's
.iegree candidate,
Prof. J. J. Jehring has been named chairman of the traffic safety com-
aittee of the Ithaca Automobile	The purpose of the committee is to
-educe traffic accidents in the city and county.
West Germans studying at ILR got an opportunity last month to exchange
Lmpressions of America with a similar group of West German students from
Colgate. Ten Germans studying social sciences at Colgate visited the group of
23 at ILR.
Prof. C. K. Beach's seminar in "Conference Leadership" shifted its scene
a Hotel School kitchen lab one day shortly before Christmas. There, Will
Keefe, a student in Prof. Beach's class, also a hotel student, undertook as part
cf job-training, to peach ILR'er John Morton the fine points of cake-baking.
he cake, complete iith frosting, was brought to !the class next day, eaten by
r.,embers of the class, and the experiment judged a complete success.
We discover that in the last issue of FOI we inadvertently failed to give
'rcdit to the ILR Staff Organization for arranging for the installation of the
milk machine•
Mrs. Lily Newbury of the steno pool was forced to send her smoke-filled
clothing to the cleaners last month as a result of a fire in the basement of
Ler home at Sage Place. When the fire was discovered in the early morning,
the smoke was so thick she couldn't even find the light switch to investigate.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gerken are parents of a son, Richard Allen, born
Lseember 27; weight 9 lbs. 4 oz. Fred, ILR senior, is slated for graduation
in February.
Marian Sweetland, secretary to Professors McKelvey and Neufeld, has ex-
changed her farm home near Dryden for a house on Kline Road for the winter
alonths. Marian thinks that 25 miles a day is too far to drive on icy roads.
Vivian Nicander, former ILR editor, contributed a story entitled "A Swedish
"hristmas Story" to New York State FOLKLORE, a quarterly magazine published in
Ithaca, N.Y.	 H-924
Professor Rudolph , Corvini, project manager, for the group of 16 Turks who
returned to their native land via plane on December 19, has received messages
from several of the Turks indicating that they arrived safely at their destina-
tion. A letter from Orhan Tarhan tells of the group being recalled to Ankara
for a conference with ECA officials. Zeki Yilmazcan, the youngest of the group,
sent greetings from the Canary Islands en route home, while three others sent
greetings from London.
1gN OF THE WEEK
By his patience, tact and understanding in working with the ILR undergraduate,
Professor James Campbell of the Student Personnel staff has proved himself a
real friend and counselor. Responsible for the over-all guidance program of
the three hundred plus ILR undergraduates, he has a hand in their selection,
admission, registration and orientation.
An Ohian by birth, along with many ILR'ers, Jim Campbell attended Salem
(Ohio) high and is an alumnus of Wittenberg College where he majored in math-
ematics. At college he was active in extra-curricular activities president
of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity, a member of the varsity tennis team, of the
Interfraternity Council, and a member of Blue Key, scholastic honorary society.
Upon graduation in 1940 he returned to teach math at Salem High until the
Army beckoned two years later. For the next four years his only college
association was a semester at Cornell under the ASTP when he took a course in
personnel psychology. He was a staff sergeant in personnel classification for
Uncle Sam's Air Force, stationed mostly in this country, with a tour of duty
in Hawaii. '-
When released by the Army in 1946, Professor Campbell returned to Cornell
to do graduate work in educational administration. A year later, with a M.S.
in Education behind him, and with his interest in guidance and personnel
aroused by working part-time for the Cornell Guidance Center, he changed his
emphasis to guidance and personnel with a doctorate in view. This he com-
pleted in the fall of 1950. And he was immediately appointed assistant pro-
fessor at ILR.
Work experience includes employment as bank bookeeper, blue printing machine
operator, and time study man - all sandwiched in with his college education.
Assuming his share of academic responsibilities, Professor Campbell serves
as chairman of the faculty social committee, a member of the committee on •
academic standards, and as secretary of the Cornell chapter of Phi Kappa Phi,
an honorary society.
With his family, Ithaca-born Gwen, whom he met during the war, and six-year-
old son Jamie - Jim lives on Cliff Street, overlooking the lake. Here he
indulges in gardening and more currently, in "counselineson Jamie on how best
to operate his electric train (permanently set up in the dining room.)
Mindful of his,advanced age(32) he has given up tennis for the more sedate
game of golf.
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SEARER WINS ALPERN PRIZE ILR FACULTY LEAVE FOP. NFW POSITIONS
February graduate John C. Shearer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Shearer
'of Cheltenham, Pa. is the winner of
the Daniel Alpern Memorial Prize this
term.
The$100award is given to the gradua-
ting senior who exhibits highest qual-
ities of leadership and scholarship.
Shearer had a cumulative scholastic
average of 88.43, was awarded a George
W, LeFevre Scholarship in 1950-51,
end was a member of Phi Kappa Phia
A member of Sigma Pi, he was active
pith the Interfraternity Council,
serving as an IFC representative and
on the IFC planning board. He also
worked as a sub-committee chairman
for CURW's Campus Conference on Reli-
gion, and with the ILR student organi-
zation. He served as chairman of that
organization's Speakers Activities
Committee.
Shearer will work with Union Carbide
& Carbon Corp., in Marietta, Ohio as
an industrial relations trainee.
The Alpern award was established in
1946 by Harry Alpern and J. L. Mailman
in memory of Alpern's son, Daniel, an
applicant to the ILR school, who was
killed in action during the last war's
Pacific campaign.
"For Our Information is issued by the
blic Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
nd students of the New York State
School of Industrial & Labor Relations
Three ILR faculty leave this month
for new positions in industry and gov-
ernment.
Professor Richard Dean of Extension
has taken a position with the Kopper
Company's executive development program
with headquarters in Pittsburgh. He
will work as a training assistant.
Dean, who did his undergraduate work
at ILR, also received his M.S. from
the School in February 1951. He was
then appointed assistant professor and
has worked in the Extension Division.
He also served as instructor for a
semester.
Prior to coming to ILR, Dick worked
for a number of years in the loan depart-
ment of the Chase National Bank in New
York. He is a graduate of the American
Institute of Banking.
The Deans, with five-year-old Bobby,
will make their home at the Leland Park
Apartments, 5366 Keeport Drive, Pitts-
burgh 27,
Extensioner Jim Johnson resigned this
month to accept a position with the
Solvay Process Division, Allied Chemical
and Dye, in New York City. He will do
industrial training work.
Jim, a transfer from Iowa State Col-
lege, graduated from ILR in June, 1950.
The following September he ,_ was appointed
instructor in the ExtensioiNtivision.
He, with Jean Ann Gm, directed the




CHOOL STUDIES ACTORS' MERGER
Researcher Dr. Leonard Adams,who lent such yeoman assistance to the Nei
York dock strike inquiry, and Dean L.	eatherwoodare already deep in another
rject, Prof. Robert Aronson will carry the bulk of the research,
This time it's the highly-complicated study of the proposed merger of six
theater, movie, radio, and television union groups. The project involves Actors
FAtaity, Chorus Equity, American Guild of Variety Artists, American Guild of
:lasical Artists, Television Authority, and American Federation of Radio Artists--
all of which are autonomous or semi-autonomous branches of what is known in the
OK world as the 4-A's or the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, PFL0
Each of the branches, as the titles indicate, is built around a separate
?spect of show business, such as Actors Equity for the legitimate stage, American
Federation of Radio Artists for radio, and Television Authority for television.
In recent years, however, members of the different branches have clamored
fora merger, principally because when they shift from the stage to a radio or
television show for a night, they are required to get a membership card in the
trench governing that aspect and pay dues as well.
There have been several attempts by men within the union to organize a
urger themselves, but complicated questions of jurisdiction and over-lapping
tembership have always blocked them.
This time union officials have enlisted the help of ILR and the Institute
f Industrial Relations at the Universit:r of California at Los Angeles. It will
tethe schools' job to investigate the entire problem and then come up with re-
lormendations for one or more mergers, if the researchers find them feasible.
Prof. Aronson is doing much of the interviewing and investigation of
tembership lists required for the project among theatrical artists and actors in
he New York City area. The UCLA men will do a similar job on the West Coast
.d in the Chicago area.
Dr. Adams hopes that most of the field work will be completed by March and
tiat definite recommendations on merger will be ready for discussion by union
officials on July 1.
.ROGRAM BEING CONDUCTED FOR CRUCIBLE STEEL
A 15-week educational program on Human Problems of Supervision" is being
started by the school's Extension . Division for managerial personnel at the
enderson-Halcomb Works of Crucible Steel Co. of America in Syracuse.
The project will enable the school to do additional research on the ef-
ictiveness of long-term educational programs in industry. The school's pioneer
Ifort in that field is the two-year executive development project being con-
tacted for management personnel at Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.'s Amsterdam, N.Y.
qant. Both programs have supporting grants from the companies concerned.
Working on the Crucible Steel program will be Professors John McConnell,
'Inn Emerson, Alpheus Smith, and Dr. John Butler of ILR, Arch Hudson has been
• pointed as a research associate to carry out the research entailed and will
York, under Uvofessor Earl Brooks. Professor Ralph Campbell will coordinate the
vacation and recearoh aspects.
Grad student Tom Johnson requests the return (for sentimental reasons)
)f his beige trench coat which disappeared Monday, February 11 from the hall
tside+Room 50 between noon and 3 p.m. If anyone has information, Tom can be
lled,6149 or reached through his mailbox.
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PROF. GULICK LEAVES alb EUROth-BOUND 
Professor Charles A. Gulick, popular visiting lecturer at ILR last term, left
New York on January 29 bound for a five-month tour of Europe, as he puts it,
"to renew my supply of political jokes and look up my old friends in the
European underground."
Professor Gulick and his wife plan to visit Italy, Austria, West Germany, and
Sweden and possibly Spain, Portugal, and Switzerland, gathering material on
European labor that he will use in his classes in comparative labor movements
at the University of California next fall.
Much of his time will probably be spent in Vienna, where he worked more than
a year during the pre-Hitler era making intensive investigations of Austrian
f,, ,t,cists for his book, "Austria, from Hapsburg to Hitler."
During that earlier visit Professor Gulick made friends with dozens of the
Austrian anti-fascists, many of whom were leaders in the underground fight
against Hitler after the Anschluss in 1938. Many of them now hold high posi-
tions in the government of the city of Vienna and Professor: Gulick hopes to
revisit them, "perhaps drink a glass of beer with them", and talk over old times.
"It also gives me a chance to catch up on the latest political jokes in
Europe," he pointed out before he left. "I have a hobby of collecting political
jokes and my current collection is getting musty on me."
ILR STUDENTS ELECTED  TO PHI KAPPA PHI
Six undergraduate and five former graduate students were recently elected to
membership in Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic society by the
current membership of Phi Kappa Phi. They are: (undergraduates) Fraeda Aronvitz,
Charles Christenson, Bernard Gold, Bill O'Donnell, John Schappi, and John
Shearer; (graduates) Robert Elias, Vincent Macaluso, Louis Salkever, Jake
Seidenberg, and John Slocum.
JANUARY "REVIEW" APPEARS 
In addition to leading articles on manpower and wage incentives by others in
the industrial and labor relations field, the January, 1952 issue of the "I&LR
Review" contains many features by ILR'ers and former ILR'ers.
Dr. John Slocum, former director of education, Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America, now secretary to the State University board of trustees, has
written a dissent to Professor Abraham Gitlow's opinions on "Union Stabilization
Programs and Competition." Gitlow is professor in New York University's School
of Commerce.
Dr. Harry Malisoff, former special student at ILR, has written an article
"The British Disabled Persons (Employment) Act". Malisoff is now in the depart-
ment of economics at Brooklyn College.
Professor Charles A. Myers, professor of industrial relations, M.I.T., re-
viewed "Pattern for Industrial Peace," the story of labor-management at Inland
Steel's Chicago plant, by ILR Professor William F. Whyte. Of the book, Prof.
Myers says, "This is the most complete case history of a single labor-manage-
meht relationship in print."
The following ILR faculty contributed boob reviews to this issue: Professors
Temple Burling, Jesse Carpenter, Vernon Jensen, Duncan MacIntyre, Gormly Miller,
and Philomena Pki_Llady.
NHAT ILR GRADS ARE DOING
Tom Borthwick '52 is a sales trainee for Owens-Corning Fiberglass in Ohio.
John Shearer '52 is an industrial relations trainee with Union Carbide and
Carbon Corp., Ohio.
Don Ghent, master's degree candidate, is an assistant in the labor relations
division of Flexonics, Maywood,
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PROF. C.K.REACH SERVES A3 CONSULTANT TO CANAL ZONE 
Prof. C. K. Beach returned last week from Panama where he served as consultant
on supervisory training for the Panama Canal Company. Here he met with 135
top people in groups of 20-25 for two 2-hour sessions. This group included
the governor and lieutenant governor. In these conferences all aspects of
training in industry were coverer.
Former ILR I ers working with Prof. Beach on this evaluation survey were Ed
Doolen, personnel director, Ed Culverhouse, personnel trainee, and Jack Oster,
wage and salary administrator - all employees of the Canal Railroad.
Prof. Beach bemoaned the fact that the business day started at 7:15 a.m. On
two occasions he had to arise at 5:30 a.m. to make his schedule. Busiest day
was when he drove across the "continent" to the Atlantic side for a • meeting,
returning in the afternoon for another session on the Pacific side,
Sidelights of his Panama stay included attendance at a governor's shirtsleeve
conference, a tour of the locks, and a trip in the governor's launch to see the
cut. Prof. Beach took nine rolls of colored film which he hopes will turn out
well.
On his return via the S.S. Ancon he called Yrs. Beach in Ithaca on ship-to-
shore telephone. First thing he knew her voice came booming :ver the loud-
speaker on the bridge. (He quickly took over on the phone).
JOHN SLOCUM JOINS STPTE UNIVERSITY STAFF
John H. Slocum, Ph.D. '50, last month was named secretary of the board of
trustees of the State University of New York. Since August 1950 he has served
as education director of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. Prior to
that he was assistant professor in ILR's extension division.
With B.A. arid M.A. degrees from Chicago University, Slocum taught at R.P.I.
before doing graduate work at ILR.
Slocum succeeds John Weiss in the State University post. Weiss resigned to
become assistant vice-president of the Fund for the Advancement of Education.
Slocum's office is in New York City.
PROF. A. W. SMITH HAS HEAVY SCHEDULE
Prof. Alpheus Smith of Extension is much in demand as a speaker these winter
days. He is currently conducting a series on "Human Problems of Supervision"for
the Syracuse Management Group. The six-session series began February and con-
tinues until March 10. This is the second such program - the first was given
last year by Professors Ralph Campbell and Smith,
On February 6 Professor Smith spoke at a dinner meeting of the Tompkins County
Chapter of the Civil Service Employees Association on "Willing and Able"; during
Cornell's Brotherhood Week he will lead a group discussion of Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity members on various approaches to world peace.
Late this month Professor Smith will take to the road. His first stop will
be at the Statler Hotel, Buffalo. Here he will speak to a luncheon meeting of
Loblaw management personnel on "Leadership Climate"; "Who's Afraid of the Big
Bad Boss?" will be Professor Smith's topic in Owego at a meeting of the Bi-Unit
Parent lechers Association; and on March 20 he will journey to New York to





NEW GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP APPOINTMENTS 
Five new additional graduate assistantships have been granted for the
second semester. They are:
Calvin Dunlap -- hometown, Greenville, Pa. Now in his third term of
study for the MS in ILR degree, Dunlap will work with Prof. Vernon H. Jensen
in research on collective bargaining. He'll be able to draw on two years of
experience as a steward with the PFL slide-fastener workers at the Talon slide-
faxtener plant in Meadville, Pa., during which time he sat in on •ontrapt
neA'otiating sessions and served as a representative on the Meadville Central
Labor Council.
Married, with one son, aged 11, his chief hobbies are fishing, bowling
and politicking (he spent three years as president of the Crawford County, Pa.,
Young Democrats.)
tal served three years in the U. S. Navy during World War II.
John Flagler -- hometown, Utica, N.Y. Flagler, an accomplished public
!!!peaker (he won several national debating and forsenic honors while en under-
graduate at Utica College), will work in the'Extension Division. A formeP
.rhop steward and shop chairman at Utica foundries, he taught collective bar-
gaining and grievance procedures in Utica College's Extension Division.
Flagler is a Marine veteran and is married and has two children. Hobbies in-
clude hunting and fishing.
Oliver Headley -- hometown, Flemington, N.J. Like Melbin, Headley will
work with school librarian J. Gormly Miller. A graduate of Colgate University
where he majored in political science, Headley spent a year and a half in the
Marine Corps, stationed at supply depots in California. Much of the time he
wan at Barstow, Calif., a spot in the desert, as hot as, if not hotter, than
famed Death Valley. He also worked as an IBM operator in a chemical plant.
Hobbies include swimming, golf, and music.
Murray ielbin	hometown, New York City. Melbin will work with school
librarian J. Gormly Miller. A man of many talents and a graduate of New York
University, Melbin is a practitioner of the black art of magic. He studies
it from the psychological angle -- to learn why people are fooled by sleight
of hand and what amuses them about magic tricks.
Next summer Melbin plans to go to Chicago for eight months, to gather
material for a master's thesis on human relations in a retail department
store. During that time he plans to visit both the Democratic and Republican
national conventions in Chicago and "Climb on the bandwagon of every candidate,"
as he puts it.
Donald Scobel -- hometown, New York City. Scobel, who did his undergraduate
work at Antioch College, will conduct laboratories in statistics for Prof.
P. J. McCarthy. Now in his second term of study for an NS in ILR degree, he
worked for six months as a labor economist- with the Wage Stabilization Board,
Washington before coming to ILR.
Other work experience, most of which he received under Antioch's famed
work-study cooperative plan, included personnel training with the Farm Bureau
Insurance Co. of Ohio, laboratory work with the U. S, Army and the Antioch
Geology Department on research into use of quartz material in electronic
equipment, and camp counseling.
ILR FIREIGN STUDENTS "GET AROUND" 
ILR's foreign contigent is rapidly setting a new record for covering the
North American continent. Alberto Armani of Italy and Kishori Chanana of
India, fresh from their trip to Florida during the Christmas holidays, took
off for Canada in the between-exams period.
There they visited Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec. One of the highlights of
their tour was a visit to Laval University's Industrial and Labor Relations




Hazards of modern life:
- turning on the electrically-run tape recorder, to have a puff of smoke
emerge. Lily Newbury of the "pool" had this experience.
- entering the office to have the water pipes burst, letting forth a
feluge on desk, papers, floor. This befell Jim Jehring in his Old Armory Office.
1.1e water also inundated Lynn Emerson's office; fortunately all of his materials
anual was safely out of reach.
On this winter's coldest morning, Bob Risley played the Good Samaritan to
former secretary Jean Burnham, only to have his kindness backfire. Using his
new Buick to push her stalled car, he pulled one end of her car's bumper from
its moorings. Latest plan is to buy her a more substantial car.
Grad assistants Karl Gruen and Richard Lyon have been granted deferments by
Uncle Sam's army until June. Both received their master's degrees this month
and will continue work toward a doctorate. Dick will be Prof. Konvitz'
,s. sistant this semester, while Karl will assist Professors Tolles and Raimon.
Dean M. P. Catherwood spoke Feb.9 a,t the hrrualdirnerof the Syracuse chapter,
Civil Service Employees on "Human Relatiorx in the Civil Service."
ILR faculty is represented on Statler Club Committees: Jim Campbell on the
Program committee mnd Milton Konvitz on the library committee.
Grad assistant BurrCoe admits to taking up Spanish again 2fter a lapse of
25 years. To facilitate this chore, he has a set of vocabulary cards with
'which he tests his progress. This language preparation is for his Ph.D.
Grace Horton of the library catalog room is due back next week after a two-
?reek midwinter break. She spent her vacation at home catching-up on her
reading.
Grad student Hideo Kawabuchi spoke on conditions in Japan since World War II
January 16 at the Volunteer Composite Unit 3-314, local U. S. Naval Training
C




When Professor Jean McKelvey was in 'dashington recently she had dinner with
Senator and nrs, Irving Ives; met with Cyrus Ching, who invited her to sit in
on the oral final exams of eight new mediation commissioners. She met former
ILR'ers Paul Yager and George Fowler who are getting ready for field appointments.
Yr. and Yrs. Raphael Kobrin of Elmhurst, L.I. announce the birth of a
daughter, Lisa Anne, born January 17. Weight 7 lbs. 4 oz. Both Kobrins are
1950 ILR graduates.
Former grad assistant Fred Golub'has accepted a position as extension
specialist in the Public Division of the Rutgers Institute of Management and
Labor Relations. While at ILR Fred taught classes for the Extension Division,
he did undergraduate work at New York University and held many offices,
including that of president, with the Railway Clerks Brotherhood in Grand
Central Terminal, New York.
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Harold Raynolds '46 has returned to ILR for graduate work. While at Cornell
as an undergraduate he served as editor-in-chief of the Cornell SUN for two
consecutive years. Up= his graduation Raynolds became a reporter for Time and
Life in the Atlanta, Ga. district. Later he was stationed in London where he
did political and military stories. Last summer he was sent to Bonn , Germany
as Central European bureau chief for Life magazine.
On January 17 the Bigelow-Sanford executive development program% held its
first informal get-together in Amsterdam at which a buffet supper was served.
Professor Alpheus W. Smith was the evening speaker. Those present included top
company executives and ILR staff C. K. Beach, James Campbell, Ralph Campbell,
Robert Ferguson, Gormly Miller and Robert Wilson.
Cpl. Jchn Riihinen, former ILR'er is being rotated this month from Korea to
Japan. He expects to return to the States in the spring,
Betty Caudill, hometown Lyndonville (N.Y.), has replaced Cynthia Collum
in the library catalogue room. Betty attended Cornell as well as Geneseo State
Teachers college. She has worked prt-time in various jobs including running
a dairy bar and working at the Home Ec College. Right now she is learning to
play chess.
Victor Schmidt, doctors degree candidate, will conduct two-3-hour extension
courses in course construction and related subjects for the Florida Department
of Education at West Palm Beach and Sarasota. Yrs. Schmidt will accompany her
husband on the trip.
Prof. Ralph Campbell of Extension has been named to the national panel of
the American Arbitration Association; he also has been designated by President
Yalott to represent Cornell University with the National University Extension
Association.	 1-277
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Ardemis Kouzian, extension representative for the Capital District, spoke
on January 19 to members of the American Association of University Women. Her
topic was "Developing Yutual Understanding in the Work Environment." She spoke
January 15 to members of the East Greenbusy-Nassau Kiwanis Club.
While in Buffalo last month, Prof. William F. Whyte conferred with a
delegation of 14 Italian experts in labor relations, economy, agriculture and
law in this country here under ECA auspices.
Prof. and Mrs. F. F. Foltman are parents of a daughter, Laurie, born
January 21. She checked in at 7 lbs. 6 oz. Proud papa furnished cigars for
the men and provided doughnuts for the coffee hour in honor of the occasion.
Announcement is made of the engagement of Richard Haynes, ILR special
student, to Miss Joyce Ellen Swingle of Schenectady, a junior in the College of
Home Economics. Richard is a graduate of the University of Colorado.
Dr. Leonard Sayles, ILR research associate, spoke January 15 on "Human
Relations and Labor" at a meeting of the Northern Chautauqua Industrial Club
in Dunkirk.
Frances (Bud) Curry '50, personnel manager of Dirdseye Food Corp.,Rochester,
visited ILR. Jamary 18 to discuss summer working-training. He was accompanied
by Mr. Ted Evans and Yr. Bow of his company.
Prof. John W. McConnell led one of the four round-table discussions
January 2L at a national conference on the retirement of older workers. The
, three-day conference was held on the Harriman campus of Columbia University
and was sponsored by the -! 7cGregor Fund of Detroit and the National Social
Welfare Assembly. Professor icConnell was accompanied by Professor Duncan
IJacIntyre and secretary Lou Crews, both of whom helped with conference publicity.
Professor Wayne Hodges of Public Relations has been recruited as a member
of the Ithaca Community Chest's public information committee.
Karl Otto Mann, doctor's degree candidate, began work February 1 as labor
economist with the llage and hour_ Division of the U. S. Department of Labor.
Karl is a graduate of American University, Washington, D.C.
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PLY'S. Roberts halporn of the human 'aelations aepartment directed rehearsals
"Folksay", a group dance featured at the annual concert of the Cornell Dance
Club February 8 and 9. "Folksay" is a group dance based on folk songs and
poetry by Carl Sandburg. Roberts, who used the von Laban system of dance
notation in notating the movement score of "Folksay", recorded the dance for
her master's thesis at New York University.
Roberta is working under the Dance Notation Bureau of New York toward a
diploma as a professional notator.
OF TIE 1:TEEK
A petite dark-haired girl of unusual versatility is proving indispensable
to Professor Lynn Emurson in the preparation of his current project - a manual
on the preparation of written instructional materials. Although Ruth Petry came
last fall to lend a hand for only a few weeks, her stay has been prolonged to
help prepare the manual, containing more than 300 pages and 200 drawings, for
the printer.
Ruth, born in nearby Syracuse, is the daughter of Professor Loren Petry
of the Botany Department and well-known to most Cornell students. A graduate
of Radcliff with a ge-logy major, Ruth has such varied interests it is difficult
to say where her vocation ends and her avocation begins.
A plane - with or without a motor - is her first love. For years she has
owned a "cub" plane which she learned to fly at the local airport. During the
early part of World War II she took the Civilian Pilot Training course in
Ithaca. Parallel with this is her interest in gliding. She and her father have
attended and participated in gliding meets at Harris Hill near Elmira for a
number of years. During the summer of 1950 she won first place in the women's
national soaring meeting in Texas.
(n her first job - a secretarial one with Cornell's Ag extension division -
Ruth piloted her boss, a Soil Conservation staff member, on aerial photography
jaunts. From there she went with Anaconda Copper as secretary to a mining
engineer. Then followed a period as Link trainer operator for Pan American.
When the recent war came along, Ruth joined up as a WASP (Women's Airforce
Service Patrol). Stationed in Texas and Alabama she performed engineering test
flights, ferried planes and army "brass". For the most part she piloted single
placed twin-engine planes.
After the war Ruth and her brother, a pilot for TWA, operated an aerial
photography service on Long Island. She used her cub in which her brother rigged
up a special camera. Their clients were principally real estate agencies.
For the past three years Ruth has worked on an aviation research project
for the Cornell Medical School.
Ruth has a natural mechanical inclination which serves her well when con-
fronted with a knotty problem. For instance, while using the proportional
spacer in he present job, she was unable to read the tiny type. Borrowing a
magnifyiggrom her dad's department, she rigge:i itabove the type, neatly solving
the problem.
Right now Ruth's eye is on the soaring meet in Texas next August. She only
hopes her job schedule will fit into the dates of the meet.
When queried on solo trips she has made, Ruth tells of the occasion, when
working on-campus, of a friend asking her if she could ferry his plane to San
Antonio, Texas. With her employer's permission, she took off next day and
delivered the ship safe and sound.
In addition to flying, Ruth knits, repairs and re-upholsters the family's
furniture, spends vacations on Cape Cod with the family and enjoys tinkering
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PROGRAM UNDERWAY TO AID
SECONDARY TEACHERS \'
ILR is undertaking a program to aid
kw York state high school teachers in
developing course material on labor-
nanagement relations for use in secon-
dary schools.
The School, through workshops, con-
ferences, and institutes, will help
W:erested social studies teachers gain
abetter understanding of the relative-
ly-new field of industrial and labor
relations . It also will assist them
in developing material on the subject
Drat might be utilized in their courses
n kmerican history or problems of
VaLlocracy.
"he program is in answer to requests
for information on industrial and labor
rotations from state teachers and will
conducted principally by the School's
extension Division with the full-time
:oncentration of Miss Betty Barton.
"Pilot" institutes and conferences
m labor-management relations have al-
'eady been held by the School in the
lew York City, Poughkeepsie, Peekskill,
FrsdoLia areas. One is currently
ieing conducted at Troy for approxi-
E,ely 30 Troy area teachers.
In addition, the School is planning
',ossible texts on industrial and labor
'elations that might be used in secon-Lary schools.
Ti or Gur Information" is issued by the
Relations Office, Room 3, for
4Ie information of all faculty, staff,
rid students of the New York State
/10031 of intiatrial and Labor Relations
50,000 HOSPITAL STUDY LAUNCHED 
An intensive two-year investigation
of human relations problems within
hospitals, to be financed by a $50,000
grant from the American Hospital Assoc-
iation, was launched last month.
The study will investigate relation-
ships between professional and non-
professional workers in hospitals,
their motivations, problems, and strains;
the supervisory systems within hospi-
tals; and problems of communication
between hospital departments and with-
in the hospital hierarchy.
Members of the School's staff have
already been conducting similar studies
of human relations problems in two
Central New York hospitals over the
past two years. The present study will
be an investigation in a group of prob-
ably one large hospital and several
very small hospitals, selected for the
project in cooperation with the Ameri-
can Hospital Association.
An advisory commission for the study
of human relations problems in the
hospital organization, headed by Dean
Catherwood and composed of represen-
tatives of hospitals, the nursing and
medical professions, and the public,
will aid in carrying out the study.
Directing the project will be
Temple Burling, M.D., professor of
human relations at ILR, who will be as-
sisted by. Miss Edith Lentz and Robert
Wilson, research associates. Dr. Burling
and Miss Lentz worked on the earlier
(more)	I-480
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study of human relations problems wiLain Central New York hospitals.
Dr. Burling said a comprehensive report will be published when the investi-
gation is completed and shorter articles on selected aspects of the study will
be released during its course.
Members of the newly-formed advisory commission, which held its initial
organization meeting last month at Princeton, N.J., are:
Dean Catherwood, chairman; Everett W. Jones, vice-president, Modern Hospital
Publishing Co., Chicago; Kenneth Williamson, vice-president and executive
secretary, Health Information Foundation, New York City; and Miriam Curtis,
administrator, Syracuse Memorial Hospital, Syracuse, representing hospitals,
Marion Sheahan, National Committee for the Improvement of Nursing Service, New
York City, representing nursing, Norman S. Moore, M.D., Cornell University,
representing the medical profession, Earl Brooks, Cornell University, and
Conrad Arensberg, professor, Columbia University, representing education, Earl
Planty, Johnson and Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J., representing personnel, Mrs.
Frank Wiel, New York City, and Lesley Clute, president, board of trustees,
Arnot Ogden Hospital, Elmira, representing the public, and George Bugbee,
executive director, American Hospital Association, Chicago„ Ann S. Friend,
personnel specialist, American Hospital Assoc., Chicago, Temple Burling, M.D.,
Cornell University, and C. J. Foley, Journal of the American Hospital Assn.,
serving as ex-officio members.
GOVERNMENT, UNION OFFICIALS TAKE PART	N
IN SEMINAR ON LAEOR RELATIONS ABROAD 
Key American trade union and governmental officials who have been working on
labor problems abroad form the faculty for the graduate seminar on "Comparative
Labor Relations" being conducted at ILR this semester by Professors Gardner
Clark and Mark Perlman. The seminar is built around the topic, "The Impact
of U. S. Governmental and Trade Union Activities on Foreign Labor Movements."
The bulk of the discussion will be handled by a team of visiting lecturers
that includes such men and women as Richard Deverall of the International
Ladies' Garment Workers Union; Alice Shurcliff of the Div. of Foreign Labor
Conditions of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Otto Kircheimer, acting
chief of the Central European Branch of the U. S. Department of State's Divi-
sion of Research for Western Europe; and Eichael Ross, director of the CIO's
Department of International Affairs.
Others who will lecture include Prof. Adolf Sturmthal of Bard College;
Arnold L. Steinbach of the Labor Department's Office of International Affairs;
Sam Berger, assistant to W. Averell Harriman, director of the Mutual Security
Agency; and Val Lorwin, ILR grad student,	formerly with the Department of
State and the Labor Department.
DR. KONVITZ WILL LECTURE AT SALZBURG 
Prof. Milt-On R. Konvitz will conduct a course and a seminar in labor rela-
tions during September at the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies (Austria).
The Salzburg Seminar was established after the war under Harvard University
auspices to provide Advanced studies in American civilization for students
from England, France,, and other West European countries.
Prof. Konvitz is the third Cornell faculty member to be appointed to the
Salzburg Seminar faculty. Previously Prof. Jean T. McKelvey,also of ILR, and
Prof. Henry A. Myers of the English Department, have lectured there.
I-480
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RCA GROUPS PLAN ILR INSTITUTE 
- Representatives of YMCA groups throughout the state met Feb. 2C at the
School to confer with school officials on the program for a YMCA Institute,
to be held at Cornell June 16-20.
At the meeting last month, the YMCA officials outlined "Y" interests in the
field of industrial and labor relations, learned about the School's facilities
for education in that field, and planned the program for the June institute
with Alpheus W. Smith of the school, institute director, and other faculty
members.
Professors Robert H. Ferguson, J. James Jehring, Duncan Maclntyre, and J.
Gormly Viller will act as consultants for the forthcoming institute.
iTEST GERMANS "TAKE TO T1- ROAD"
The 23 West German trainees studying at the School will take a nine-day
field trip by bus to such Midwestern industrial centers as Chicago, Cleveland,
and Detroit during Spring vacation, Prof. John Windmuller, in charge of the
group, announced.
Grad assistant Dallas Jones will accompany the West Germans who plan to
visit several key industrial plants and union offices, including the CIO United
Auto Workers headquarters in Detroit, possibly the Ford plant at River Rouge,
the Chicago headquarters of the United Packinghouse Workers, CIO and the AFL
eat Cutters Union, the Chicago stockyards, and a Chicago packinghouse plant.
This semester the West Germans are participating in regular classes at ILR,
as well as continuing their special courses in American industrial relations
and democratic institutions. In addition they participate in special weekly
seminars at which American government, management, education, and union officials
who have worked with both American and West German labor problems speak.
Three members of the group -- Guenter Krueger, Thomas Nitscher, and Bernard
Dambman-- will take part in a discussion of German unions' role in promoting
democracy in Arest German with Prof. Jean T. McKelvey of ILR before the Foreign
Policy Association of the Hudson-Mohawk area in Albany March 13.
Dambman and three other West German ILR students, all former prisoners of
war, were featured in a story in the Sunday, March 3 issue of the Syracuse Post-
Standard. Dambman, a former member of a German panzer division, was interned
in an American P.O.W. camp at Fort Bliss, Texas; Horst Walther, formerly of the
German Air Force and the infantry, was captured by the Russians and imprisoned
in Siberia; Eric Herth, ex-German Navy man, was in an English prison; and Karl
Von Heulsen, former tank corps man, was interned by the Allies in his native
Germany.
FACULTY MEMBERS PARTICIPATE IN ASTD CONFERENCE 
Three members of ILR faculty will participate in the 8th annual conference
of the American Society of Training Directors, March 12, 13, and 14 at French
Lick, Indiana.
Prof. John M. Brophy will assist in conducting a demonstration on "The
Torkshop as a Training Tool", Prof. J. James Jehring will participate in a panel
session on "Developing Effective Visual Aids", and Prof. Lynn A. Emerson will
give a progress report to the ASTD's research committee on the manual he is
writing on development of industrial training material.
Industrial and business training specialists from throughout the nation are
expected to attend the conference.
I-480
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PROF.  N. A. TOLLES SPEAKS ON DEFICIT SPENDING
--Taicit spending by tie government during the present defense mobilization
period should be avoided at all costs, "short of outright military defeat",
Prof. N. Arnold Tolles of ILR told the January meeting of the Purchasing
Agents Association of Central New York in Syracuse.
Prof. Tolles pointed out that the President's proposed 1952-53 federal
budget could result in deficit spending of 14 billion dollars by the government
next year. He predicted that this would cause' a renewed outbreak of rising
prices.
A sudden end to the Korean war might, however, bring about a slowing-up of
military expenditures, he added, and thus lead to a business relapse.
But, he declared, "Assuming, as we may, that the spirit of Soviet aggression
and the American will to resist this aggression will persist, it is price
inflation, rather than business depression, that is to be anticipated, to be
feared, and to be counteracted."
Although Prof. Tolles indicated that one possible way to combat the threat
of increasing inflation lay in slashing the 51-billion dollar military budget
proposed for 1952-53, he admitted that such a proposal would be "unpopular,"
But he warned that using large amounts of deficit spending in the process
of building up U. S. military strength would be "like an order to fire off all
the available ammunition of a regiment during the training period."
"In the crisis stage of a major shooting war, deficit spending and the
attendant measures of price control, wage control, and general rationing may
all be justifiable," he declared. But high U. S. military authorities are the
ones who are warning Americans that they are engaged now in a 'cold war' : of
indefinite duration, rather than a 'hot war' at the crisis stage," he pointed
out.
The text of Prof. Tolles' talk was printed in the February issue of the
"Central New York Purchaser."
Ii USTRIAL AND LAt0R RETITIONS IN SAUDI ARABIA
Former ILR grad student Fred Manning reports from his vantage point in Saudi-
Arabia. He is a personnel 	Arabian-American Oil Cos
"Last week I spent a considerable amount of time 'on-the-job'in Abciaiq Dis-
trict interviewing and counseling Arab employees. They were sent in to me with
various grievances cr needing discipline. It is a tremendous job, especially
for a beginner like myself. I know what the well-established procedures as
outlined by our textbooks are, but it doesn't seem to work out in practice here.
In the first place there is the language barrier. By the time the interpreter
has completely garbled what you have tried to say, and the Arab has answered him,
end it is translated back for you, somehow the direction of the questioning and
counseling has been lost, and you end up with the feeling that you have abso-
lutely failed to get across what you are trying to say...He does not reason at
all as we do. For instance, we often get Saudis sent to us for refusal to do
certain types of work, such as sweeping. When confronted with the facts of the
case ) the only reply he makes is, "I did not refuse to work." He repeats this
over and over and will never admit his refusal, nor offer any explanation for
his attitude.
Fully one-half of the Arabs on the payroll are Bedouins from the desert. As
soon as he earns enough money to buy a gun or camel, back he goes to the desert.
You can't appeal to him with ideas of security or loyalty or job satisfaction;
he just doesn't understand what these things mean. ,After an hour of wrangling
among the interpreter, you and the employee, the Arab answers that these are
not interesting him and can he now have, please, two weeks off with pay so that




Grad assistant Bill Hosking and Shirley are parents of a son, William
Irving, born February 27. He is a little fellow, weighing 42 lbs; however,
his father expects Bill, Jr. will eventually reach his size.
Taking over Elizabeth Willmott's job in the Distribution Center is Mrs.
Ardis Bowers, an Ithaca for the past 28 years. Mrs. Bowers, who hails from
North Andover, Mass., first came to Ithaca as n piano student in the old
Ithaca Conservatory. For the past ten years she has worked at the local
Montgomery Ward store, first as sales clerk, then in the mail order depart-
ment. Her daughter, Mary Jane, works in Roberts Hall for Prof. E. K. Hanks.
Liz Willmott, who quit the Distribution Center last month to take education
courses at Cornell, works part-time in the Extension Division.
* * *
Lou Crews, secretary to Professors McConnell and MacIntyre, is leaving ILR
in mid-March to join her sea-going husband in Norfolk, Va. 	Crews have
purchased a home there.
* * *
Martha Simon Conway of Student Personnel has taken over the position of
undergraduate records clerk formerly held by Sydelle Puchek. Martha was
formerly secretary to Prof. James Campbell.
Dean M. P. Catherwood, who was chairman of the Board of Inquiry into the
recent dock strike, will discuss the Board's report with members of the
College Propeller Club at the N.Y.S. Maritime College, Ft. Schuyler on March 19.
The session will be recorded for future broadcasting.
Jerry Rounds of the Mailing Room has the school's first '52 Chevy - an
emerald-green four-door sedan.
In a coffee-room discussion oi the relation of length of ears to hearing
ability, Professor Jehrink remarked that length of ears iS (ear)relevant
Frank Mahaney, former ILR stude n t, returned for a recent visit. He is
organization and methods examiner for the Post Office Department in Washington,
D. C. His wife, Nora, was formerly secretary to Prof. C. K. Beach. They are





Monica Daly, secretary to Robert Risley, is resigning from ILR effective
April 1. She hopes to be employed in the State Department's overseas program.
According to her, she is willing to go anywhere on the globe except where
"She has to be zipped into a fur suit." She is leaving the School March 18
but expects to be in Ithaca the remainder of the month.
Shirley Bruce's husband, Bob, has purchased the Esso service station at
the corner of West State and Taughannock Blvd. He was formerly a mechanic
with Robinson Airlines.
• * * *
Ed Wickersham, Ph.D. '51, who has been employed by the College of Archi-
tecture for the past nine months, reported last month for duty with the Air
Force at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. He holds the rank
of first lieutenant.
* * * *
Among ILR staff there are six sets of persons with the same last name: post
common, of course, is the name Smith. There is Adrienne, secretary in the
personnel division, Alpheus Waldo of the extension division, and Jim at 5 East
Ave.; next come the two Campbells, Jim of Student Personnel and Ralph of
extension; the two Clark(e)s - Bea at 5 East Ave., and M. Gardner of the teach-
ing staff; two Emersons - Eleanor of extension and Lynn of Materials Laboratory;
a couple of Millers - grad assistant Frank of Human Relations, and J. Gormly,
ILR librarian; and the uncle-nephew combination of Pipers, "L.R." of the
custodian staff, and Don of the mailing room.
At a library coffee hour presentation, Cynthia Collum, who left the ILR
library last month, was presented with a china mug on which was painted (by
colleague Joan Kaimer) a faithful portrayal of Cynthia's day filing at the
card files. At 9 a.m. she is pictured as erect and alert; at 3 p.m. she has
slumped; and by 5 she is shown as completely "floored."
Grad student Bill Watts is employed part-time in the School's distribution
center where he manipulates the addressograph machine and makes plates for
the addressograph; while grad student Jim Barry assists with assembling, etc.
in the mailroom.
• * * *
Head cataloguer Kay Spinney of the ILR library journeyed to Cleveland
February 28 to meet with the Subject Heading Committee of university industrial
relations libraries.
Place - waterfountain in upper hail
Cast - Paul Gordon, Phil Foltman, and Tom Johnston
Experienced fathers Gordon and Johnston giving advice and commiseration
to "new father" Foltman.
* * * 1.-480
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Prof. Lynn Emerson has contributed a special chapter entitled "Education
for Industry" to a book,TIE MODERN Man SCHOOL, recently published by McGraw-
Hill 	its series on education. Authors of the book are Prof. Julian E.
?.utterworth of Cornell's School of Education, and Howard A. Dawson of the
National Education Associatdon.
Maryrose and Bob Alexander, and son Tommy, have moved into their new home
on Hitchell Street extension. Maryrose, former secretary to Professors Jensen
and Mullady, would welcome visitors (and would probably hand them a paintbrush.)
Jackie Kaldon, secretary to Prof. Earl Brooks,was involved in a five-vehicle
accident en Oak	February 28. Tiere's her crash-by-crash report:
"Some time between 8:30 and 8:45 this a.m. Harry and I were coming down Oak
Ave. in our '39 Chevy. (Parry was driving.) At the foot of the street, we
skidded and sideswirad a Foatiac parkea ere. We pulled over and parked in
front of the Pontiac. and got out to sul.vcy the damage, I stumbled and fell
fiat on my face. We started to write a note to the Pontiac's owner telling him
o' the accident, and just then a Chevy convertible came down Oak, skidded at
the same place, and also rammed the Pontiac. The owner left the convertible
where it was, and came over to leave a P.S. on our note to the Pontiac's
owner. Just at that point, a Studebaker driven by the wife of ILR grad student
Marren Green, came along in back of the convertible and skidded into its rear,
P using the convertible to swing around in the street and ram into the front
camper of the Pontiac. A minute later, a Kaiser came along, heading up Oak,
and just as the driver got parallel to the Studebaker, he skidded into the rear
fender of the Studebaker. The only damage we know of was to the Pontiac and
Kaiser - the side of the Pontiac is somewhat bashed in, and the Kaiser ripped
its fender; the other three cars appear to be all right."
Bea and Charlie Clarke have rented a six-room house at Glenside, just south
of Ithaca. They plan to move their furniture up from their former New York
home. The Clarke's also have a young. Cocker named Midnight. Bea brought him
to work the first few days since he cried from lonesomeness.
When confronted by two articles, each carrying a picture of him, in the
February issue of "Industrial Bulletin", Director of Research Leonard Adams

























During the past month Student Personnel staff has been busy in the field.
Prof. Felician Foltman has made two trips to Washington, the first to develop
placement contacts and meet with the Washington ILR alumni group and the
second, to attend the annual conference of the American Society of Public
Administration. He also visited Pittsburgh and attended the personnel con-
ference of the American Management Association in Chicago.




Grad assistant Frank Yiller has received a letter from Prof. Charles
Gulick,now traveling in Germany. He was visiting professor at ILR last term.
0Eltville, Germany, Feb, 13 -- Air France landed us safely at Orly Airport
on Feb. 2. We have had snow in this area most of the time since we arrived.
Heavy fog this morning. In other words, we ere getting a combination of San
Francisco and Ithaca weather. Our first day in Paris was spent in getting
settled in a hotel on the left bank...We spent the next five days trying to
keep warm and to find a small European car at a price that would leave us some
chance of being able to ship it to Berkeley. We wish .that we could manage-EiT
import some of the excess heat in the ILR buildings to our hotel roome.0
"In Germany we finally bought a Prefect (British Ford)4-door sedan. Have
been having "the green bug" checked and repaired, getting international driver's
license, etc...One evening we went (of all places) to a PTA meeting in
Aesbaden. They had come to listen to a panel discussion on the American
Assion in Germeny.,.Now I must help my wife with the packing. Before I sign
off, I want to thank all of you in ry courses for your expressions of thought-
fulness and friendliness. They will always remain highlights of my term at
Cornell,"
* * *
Prof. Robert Aronson, back at ILR from his current job of interviewing artists
nd actors in New York, reports that he has had to acit)t his hours of work to
fit the.working day of those he is interviewing. He seldom can begin his work
before 11:30 eon, and reports he has become well acqauinted with McSorley's bar.
A card sharp has been discovered at ILR. Prof. Jesse Carpenter, with his
partner, was top scorer at a recent meeting of the Ithaca Contract Bridge Club.
The "Scrambled Yitchell" movement was used.
JAY BRETT, ILR '53 IS CANDIDPTE FOR STUDENT COUNCIL
111c small red and yellow bards being displayed around ILR announce the
candidacy of ILR undergraduate Jay Brett '53 from Buffalo for representative-
at-large for the Cornell Student Council.
His platform in his own words "is no idealistic type of platform; rather I
think that I can intelligently and realistically handle all problems facing
Student Council. I have had experience in many activities in my three years
t Cornell including -m; varsity debater for the Cornell Debate team; announcer
for WIER (student radio station); and member of ILR Student Organization."
Jay would appreciate any first place votes that are cast for him or even
a second or third place vote, since a preferential systeru is used.
He emphasizes that everyone who is an undergraduate is eligible to vote,
including girls, from all classes.
Election is Wednesday, March 12, with polling places at various spots on
the campus. It is necessary to present your registration card when voting.
I-1480
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MAN OF THE WEEK 
From pressmen to professor - this, in brief, is John M. Broph t s story. The
completion of his higher education covered a period from 1934, when he first
entered college, to 1947 when he received his Ph.D. from Cornell.
Prof. Brophy hails from Milwaukee, Wis. While attending high school, he
sandwiched in some vocational training during summers and continued to study
printing upon graduation. This background enabled him to get a job in press
work even in those depression times. He held a card in the International
Printing Pressmen and Assistants' Union No. 7 in Milwaukee.
Since the outlook for printing in 1934 was bleak, he entered Stout Institute,
a 4-year professional school for training industrial education and home econo-
mics teachers. While there he served as foreman of their 21-employee commer-
cial printing department. In addition, he was in charge of publications and
gave technical lectures and demonstrations to undergraduates.
Graduating in 1938, he stayed on at Stout for three years as instructor.
Meantime he earned his Master's at nearby University of Minnesota. Intending
further study, he enrolled at the University of Wisconsin during the summer of
1941. However, with the coming of World War II, and with vocational schools
being drawn into war-training, he took a position as supervisor of vocational
education at Green Bay, Wis.; after a few months he moved to Madison where he
served out the rest of the war as assistant state supervisor of war production
training programs. During the summer of 1945 he taught at University of Florida
summer session.
Knowing of Prof. Lynn Emerson's work at Cornell, Brophy enrolled with him
for doctoral study, transferring later to ILR School. During this two-year
period he served as research assistant to Prof. Emerson.
In 1947, with his Ph.D. completed, Brophy was appointed assistant professor
at ILR; later being promoted to associate professor. He teaches courses in
industrial education and personnel administration.
This semester, free from teaching, Prof. Brophy is conducting an 8—session
extension course in conference leadership for the Pressware Division of
Corning Glass Co.; and is in the beginning stages of a text on the administration
of company training programs. With the text in mind, he is giving special
attention to executive training for '	foreign service positions with American
firms.
Next summer Prof. Brophy will teach a 3-week course at Florida State Univer-
sity, Tallahassee on the philosophy of vocational education, and the use of
craft and apprenticeship committees. He is also tentatively committed to do
research for the U. S. Navy after that date.
Prof. Brophy is a member of the American Academy ef Political and Social
Science, secretary-treasurer of the Industrial Training Council of New York
State; and a member, central planning and research committees, of the American
Society of Training Directors.
He is author of ILR bulletin, "Training in New York State Industries", and
co-author (with I. Bradford Shaw) of the School bulletin "Industrial Training--
A Guide to Selected Readings."
The Brophy have purchased a home on South Hill for their family of eight
children (including twin boys) and are active in following their youngsters'
interest in scouting. Prof. Brophy serves as chairman of Cub Pack #12.
A large garden, a home workshop in which he keeps busy repairing toys, and
frequent trips to Wisconsin to visit relatives and friends, rounds out the
family's leisure time.
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Annual Application Period
for
Scholarships and other Financial Aid
March 15 - May 1, 1952
The Committee on Scholarships and Awards has announced
that undergraduate students who will need financial aid for
the school year 1952-53 may make application starting
Parch 15, 1952. Application forms may be secured from
Miss Anne Dimock in the Student Personnel Division. The
deadline for filing will be May 1, 1952.
Students are reminded that awards are made on the basis
of scholarship and need with the latter generally serving as
the controlling factor.
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HOW EDUCATED CAN YOU GET? PROF. KONVITZ GRANTED LEPVE   
ILR's 38 professors, associate pro-
fessors and assistant professors have
attended 47 different colleges and
universities for agrand total of 258
years. The 13 "most attended" univer-
sities are: Cornell (19 degrees),
University of Chicago (9), Harvard (7),
New York University and Princeton (6
each), Columbia, Universities of Illi-
nois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin (4 each)
and CCNY, Purdue, and Universities of
California and Iowa (2 each).
One faculty member attended six uni-
versities, four attended four, eleven
attended three, and twenty-two attended
two.
Of this number of years spent in
college, 120 years or an average of 3.1
years each was spent in graduate work.
Twenty-four of the 38 faculty mem-
bers hold doctorates.
And 24 have had non-teaching work
experience in their fields. The aver-
age number of jobs held, exclusive of
teaching, by Ph.D.'s and non Ph.D's,
is identical: an average of 2.8 jobs
per person for each group.
According to Public Relations re-
cords, these faculty members, with
only a few exceptions, have published
"For Our information is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
A and students of the New York State
V School of Industrial & Labor Relations.
Prof. Milton R. Konvitz of ILR
was one of four Cornell_ professors
to be awarded fellowships for the
1952-53 school year by the Ford
Foundation's Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education.
The fellowship will make it pos-
sible for him to be on leave for a
full year. During that time he
, will teach at the Salzburg Seminar
in Austria and do research for a
book he is writing on the Bill of
Rights.
Prof. Konvitz was one of 246
successful applicants for the fel-
lowships. A total of 1,158 applied
from colleges and universities
throughout the nation.
Prof. Konvitz, who has a law de-
gree, has taught at New York Uni-
versity and the New School for Social
Research prior to coming to Cornell
in 1946.
He has served as public repre-
sentative on the National War Labor
Board (Region 2) and is currently
serving as public representative,
Regional Enforcement Commission of
the Wage Stabilization Board.
In addition he is author of sev-
eral books on civil rights and




one or more articles or books. Of these most are in one or another field of
industrial and labor relations, or in a closely allied subject. Some inter-
esting exceptions are: a translation of Sophocles "Antigone", "Agricultural
Depression and Farm Relief in England", "The South as a Conscious Minority",
"Auto Repair Practice", "The Pre-Eelction Polls of 1948", and "Prose Fiction
in English."
Among the 33 men represented in the survey, 17 served in the armed forces
during World War II; 4 as majors or higher in the Army, 2 as captains, 2 as
lieutenants, and 4 as enlisted men; in the Navy 3 served as lieutentant com-
manders, 2 as lieutenants and none as Navy enlisted men.
CONFERENCE TO BE HELD NEXT WEEK
A five-day conference on supervisory development for a group of operating
supervisors from the New York Central Railroad in the Central New York area
will be held April 14 to 19 at ILR.
Training will be given on conducting supervisory conferences and developing
material for use in building leadership within the railroad's operating
personnel. Prof. Earl Brooks will be in charge of the sessions.
MEN BULLETIN BY PROF. MCKELVEY APPEARS
The AFL's shift from an attitude of indifference toward problems of in-
dustrial production to an intense interest in them is described by Prof. Jean
T. McKelvey of ILR in a booklet, "AFL Attitudes toward Production: 1900-1932",
published last month.
This switch in union strategy, which evoked a storm of controversy, came
largely in the 1920's and was exemplified chiefly by a rash of "union-manage-
ment cooperation" programs, she points out.
Although the new policy generally met with failure, it set off a trend of
union interest in productivity that continues today, Prof. hcKelvey adds, re-
vealing itself in such forms as the "annual improvement" factor in wage adjust-
ments, labor's interest in national production goals as voiced by Walter
Reuther of the CIO United Auto Workers; and union-management cooperation pro-
grams of the CIO United Steelworkers in some segments , of the steel industry.
"The trend which William Green and Samuel Gompers set in motion has con-
tinued, with sensitive adaptations to the times," she declared. "The labor
movement hes come a long way from its early denial of any concern with indus-
trial efficiency."
PROF. LYNN EMERSON WINS AWARD
Prof.--EYnn A. Emerson of ILR was awarded a medallion for outstanding service
and contribution to vocational education in New York State in 1952 by the
New York State Vocational and Practical Arts Association at that organization's
18th annual convention in Syracuse April 3-5.
Approximately 200 teachers and administrators from throughout the state
witnessed the presentation of the medal to Dr. Emerson.
Dr. Emerson, a member of the Cornell faculty since 1938, has written several
books and articles on vocational education. He has just completed work on a




SPRING "REVIEW" APPEARS 
The growing jurisdictional conflict between state labor relations boards
and the National Labor Relations Board and West German industry's phenomenal
strike-free record since World War II are among topics discussed in the current
issue of the Industrial and Labor Relations Review.
In an article on the labor relations boards' jurisdictional fight, Keith
Lorenz, chairman of the New York State Labor Relations Board, warns that the
state boards may soon join forces to bring the issue before the United States
Supreme Court.
The fight is over which body should have the right to decide certain border-
line cases. Lorenz claims that the definition of interstate commerce should
be given a narrow interpretation by courts so that state labor boards will be
able to handle more cases.
In an article on collective bargaining sin post-war Germany, Clark Kerr,
former director of the Institute of Industrial Relations at the University of
California and now chancellor of that university, points out that t reju-
venation of the German, economy has been achieved "in an atnosphere tf almost
total industrial harmony."
And this came about dispite the fact that there was good reason to expect
a substantial wave of strikes in 'destern Germany during the post-war years, he
adds. Some of the factors that contributed to industrial peace in Germany, he
said were:
A desire on the part of German union leaders that the nation's postwar
economy should be soundly built, which in turn led to their advocating a policy
of uninterrupted work, steady wage rates, and a minimum of social unrest.
Other articles in the current issue of the Review include an appraisal of the
New York`state ,ectiation Board by Arthur Stark; an analysis of grievance machinery
in the railroad industry by Herbert R. Northrup and Mark L. Kahn; and an article
on labor onion lawyers by Robert	Segal.
PROFS. BROOKS AND GOaDON ?7 FT WITH HOSPITAL GROUP
---Itofessori-Yerl Brooks and Paul Gordon met ;pril 8 with members of the
Central 'flew York Regional Hospital Council in Syracuse. Prof. Gordon discussed
with the Council the research project on personnel administration which the
School has conducted in three Council hospitals. Frof. Brooks led discussion
focused on the role of the Council trustees in relations to hospital administrators.
Prof. Gordon also conducted the third in a series of seminars on Human Rela-
tions for the Nursing Council of the Health and Hospital Division of the Council
of Social Agencies at Syracuse on April 3, His topic was "Effective Utilization
of Hospital Employees."
Prof. A. 'S. Smith will speak to the same group ray 8 on "The Will to Work
and Leadership Climate."
APPEAL FOR FCOKS FOR FREE MINDS COTTETTEE
The faculty-student committee for Books for Free hinds makes a further appeal
for books dealing with the social sciences, government, and industrial and labor
relations in particular. These books will be sent to universities and trade
unions in free countries throughout the world. According to Hrs. Lilly
Reichrnan, chairnan and Nancy Eisenberg, vice-chairman of the committee, books can
be left in a box provided for this purpose in the student lounge or can be
brought to Prof, Leonard Adams' office, Room 27.
The committee for Books for Free rands was formed last fall by Professors




RESIDENT STAFF TEACH EXTENSION COURSES 
Profs. Ralph Campbell and Felician Foltman are currently teaching a 6-session
class in "Fundamentals of Supervision" for the Ithaca !anagement Club. Regis-
tration was so large that three classes were formed: Prof. Campbell is teaching
one section on Uonday afternoon9,while Prof. Foltman teaches evening sessions
I4ondays and Tuesdays.
Robert Risley and Prof. E. A. Lutz of the Ag College are conducting a 6-week
series for Rochester Civil Service Employees in leadership development each
Friday. The classes extend through April 25.
Extension grad assistant John Flaglor is busy with an 8-week session for
Local 334, IUE, in Ilion on the role of the shop steward in industrial and labor
relations.
Grad student Wallace Wohlking recently wound up two series. On April he
completed a series for the local 'An on the role of local union officers and
stewards in industrial end labor relations; on April 7 he ended a series for
Elmira Office Employees International Union, local 137, on union history and
administration.
HOSPITAL RESEARCHERS TOUR YIDWEST
Dr. Temple Burling, Edith Lentz, and Robert Wilson of the Human Relations
Division, toured hospitals in the midwest during Spring vacation in preparation
for beginning active research work on the•50,000 study of human relations
problems in hospitals being donducted for the American Hospital Association by
ILR.
BOB CARNEY CONDUCTS STUDY FOR CORNELL
Grad assistanTWFCerney has recently completed a study of benefits and
contributions made under the various retirement programs in use at Cornell,
This included. the State system, the one at the endowed colleges, as well as
the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association plan. The study was made under
the direction of Diedrich Willers, Personnel Director of endowed colleges.
In conjunction with this, he has also made a study of the industrial retire-
ment programs of four local firms. The data from these studies will be used by
the university Personnel Department to bring their program in line with com-
munity patterns.
LABOR AFFAMS GROUP VISITS ILR
Eight German labor affairs officials and specialists spent the week of march 31
at the School conferring with School officials and faculty on American labor-
management relations.
The eight have been touring American factories and state employment service
offices under the sponsorship of the U. S. Department of Labor's Office of
International Affairs during the past six weeks. They are scheduled to return
to Germany kril 20. James Smith, research associate, was in charge of arrange-
ments for their visit here.
EONICA DALY 'DLL BE STATIONED IN CAIRO
Monica Daly, former secretary to Robert Risley, reports that on April 21
she will"make the flight into Egypt - Cairo". Shc is being sent there in con-
nection with her job with the State Department's overseas program.
Right now she is undergoing an intensive indoctrination end training in
'Washington. Her time is fully occupied with "listening to lectures, records,
films, language lessons in French end Arabic, getting tetnus and shots for
other diseases." She says that in her off-work time she has to pick up a
passport, travel orders, visa, etc. plus shopping for two years.
She expects to spent her last week-end with her family in Elmira before going




Several changes in personnel within ILR have occurred recently:
Lynne Flack, former conference secretary, has replaced Monica Daly as
secretary to Robert Risley. Leorita Reisman has taken over Lynne's former
job.
Bernice Manning, formerly of the Distribution Center, has joined the firm
of YcConnell and FacIntyre, replacing Lula Crews.
Lucy Gettier, who hails from Baltimore, has been employed as secretary to
Prof. James Campbell in the Student Personnel Office. Her husband, Edmund,
is a Ph.D. candidate in Philosophy. Prior to coming to ILR, Lucy worked as
a biochemistry assistant in Cornell's Savage Hall. She attended Johns Hopkins
undergraduate college for two years.
Signs of spring: a bouncy robin has staked out his claim to the strip of lawn
above a steam pipe outside Student Personnel -- small fry trooping through
MR corridors armed with balls and bats -- the Foltman convertible with its
top down -- tarring ILR's roof and washing its windows.
Youthful Illnesses Hit Faculty: -- Gan it be that ILR faculty are younger
in years than we have been led to believe: Let's look at the record: Early
last month Prof. P. J. McCarthy of Statistics Division was confined to his
home with an attack of mumps; a few weeks later Prof. Paul Gordon of Personnel
followed with a dose of three—day meesles.
A newcomer to the Distribution Center and. to the U.S., Urs. Lucy Ruiz has
been in this country only a month. She is the wife of a master's degree
candidate in the Dept. of Agricultural Economics. For the past two years she
has worked as collections clerk for the General Electric Co. in Puerto Rico.
Prior to that she did clerical work at Fort Buchanan.
The mother of two boys, ages 8 and L, she reluctantly left them behind with
her parents. Lucy's father is a commercial pilot flying in Puerto Rico and
to Miami.
Only word from the Maurice Neufelds(on sabbatic in Europe) is a card
to Doris Stevenson mailed March 1 from Lisbon:	have had three days of
the fAilest hurricane. The portholes in the cabin had to be closed, the
dramomine went on strike, and the beds felt like berths on the Lehigh Valley.
Twelve days on board is a little too much." (A long, newsy letter from Yrs.
Neufeld was received too late to get in these pages.)
The Paul Gordon family has moved from an apartment on Highland Road to
larger quarters on south hill's Pearsall Place. They occupy a duplex, formerly
owned by the University.
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Donald Tompkins, former mailing room supervisor, now in the armed forces,
has been recently promoted to sergeant. He is stationed in southern Japan.
Charles Hohmann, master's degree candidate, is back from Korea and
discharged from the army. He hopes to continue graduate work in the fall.
Progress comes to ILR: A blacktop walk leading from ILR's upper building
main door toward 5 East Avenue is in process of construction, replacing a
well-trodden mud path. As one ILR'er aptly phrased it, Nhen a towpath is
formed by constant use at Cornell, a formal walk is eventually constructed."
A picture of Eleanor Goodman of Student Personnel, hard at work painting
scenery for the production of "Pride and Prejudice" appeared last month in
a Syracuse Sundry paper. In addition, Eleanor served as usher at the Ithaca
Community Players' production.
Several ILR'ers went south to meet spring last month: Prof. Earl Brooks
and family spent a week at Clearwater, Fla.; Joyce Wight (of Human !relations)
and her husband toured the south as far as the Florida keys, using the back
of their car as a sleeping place; while grad assistant Frank Kane and wife
Mary Ellen traveled as far south as Charleston, S.C.
Puna Lane, secretary to Prof. Yonvitz, returned from an extended visit to
Florida, just as Catherine Howard of the Fiscal Office, left April 5 for a
two-week southern trip.
Ruth Petry, who has been literally working night and day to get Prof.
Lynn Emerson's instructional materials manual in final shape for the printer,
conveniently came down with the chickenpox, hours after delivery of the manual
to the State Education Department in Albany -- on the trip home from Albany.
Charlie Teyer, M.S. '52, has accepted a position as economist with the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in New York City. He plans to be married in June.
Prof. Gardner Clark reports that his wife, Florence, is a full-fledged
authoress. She has had a travel article accepted by the Christian Science
Monitor and has received 5,:65.00 for a one-act religious play from the National
Board of Christian Education.
The Clarks recently purchased a 6-room house at 707 Mitchell Street. They
enjoy the added space and expect to plant a garden in the community plot right
at their back door.
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Phil Foltman's young setter pup left home for a few days recently. After-r1
being discovered and returned, he has assumed an aloof and bored mien. It is
expected that jealousy of the Foltman daughter, Laurie, may be at the bottom
of this attitude.
One of Prof. J. J. Jehring's students, a school nurse, in an Audio-Visual
Methods class, handed in a turn-over talk illustrated with actual head lice
(dead), also lice in the unhatched state, to illustrate the problems which face
teachers in the public schools.
John and Ruth Windmuller are parents of a daughter, Betsy Evelyn, born
March 24; weight 6 lbs. 8 oz. Both candy and cigars were forthcoming.
Grace Horton has received a letter from Sydelle Puchek, formerly of
Student Personnel. Husband Mike, also of ILR is working in Washington, D.C.
We quote in part: "Hurray, we got an apartment...Ile usual living-dining-
kitchen-bedroom and bath. It's in a development called Southern Hills in the
Southeast section of Washington. We have ordered a loveseat-bed combination
and will soon be in business of entertaining.
"Mike likes his job (Dept. of Labor); also the people in the division,
but feels that he has a lot to learn. He claims that he spends 90 per cent
of his time reading."
Mrs. Marian Sweetland, secretary to Professors McKelvey and Neufeld,
recently sold her farm near Dyrden and has purchased a two-acre rural home near
Jacksonville. To rid herself of excess accumulations, she held an auction
before moving from Dyrden.
Ginny and Lee Wallace have the second new Chevy of the spring crop. Theirs
is a light blue sedan. Ginny is secretary to Librarian Gormly Miller.
Bob and Flavia ants of Storrs, Conn. are parents of a son, Michael Wagner,
born March 16. Bob, M.S. 1 49, is on the staff of the Labor Management Institute
at the University of Connecticut. Flavia formerly was employed Tit ILR,
Grad student Bob German and Mrs. German are parents of a son, George
Grover, born March 17 in Endicott; weight 8 lbs. 5 oz. Bob, a M.S. in ILR
candidate, comrates daily from Endicott.
During spring recess Prof. C. K. Beach flew to Portland, Oregon, where he
served as consultant for the Portland public schools. He also visited his
mother who lives nearby.
Mr. and lITS. Henry M. Borys are parents of a son, Henry James, born Fob. 18.
' henry, a February graduate, is personnel director of Tompkins Memorial Hosylai.
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Prof. Earl Brooks addressed the Buffalo Chapter of the National Associa..
tion of Cost Accountants April 3 on "Facts and Figures."
Jim Shipton, ILR doctor's degree candidate, visited ILR last month.
Jim is currently serving as research assistant on the staff of the Harvard-
Kellogg project at Harvard. He admits missing Ithaca's scenery; says instead
he looks at the backs of 100-year-old buildings.
Word has been received of the marriage of Richard Crane '50 to Miss
Dolores Reinlib in Elmhurst, N.Y. Dick is studying law at Columbia.
Announcement has been made of the engagement of Frank Fascola, former
ILR grad student, to Miss Alice Beckerle of Spring Valley. Miss Beckerle, a
grade school teacher, is completing requirements for a master's degree from
New Feltz State Teachers College. Frank, a Manhattan College graduate, is an
industrial relations analyst for the Wage Stabilization Board.
Marie-Louise (Pat) Paternoster, MS in ILR '52, has had an article
"Government Seizure in Labor Disputes", accepted for publication in "Labor
Law Journal,"
Prof. Y. R. Konvitz spoke on "The Relevance of Ruskin to our own Social and
Moral Problems" in the Willard Straight Browsing Library on Sunday, March 18.
He also participated with Dr. Horace Mann Bond, president of Lincoln
University of Oxford, Fa., and Dr. Robert E. Cushman of Cornell in a symposium
on "Freedom of Education for a Free World" held April I in Willard Straight's
Memorial Room. The discussion was part of the College Exchange -6eekend
sponsored by the Cornell Student Council.
Research associate George Strauss of Human Relations Division was guest
speaker March 10 at the monthly dinner-meeting of the Oswego Industrial Club.
On February 2 in Corpus Christi, Texas, Miss Mary Nell Boone became the
bride of Robert Stockwell, ILR '53. Bob attended Hobart College and the
University of Buffalo.
glw
Karl Mann, former ILR grad student, now with the U. S. Department of Labor,
writes to Prof. Tolles: "Within the Wage and Hour Division I have been assigned
to the Minimum Wage Branch. Here we are primarily concerned with those pro-
visions of the Fair Labor Standards Act that relate to Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands...1 am located in Room 5137 of the Main Labor Building..."
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ED BEAL WRITES FROM GERMANY 
Ed Beal, ILR grad student in Germany studying the new German codetermination
law, writes to Prof. Gardner Clark concerning his field work:
"Although I have already started writing the thesis, I find my field work
in no way lessened, but rather increased as I go along, because my early con-
tacts are beginning to pay off. Today, for instance, Dr. Newman, Land Com-
missioner for Hesse, turned over to me his file of letters exchanged with the
Hesse Minister President and Generals Clay and Hays, about the Hesse codeter-
mination law.
"On the German side, the Metal Workers union dug up for me the old Betrieb-
swart,.Zeitschrift for 1933, showing exactly how the Nazis took it aver, gradually
altering its content and changing its format until it ends the year as the
Betriebswart, displaying the swastika. In Berlin last week I got from a parti-
cipant the story of the negotiations the union leaders had with von Papen'between
January and May 1933, in a last minute attempt to reach a settlement that,
variously interpreted, aimed either at "saving" the unions, or integrating them
into the Nazi state as the labor branch of the New Order. They reached agreement
with Papen, but Papen couldn't sell it to Hitler, and so on. It's intensely
interesting and if I didn't have to write the thesis, I believe I could go on
almost indefinitely getting material on the history of the German labor movement
that has not yet been printed.
WOMAN CT THE WEEK
In the depths of the Ag campus' Warren Hall, Mrs. Alma Coles is in possession
of a formidable array of IBM statistical mechines. Under her surveillance are
such mechanical marvels as punchers, verifiers, sorters, reproducers and collator
Until 3- years ago when she came to ILR, Yrs. Coles had been a housewife
for over 20 years and one wonders at her speedy mastery of these machines.
She disclaims any particular statistical ability, explaining that her husband,
an IBM engineer, has been of great assistance to her.
Mrs. Coles has complete charge of the IBM tabulating machinery and is
available to instruct researchers from any department in the use of the machines
and their-application to the job at hand. According to her, the ILR School,
the Home Economics College and the Departments of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology use her services most frequently.
Although born in the midwest, Mrs. Coles moved to East Syracuse during her
early years and completed her education there. She took a business course which
she put to use for only eight months before getting married.
After a few years spent in Endicott, the Coles moved to Ithaca, where she
and her family own a 12-room house on S. Geneve Street. Of three children only
17-year-old Ronnie remains at home; one daughter works in Endicott and the
other, now living in New York, is to be married this month.
She manages to find time to refinish' . furniture, but other activities,
including sewing, have had to give way to the demands of her full-time job.
The Coles have built a double garage on the Taughannock Boulevard. They
hope eventually to built a smaller, though roomy house, now that the children
have grown up..
During her spare moment at ILR Mrs. Coles is aiding with the punch card
tabulating of a labor mobility study which entails the use of 300,000 workers'
social security cards. Research associate associate Marvin Kogan is in charge
of this research project, which he says may take more than 20 years to complete.
If Mrs. Coles gets lonely to see other ILR'ers, she has only to step across
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TEN CONFERENCES PLANNED AT ILR
Ten institutes and conferences are
tentatively scheduled to be held at
the school this summer.
The 1952 on-campus summer program
will receive an early inauguration on
May 7,8,9 with a three-day conference
on public relations for commissioners
of public welfare. On Dray 23 and 24
the annual extension teachers confer-
ence will be held.
June events will include the Insti-
tute for Training Specialists (June
10-14); a conference for YMCA secre-
taries (June 16-20); and a safety con-
ference (June 26-27).
On July 20-25, the school will con-
duct a conference for federal labor
unions, and on Aug. 6-8, a conference
for the New York State Savings Bank
Association.
The fall program planned to-date
will include three conferences: a
plant training directors' conference
scheduled for Oct. 9-10, a conference
for Central New York hospital admini-
strators Oct. 14-16, and an institute
On social security to be held from
Oct. 27 to Nov. 1.
Other conferences and institutes
Will be added to the schedule later.
In addition the school is con-
ducting a special two week credit
program in conference leadership at
the close of the regular summer
session.
PROF. CLARK AWARDED GRANT
Prof. M. Gardner Clark of ILR has
been awarded a Fulbright post-doc-
toral research grant to make a year-
long study of labor problems in the
Italian metal industries.
The Fulbright grants, which are
administered by the State Department,
cover living expenses and transpor-
tation costs for scholars working
abroad under the program.
Prof. Clark plans to leave Ithaca
for Italy with his wife and 16-month-
old daughter about October 1 and
return in September, 1953.
The study he will make will cover
such topics as collective bargain-
ing, the role of government, unions
and political parties, works councils,
economics, and the Marshall plan in
the Italian metal industries.
Prof. Clark expects to complete this
summer a book,"Economics of the Soviet
Iron and Steel Industry" for the
Harvard Press. The book is a revised,
up-to-date version of the thesis he
completed for his Ph.D. at Harvard in
1950.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial & Labor Relations
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GOLDBERG WINS BNA INTERNSHIP 
Alfred Goldberg, 19, an ILR junior, of 415 E. 16th 3t., npoeklyn, has been
awarded the 1952 Bureau of National Affairs Internship at ILR.
The Internship is awarded annually by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
to a member of the juriior class who demonstrates outstanding academic achieve-
ment and interest in the labor relations editorial field.
The student seleoted spends 10 weeks during the summer in the office of
the bureau's associate editor in charge of labor publications in Washington,
D.C., performing editorial research. The award -arries ft stipend of $450.
Goldberg is a graduate of P.O. 139, Brooklyn, and Stuyvesant High in
Manhattan, where he was a member of the Honorary Society and served as
assistant director of Afternoon Session Clubs. While at Cornell, he has par-ti..
cipated in campus radio shows.
EXTENSION TEACHERS TO MEET THIS MONTH 
The sixth annual state-wide conference for ILR extension teachers will be
held here on Friday and Saturday, May 23 and 2L. Approximately 75 teacherx
have been invited to attend.
Purpose of the conference is to enable the teachers to exchange ideas and
experiences regarding teaching techniques and to determine ways in which
extension teaching can concern itself with important current situations,
events, and attitudes in the field of industrial' and labor relations.
Discussion will be centered around such topics as how extensie teaching cai
stimulate analysis of current developments and problem, in industrial and labor
relations, and how the needs of extension stride-Ls can best be met.
Panel sessions with talks by speakers, as yet unannounced, from the field?
of economics, social security and protective labor legislation, and human
relations will also be held.	In addition current developments in the ILR
School itself will be discussed at a dinner meeting Friday night.
SCHOOL PICNIC SLATED FOR MAY 13 
The long-anticipated annual ILR school picnic for faculty, staff, grad
students, and families, will be held Tuesday, May 13 at Taughannock State Park.
Details as to exact spot and time will be announced later.
The steering committee, consisting of Jim Campbell, Frances Eagan, Grace
Horton and Bud Green have appointed the following committees to-date:
Food: .Phan Eagan, Grace Horton, Francoise G'raiot, Philomena 1ullady and
Peg Williamson; Liquid refreshment: Phil Foltmax, Bud Green, Bill Watts,
Carmine Yengo; Recreation: Morton Levy, Bernie Naas and Mary K. Sullivan.
Highlight of the picnic (aside from eats) will be the annual softball game
between faculty and grad students. Last yea- the grade shellacked the faculty.
Games for adults as well as children will be provided.
YJBLIC RELATIONS WORKSHOP NOW IN SESSION 
A three-day workshop on public relations for commissioners of public welfare
is currently being hell on-campus under the chairmanship of Prof. Earl Brook$2
of ILR. Prof. Wayne L. Hodges of ILR will participate in a panel discussion
of public relations problems. Methods of securing community support of
welfare programs and activities will be emphasized in the sessions.
About 20 commissioners of public welfare from counties throughout the state
are expected to attend.
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ILR STUDENTS STAR IN SPRING SPORTS GE...„,,Current spring sports at Cornell are literally	dded with stars from
ILR.	 14 4l 414-4- Cthe-V-17 ,,¢.	,,,ti
-14a44-i-Fig-the list, of course, is Roger ' ed" Chadwick,Lsenior, from Leonia,
N.J., ire was recently awarded the C.- ell Sun's annual trophy as Ip2athlete
"most exemplifying the best in t	ornell tradition." Chadwick -i-e- co-captain
of the Cornell baseball squad. A hard-hitting, fleet-footed shortstop, he
led the Big Red nine in hittin: for the first three games of the season with a
batting average of .429.
Playing right next to Chadwick is third baseman Don Jacobs, another ILR'er.
Jacobs, a Yonkers, N.Y. sophomore, rifled out four singles in five times at
bat during the April 30 game against Syracuse.
Another ILR'er, right fielder James Craig, hit the home run that touched off
the Big Red's winning rally in the same game. Craig's 425-foot homer was the
first of the year at Hoy Field. He is a junior from Wells, N.Y.
In track, Stu Merz, ILR senior from Elberun, N.J., ran one of the legs in
the Class B sprint medley relay at the Penn P'-lays on the weekend of April 26.
Cornell's relay team triumphed over some of the finest squads in the nation,
including Penn and N.Y.U., in winning the event*
Todd Kolb, ILF. sophomore from Shaker Heights, 0., is regular defenseman on
the Big Red lacrosse team this spring.
Incidontally, Red Chadwick's 1951-52 basketball accomplishments grow all
the more impressive when viewed in retrospect. For the second year in a row,
he set an Eastern Intercollegiate Basketball League record for assists. He
also led the Big Red cage squad in foul shots, assists, and percentage of field
goals made.
EXPERIMENTAE MOVIE PRODUCED BY ILR'ERS
An experimental movie that employs a novel "'tationary camera" effect and
was produced, acted, directed, and scripted by staff members and students at
ILR may be utilized in training social scienAsts in Cornell classes next fall.
The movie is the brainchild of British-born Stephen Richardson, former ILR
grad student, now research associate and field study director of Cornell's
Social Science Research Center, who has been hunting methods of training sociol-
ogists, industrial human relations workers, and other social scientists in
observing field situations.
The color film he produced shows a smailtown school board in action and how
the school board handled a serious problem that arose in one of its sessions.
Richardson and his secretary, Nonnie Siegfried, and Edith Lentz and Robert
Wilson, ILR research associates, and British student Diana Hills, play the
parts of the school board members.
To keep from guiding the observers on what to watch for in the school board
meeting, Richardson had the camera kept entirely stationary and pointed in only
one direction during the entire 12 minutes of the movie.:
RESEARCHERS TRITE BOOK ON LOCAL UNIONS
Research associates Leonard Sayles and George Straus are co-authoring a
book, tentatively titled "The Local Union - Its Place in Industrial Democracy",
which Harpers has accepted for publication. The book is based on studies they
made within 15 different locals in widely varying unions during the past several




BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TRAINING IS ISSUET) 
A bibliography of recent material on training in business and industry has
just been issued by ILR. Titled "Industrial Training -- A Guide to Selected
Readings", it was compiled by Prof. John Brophy, I. Bradford Shaw, biblio-
grapher at the school library, and Fred T. Golub, former grad student..
:t covers material published in the field from 1948 to 1950. A similar biblio-
graphy was compiled by Prof. Brophy and Mr. Shaw in 1948.
The school also has just reissued two earlier bulletins, "Improving Super-
vision in Retail Stores" by Prof. Paul Gordon, and "You Can't Hire a Hand and
Other Essays", by Dr. Temple Burling in response to popular demand.
MANY VISITORS SCHEDULED FOR MAY 
Visitors to ILR will hit a high this month. Among those coming to the school,
either to speak to classes or to confer with staff members are:
John Roche of Haverford College; Daniel E. Button, State University public
relations officer; members of the Board of Inquiry into the recent longshore-
men's strikelE. J. Riley, employee relations director, and Lewis Male, works
manager, of GE's Schenectady plant; Commander Castelazo and Mr. Poluhoff of
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces; Kennerly Woody, vice president,
public relations, New York Telephone Co.; Theodore Waller, managing director,
American Book Publishers Council.
Also Jake Seidenberg, Ph.D. '51, Case Analysis Division, Wage Stabilization
Board; T. J. Robertson, public relations director for Eastman Kodak; Gwyn
Thomas of the Manufacturers Association of Syracuse; Theodore Kheel, impartial
arbiter; Howard Dirks, vice president, personnel, Carrier Corp.; Merle Hale,
director of salaried personnel, General Motors, Detroit; Jay Strong and Dorrance
Bronson of Wyatt insurance consulting firm.
LR.RA MEETINGS WELL REPRESENTED BY ILR 
Prof. John W. McConnell spoke on "Utilization of Over-Age and Retired Workers"
at the annual meeting of the Industrial Relations Research Association, held
May 2 and 3 at the Hotel New Yorker in New York City.
Both Professors McConnell and William F. Whyte of ILR are members of the
executive board of the association.
Students and faculty from ILR who attended the New York meetings included
Arthur Bradburn, Kishori Chanana, Alberto Armani, Don Cullen, Ulla Nelson,
Murray Melbin, Jack Culley, Richard Lyon, and Professors Leonard Adams, Robert
Aronson, Marten Estey, F. F. Foltran, N. Arnold Tolles, and McConnell°
ILR STAFF PARTICIPATE IN EXTENSION CLASSES 
On April 29 ILR's director of extension Ralph Campbell spoke on "Understanding
Your Community" before chapter presidents of the Capital District Conference,
Civil Service Employees Association, Albany. A week later, May 6, Prof. Wayne
Hodges, public relations director, discussed 'Interpretation of the Association
to the Community" before the same group. Professor Hodges' presentation was
the second in a series of seven meetings devoted to the general topic
"Developing Group Participation."
Prof. Campbell served as moderator at the May,5 summarizing session of an
eight-week course, "Gaining an Insight into the Industrial Community" given
for teachers of the Troy (N.Y.) area. This final meeting, in the form of a
panel discussion, had for its topic "Goals of Public Education in an Industrial
Community."
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DOCUMENTATION CENTER OFFERS MANY SERVICES 
ILR students and faculty are missing out on a veritable treasure-trove
of current informatioa on industrial and labor relations if they don't make
full use of the library's Labor-Management Documentation Center -- and
according to Lee Eckert, in charge of the Center, they don't.
Some ILR'ers, Miss Eckert reported, know relatively little about the re-
sources contained in the center, which is housed in an alcove off the main
reading room. Established three years ago, it contains thousands of publi-
cations from unions, companies, governmental agencies, university industrial
relations centers and many other groups. The publications are organized in
separate files that are classified according to the source of the material.
The company file contains pamphlets explaining the personnel policies,
procedures, and services of specific companies; for example, supervisory
handbooks, pension plans, and suggestion systems. By far the most popular
items in this file are manuals on training and conference leadership,
The union file is made up of convention proceedings, constitutions, educa-
tional leaflets, histories, health and welfare plans, reports of officers,
and other union publications, current copies of 400 union newspapers and
journals and about 2,000 different collective bargaining agreements are also
kept on file.
The information file contains material on specific topics within the field
of industrial and labor relations. For example, pamphlets on communications
in industry, absenteeism, and the Taft-Hartley Act are found here.
Similar files on all phases of industrial relations in foreign nations are
kept in Myron Taylor Hall.
Supplementing the files of printed publications is a substantial collection
of original source material, including the proceedings of fact-finding boards
and awards of arbitrators and records of governmental agencies. Some of the
documentary collections now on hand include the testimony on the steel dis-
pute before the Wage Stabilization Board, ccmpiete with supporting exhibits
and documents, the records of the Board of Inquiry on the New York dock strike,
the disputes case files for the Second Regional War Labor Board during World
War II, and the correspondence files of the American Association for Labor
Legislation.
NEW TITLE GIVEN ASinILR 
The school's master of science in industrial and labor relations degree
will be given a new title -- master of industrial and labor relations --
starting in June, C. Arnold Hanson, secretary of the Graduate Student Com-
mittee, announced last week.
The change will only affect incoming candidates for the old MS in ILR
program. Candidates presently enrolled under the US in ILR program will
receive the MS in ILR degree when they graduate. Requirements and admini-
stration of the degree also are not changed.
The change was made in line with-a general reappraisal of advanced degrees
by the Graduate School.
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A BASEBALL SAGA by Carl Glatt '52
Saturday afternoon, April 26, on Upper Alumni Field, the ILR softball team
decisively defeated a team of ILR grad students captained by Morton Levy by a
score of 13 - 8.
A deluge of seven runs in the first inning swamped the luckless grads and
presaged the thumping victory for this, the greatest ILR softball team in
the history of the school. Eager to erase memories of defeats at the hands of
grad students of other years, such stalwart sluggers as Rod Humphrey, Bill
Wilson, Bob Stockwell, Roy Tellini, and Hank Shapiro hopped all over the
offerings of pitcher Don Scobel.
In the second inning the grads took steps to stay in the ballgame, when
Hammering Herb Zollitch smashed a bases-loaded homerun to close the gap to but
7 to L. From there on in both teams steadied down to some smart ballplaying,
and it was a tighter ballgame than the final score indicates. But timely ,
hitting with men on base gave the not-to-be-denied ILR'ers a commanding lead
which was further iced by Jolter Hank Shapiro's second homerun of the contest.
Don Anderson pitched and hit a fine ballgame, being relieved in the seventh
inning by Fabulous Ed Yezdimir. Heavy hitters of the afternoon for the ILR'ers
were Humphrey and Shapiro with their homers, rind Bill Wilson and Don Anderson,
each with a brace of doubles. Zollitch and Green hit homers for the grads,
with John Felker going 3 for 6 to be their batting star. In the field "Cat"
Green moved with feline grace at shortstop to rob many an' undergraduate of a
wellplaced bingle.
Kith the grad's scalp under their belt, the ILR team, the hottest team in
the history of the school, looks forward to the chance to trounce an erstwhile
formidable ILR faculty team. Prof. Earl Brooks, master-minding for the faculty
team, begged for extra time to whip his sagg.Ing team into shape, which is why
the Faculty-ILR game had to be postponed from Saturday afternoon until Tuesday
afternoon, May 6th. (The outcome of the game is unknown as FOI goes to press).
It is hoped that extra time will work to the advantage of the faculty; there
are those who say it has only caused them to Le that much older.
A highlight of the afternoon was the impeccable officiating of umpire
"Camera-Eye" Rudy Corvini. Rudy stood rock-ribbed against the collective
assaults of such neophyte bargainers as arose to challenge the equity of some
of his decisions, and in the end all hands agreed that he had done a commendable
job.
MISS NANCY ADAM VISITS SCHOOL
Nancy Adam, women's officer of the British Trade Union Congress, visited ILR
on April 14 and spent the day conferring with students and faculty members.
She also appeared on a local radio program.
Miss Adam, who is making a "good will tour" of American universities and
unions under sponsorship of the British Information Service, said she had been
particularly impressed during her travels with "the earnest effort the American
worker is making to understand the great economic issues in the world today."
She said she spoke at gatherings of auto workers and garment industry
employes and noticed that many of the union ;members who attended these meetings
were vitally interested in learning more about world economic matters.
She also found American unionists "intensely interested" in the British Labor
Party and the National Health Service in Great Britain. "I myself feel that





ILR library staff members Gormly Miller, Leone Eckert, Grace Horton and
Brad Shaw attended a meeting May 3 of the Western New York chapter, Special
Libraries Association at Cooperstown. Librarian Miller is president of the
western New York chapter.
At a recent election of officers of the Ithaca Business and Professional.
Women's Club, Fran Reddick was elected president, while Anne Dimock was
chosen treasurer.
Prof. C. K. Beach and grad assistant Burr Coe recently had an opportunity
to ride in the speed boat which clocks the Cornell crew's practice sessions.
The Chris Craft had to travel full-speed to keep pace with the oarsmen.
In this regard, Loren Schoel, who takes courses at ILR, is assistant crew
coach,
Jim Smith of the Human Relations staff read a paper on "The Sedition Law --
Free Speech and the American Political Process" at the annual meeting of the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association in Chicago April 18. His paper
formed part of a panel discussion on "Civil Liberties During the Cold War
with France, 179$.-1800."
Prof. Ralph Campbell, director of extension, participated in a symposium
entitled "Leadership - a Pattern in Democratic Action" April 28 at the PTA
conference held on-campus.
5 East Ave, staff had more than their quota of accidents last month. First,
Bea Clarke fell in her home, inflicting a severe blow on her head and breaking
three ribs. Second, Bobby Halporn sprained her ankle, necessitating the use
of crutches.
Prof. F. F. Foltman spoke to the Van Etten volunteer firemen April 9 on
morale in a fire-fighting organization.
Prof. John Brophy has been asked to serve as one of five regional represen-
tatives of the Chapter Promotion committee of the American Society of Training
Directors.
He is currently serving on the Library Exchange Committee of ASTD.
Prof. A. W. Smith spoke before the executive committee of the Building
Industry Employers of New York State at its meet i ng April 20-21 at Statler Hall.
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A native of Jacksonville, 18-year-old Jim Smith is the recently-employed
mail clerk. Since Jim graduated from Trumansburg High last June, he has held
down two jobs - one as hatcheryman at Marshall Bros. Hatcheries and one as
apprentice machinist at Morse Chain.
At Trumansburg High Jim was a three-sport man - playing baseball, football,
and basketball. One of his pride possessions is an almost new Oldsmobile.
Dr. and Mrs. John Butler of the Human Relations staff are parents of a son,
John, born April 21; weight 9 lbs. even. The Butlers have two other children,
a boy and a girl.
The engagement of Miss Elizabeth Horvath to Jerry Rounds of the Mailing Room
was announced last month by Mrs. William Horvath of South Lansing. Miss
Horvath was graduated from Ithaca High in 1950 and is employed by the First
National Bank. Jerry is a 1948 graduate of Ludlowville High School. No date
has been set for the wedding.
Prof. Arnold Tolles owns a Buick that parks itself. He returned from lunch
recently to find that his car, which he had left in a parking space between
the Quonset and ILR, has rolled across the drive and had come to rest parallel
to the Quonset Hut, only about three inches from the wall. The car was undama
Professor Mark Perlman is the author of an article, "Organized Labor in Hawa
in the current issue of Labor Law Journal. He wrote the article while he was
teaching at the University of Hawaii.
Almina Leach of the Research staff spent last weekend in New York and vicini.
She stayed with former ILR'er Vivian Nicander at her home at Douglaston, L.I.
Bill Young, MS in ILR '51, writes to Prof. Foltman from Dayton where he was
formerly assistant personnel director of Dayton Malleable Iron Co.:
"The axe fella On March 22 I received orders to report for active duty
(Naval Reserve). During my tenure of service with Uncle Sam my address will be,
Lt. William R. Young, USNR, 364081/1315, 217 Calhoun St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Came Young, extension secretary, is the latest staff member to acquire a
pup as advertised by Jack Deal on WHCU. Her pup, as yet unnamed, is supposed
to be part cocker and part collie. However, canine experts prthphesy the pup















has an addition to his stables. Last month his 4-year-old
foaled a chestnut colt. The mother was bred at the farm
former owner of the New York Yankees. The colt has been
The Dean has four other horses.
The engagement of Henry La Paro of Oneonta, ILR junior, to Kathleen Anne
Jones of Binghamton was recently announced. Miss Jones teaches at the George
F. Johnson School at Endicott. A summer wedding is planned.
Prof. N. Arnold Tolles is scheduled to teach at Columbia University's six-
week summer session during July and August. .He will teach courses in labor
problems and personnel. Mrs. Tolles will accompany her husband.
Prof. Rudolph Corvini is slated to attend the Industrial Personnel Testing
Institute at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy (N.Y.) May 19-23.
At the termination of his association with GLF's Petroleum Division last
month, Prof. Corvini was awarded a certificate which read': "Be it hereby known
that Rudolph Corvini, having completed all courses required, is hereby granted
the)gegree Master of Poker (threes and nines wild) with all the honors and
privileges to which that degree is entitled."
Grad assistant Herb Zollitsch of Extension has just completed the first six
sessions of a 24-session series on Educational Methods. The series, conducted
for #9274 Volunteer Air Reserve Training Squadron, Ithaca, began March 27.
Zollitsch taught sessions on personnel management.
Professors Earl Brooks, John Brophy and several ILR students attended a
Central New York Personnel conference in Syracuse May 1. The meeting was
sponsored by the Manufacturers Association of Syracuse.
Students in Prof. C. K. Beach's graduate class in Industrial Education are
having a hand in planning Chase Brass and Copper's new training department in
its Metal Works at Waterbury, Conn. The company is sending sufficient copies
of blueprints for each of the class members. Students will then submit their
ideas for the physical training department layout to Chase. The student having
the best idea on layout will be given an award of $15.00.
Prof. J. J. Jehring is touring the state, visiting safety directors in such
cities as Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Buffalo and New York, to make plans for
the conference of safety directors to be held at ILR this summer.
Room 2 had an unusual occupant one might last month. Lynne Flack housed her
kitten there overnight. He cried so pitifully at home that in desperation she
lodged him at the School.	 1-885
BFROM THE MAILBAG 
The Maurice Neufelds write to Doris Stevenson from Rome, Italy, where they
are currently staying while on sabbatic: (April 5) "At last we are in the
'eternal city'. Rome is absolute heaven. We are in a wonderful hotel, The
Atlantico, where the water is really hot and almost too much heat. After two
weeks in Naples without these, you can imagine how happy we are...
"Our trip around Sicily was a huge success. We arranged a tour with our
own rented car and chauffeur. We say, the nerfectly preserved Greek temple
at Segesta. One of our stops was at Ereci, a little village with a castle on
top of a mountain. ..The countryside in Sicily is magnificent. Everything is
small -- the fields, mountains, roads, trees, and houses. The water jugs the
women carry today are the same as those used by the ancient Greeks and Romans.
"Maurice's study is coming along. While in Naples he met with one of the
officers of the Metallurgical workers union. We've been to the American Embass
in Rome to see Tom Lane and through him and Maurice's Italian friends, he can
really learn a lot.
(April 9) Maurice came down with a beautiful case of influenza which turned
into light pneumonia. At the moment he is ready to come home. You would have
been amused to hear me discuss with Maurice's non-English speaking friends the
progress of his illness. (April 16) Maurice is up and around and almost back
to normal. We are beginning to hit our stride again."
George Lum, YS in ILR '52, writes from Honolulu where he has a job as
personnel director for Love's Biscuit and Bread Co.: "We have the largest
bakery in the islands employing 266 people. The company is 101 years old. My
job is really a challenge because I'm being given all the responsibilities and
duties of the personnel director although I'm actually only a trainee,"
MAN OF THE WEEK(To acquaint ILR'ers with the extension field, we are present
an extension teacher of the Metropolitan New York district).
Jules M. Graubard is perhaps the "teachingest" extensioner in ILR's history
certainly he rates that title in the Metropolitan New York district. Since
January he has completed two series and is now teaching two additional courses
for the Extension Division - one in Advanced Human Relations for the Savings
Bank Association and one in Supervisory Training in Employee Relations for the
Federation of Jewish Philanthropics,
Mr. Graubard, who is personnel director for Bache and Co., a New York broker
age and investment bankers firm, has a varied background for so young a persor.
(He is 38)).- For four years he served as director of personnel research for
the Chase National Bank, during 1946-47 he was assistant dean of faculty at
Sampson College.
During World War II, as Air Force major, he served as education officer at
MacArthur headquarters; he also aided in selection, interviewing and recruit-
ment of civilian instructors for Occupations with the War Department's special
staff.
He did his undergraduate work at Brooklyn College, received his M.A. from
New York University in 1940, and is doing further graduate work at NYU, He
is much in demand as a speaker in human relations in industry for professional
and civic organizations. He has written articles in his field, and has
contributed material on training of bank tellers and bookkeeping machine
operators for the Chase National Bank. He is preparing a work "Management's
Responsibility in Supervision u for publication.
As his roughest assignment for ILR he lists: (1) by sea to Staten Island
through fog and up hills (Miscellaneous expense item: Mother Sill's Seasick
pills); (2) by train from New York to Poughkeepsie - eating from the same menu
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PLANS FOR JUNE CONFERENCES COMPLETED	FROF. KONVITZ TO GO TO LIBERIA 
Plans for three conference and in- Prof. Milton R. Konvitz of ILR will
stitutes that will be held at the serve as director of a three-year pro-
school during June are now being com- ject by Cornell and the U. S. Department
pleted.	 of State to prepare a code of laws for
The conferences include the second the republic of Liberia.
annual Institute for Training Special-	The project, one of the first to be
ists, to be held June 10-14 under the undertaken under the "Point Four" program
direction of Prof. C. K. Beach; a five- in the field of law, is also one of the
day institute on industrial and labor few social science programs for foreign
relations for YMCA officials, to be	aid thus far set up with American goy
-held June 16-20, with Prof. Alpheus W. ernment support. It is regarded as a
Smith in charge of the program, and a "pilot" project which may provide a pat-
conference on industrial safety for tern for similar programs in other under-
New York state plant safety directors, developed areas in Africa and elsewhere.
scheduled for June 26-27, with Prof.	Prof. Konvitz and his wife and young
J. J. Jehring in charge of the program. son, Joseph, left May 27 for Liberia on
The program for the training special-the liner African Glen to confer with
ists' institute will include discussion • Liberian President Tubman and other
of such topics as economic education, officials of the African republic. The
training records and reports, coordin- Liberian government has already set up
ation of training ideas with production a codification commission which will work
stapdards, and executive development, with Prof. Konvitz. Most of the actual
as well as workshop sessions on con-	work of drafting the laws, however, will
ference leadership, superviscry train- be done at Cornell when Prof. Konvitz
ing, etc. About 70 training special- returns.
ists from throughout the nation are After his conferences in Liberia,
expected to attend.	Prof. Konvitz will go to Salzburg, Austria
The YMCA institute, designed to help where he will teach a seminar this Sep-
that organization broaden its present tember. He will return to Ithaca early
activities in industrial and labor rela-in October.
tions, will include talks by faculty
members on such topics as collective	"For Our Information" is issued by the
bargaining and human relations and a Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
workshop in which the conferees will the information of all faculty, staff,
plan proposed programs for the 'Y'. and students of the New York State School
(more)	of Industrial and Labor Relations.
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The industrial safety conference will include sessions on safety research
being conducted at Cornell, off-the-job safety, and worker-management coopera-
tion in safety. About 50 industrial safety officials are expected to partici-
pate.
PROF. MARK PERLMAN TO VISIT AUSTRALIA 
Assistant professor Mark Perlman left this week - Australia-bround for the
summer months. Under an American Philosophical Society grant he plans "to take
a look at the changing structural relalonship between the Australian labor
party and arbitration." He also expects to study the stevedoring industry.
His studies will take him to Sidney and Melbourne, and perhaps cross-country to
Perth.
On his return to the States in early September, Prof. Perlman hopes to stop
off in New Zealand for a week and perhaps in the Fiji Islands "to find out what
makes the islanders' hair stand up."
Prof. Perlman will travel to and from California by train and make the over-
water trip to Australia by plane„,
This is Prof. Perlman's second trip "down under"	he was first there in
1949-50 studying labor unions under a Social Science Research Council grant.
SCHOOL TO GIVE LUNCHEON FOR SENIORS
The Dean and faculty of ILR will be hosts to seniors and guests at an informal
luncheon on Monday, June 9, following Commencement exercises. September 1951
and February 1952 graduates and guests have also been invited.
ILR FACULTY TO STUDY INDUSTRIES THIS SUMMER
---MTessors Jesse Carpenter, Rudolph Corvini and Robert Raimon will each
spend from two to six weeks studying industry at first hand this summer.
On June 9 Prof. Carpenter will begin a six-week stay with the Atlantic
Refining Co. under a college-business exchange program with headquarters in
Philadelphia.
Under the same program,) ponsored by the Foundation for Economic Education ,
Prof. Corvini will spend slix weeks, beginning July 21, with the Allis Chalmers
Company in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Prof. Raimon will spend two weeks in Detroit, beginning June 16, attending
Chrysler Corporation's business management conference for teachers of economics,
business administration, and industrial relations. 	g
JEAN GOW TO LEAVE ILR
Jean Pierce Gow, Central District extension representative, with headquarters
at ILR, will resign her position effective June 30. Her husband, Jim, a June
graduate of Cornell law school, has accepted a job with the law firm Deyo,
Turnbull, Turner and Normile in Binghamton as of September 1.
.For approximately six weeks during the summPr the Gows will travel to Texas
and Canada visiting relatives and seeing the country. Jean may look for a job
in the fall if housekeeping fails to keep her fully occupied.
A graduate from Wooster College, Jean has a M.S. in ILR from the ILR School.
She has held editorial and copyrighting positions with industry and publishing
companies in New York and Texas.
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JUNE GRADUATES MAKE VARIED PLANS 
Uncle Sam's armed forces are claiming 19 of ILR's June graduates. Most
others have accepted positions with industry, are considering offers, or-are
continuing with their studies.
Those going with the armed forces are: Franklyn Bardack, Thomas Bruckner,
Robert Chabon, Roger Chadwick, Glenn Conklin, Bernard Gold, James Greenwald,
Joseph Karesh, Glenn Knierim, Richard Levidow, Ed Madison, Noel Mermey, Stuart
Merz, David Richtmann, Jay Robinson, Karl Salzberg, Murray Shelton, Donald
Tanner and Robert Ward.
Nicholas Duda and Richard Schwartz will enter Cornell law school.
Carl Glatt will become field representative for the New Jersey State Com-
mission against Discrimination.
John Harrington will probably go with the National Production Authority
as assistant to the director, Engine and Turbine Division.
Joseph Ioele mill become personnel assistant for 0-Cel-0, Inc., Buffalo
Winifred Wallens will be an employment interviewer for Morrison Steel Co.,
Buffalo
Rodney Humphrey will be employed in the personnel department of Standard
Oil Co., Bayway Refinery, N.J.
Joseph Fagan will go with the industrial relations department, Firth Sterling
Steel and Carbide Corp., McKeesport, Pa.
Bob Erickson will become an industrial and labor relations trainee for
Scott Paper Co.
The following grad students, expected to get their degrees next month,
have decided upon jobs:	-
Frank Bowen, M.S. in Ed.,will become coordinator of vocational education
for Putnam County, N.Y. He begins his duties August 20 after summer school.
Tom Johnston, MS in ILR,will work for New York State under a public admini-
stration internship. He is awaiting definite assignment.
Frank Kane, MS in ILR, has a job as reporter on the Toledo, O. Blade,
Bernie Lucas, MS in ILR, will return to his job as instructor, School of
Mines, West Virginia University.
Dalton MacFarland, Ph.D. candidate, will become assistant professor of
management at Michigan State College, East Lansing. During the summer months
he plans to work in industry.
Fred Gerkan, ILR '52, is working as industrial relations assistant for
American Machines and Metal, Sellersville, Pa,
LIBRARY STAFF ATTEND MEETINGS
Several ILR library staff members attended professional during the ,latter
part of May,
Junior librarian Grace Horton and reference librarian Brad Shaw attended
the annual conference of the Special Libraries Association in New York May 26-
2
Librarian Gormly Miller and assistant librarian Bernie Naas attended sessions
of the Industrial Relations Librarians Institute at Princeton held a5the same
time.
Bernie presented a report on the union list of American Labor Union Journals
which he is compiling, with the assistance of Yrs. Carmelita Sakr.
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ILR'ERS CONTRIBUTE TO LABOR LAW JOURNAL 
Prof. Jean T. McKelvey and former ILR graduate student Marie-Louise (Pat)
Paternoster contributed articles to the May issue of "Labor Law Journal."
"Legal Aspects of Compulsory Arbitration in GreatBritain" is the title of
the nine-page article authored by Professor McKelvey. It discusses at length
the legal framework of compulsory arbitration. The arti-01e also appeared in
the April issue of the Cornell Law Quarterly.
Miss Paternoster's article, "Government Seizure in 'tabor Disputes", also
nine pages in length, analyzes past and possible future methods of handling
the seizure problem, with a view toward making seizures a more effective and
fair device.
Miss Paternoster received her M.S0in ILR degree in February, 1952.
JAKE SEIDENBERG APPOINTED TO NEW POST
Jake Seidenberg, Ph.D.'51, was recently appointed as consultant to the
newly-created President's Committee on Government Contract Compliance. He was
formerly with the Case Analysis Division, Wage Stabilization Board.
The purpose of the President's committee is to see that the Fair Employment
Practice clause in all government procurement contracts is enforced by the
contracting officers of the government. It is also the Committee's duty to
seek methods of revising the Fair Employment Practice clause if it is deter-
mined necessary.
The committee is composed of 10 members appointed by the President - six
are public members and six represent the principal existing procurement agencies
of the government.	 -
Seidenberg spoke to students of Prof. Konvitz' class in Labor Law and to
the West German students May 19 and May 21.
WEST GERMAN STUDENT PROGRAM ENDS JUNE 4 
The industrial relations trainee program for the group of 23 West Germans
students studying at ILR for the past nine months will come to a close on
Wednesday, June 4. Graduation ceremonies will be held on Tuesday, June 3 at
1Q o'clock at 5 East Avenue.
From that time on until the last student has left at the end of the summer,
the students will be on their own. Their departure from this country will
extend throughout the summer. One student is leaving June 11, several will
depart two weeks later, and so on through the summer.
A number of them expect to work in American industries as a part of their_
program in jobs related to their particular interest, while several others
will travel around the country, visiting relatives and friends. Several plan
to attend the Democratic and Republican conventions in Chicago. One or more
will attend one and two-week workshops run by trade unions.
PROF. JOHN MCCONNELL SPEAKS AT IRRA MEETING 
The genius of American industrial engineering science should be brought to
play on the problems of the older worker in industry, Prof. John McConnell of
ILR declared in a paper on "Utilization of Older Workers" delivered before the
IRRA's recent annual meeting.
A shortage of lighter jobs now sharply limits the capacity of the nation's
industry to absorb the 600,000 to 900,000 older men and women who are willing
and able to work but cannot get employment, he pointed out.
"At least two-thirds of those persons over 65 and not in the nation's labor
market," Prof. McConnell said, "have incomes which judged by any reasonable
standard are hopelessly inadequate for a decent, healthful existence."
He also pointed .out that even with adequate retirement income, few older
persons are well enough acquainted with lifepetirement to make a successful
adjustment to it. Even executives with ample retirement funds resent the idea of
being forced to retire even more than the average production worker, he added.
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MANY ILR STAFF To LEAVE 
Nine ILR girls are leaving within the next month -- seven permanently and
two for the summer. A farewell party in their honor was given on May 21 in
the staff lounge. Those leaving are: Katherine Bond, Alice Duberman, Lynne
Flack, Jean Johnson, Joan Kaimer, Joan Koopman, Shirley Rosen, Adrienne Smith
and Mary K. Sullivan.
Katherine Bond and Lynne Flack, secretaries to Bob Risley, are westward-
bound - with California as their destination. Katherine has resigned her job,
while Lynne has been granted a three-month leave. Both have had the travel yen
fur some time and when a chance came for them to get a ride to California, they
decided to go. They expect to find jobs shortly after their arrival.
Alice Duberman, whose husband Danny completes Veterinary School in June, is
moving to Peekskill, N.Y. Danny will assist a Peekskill veterinarian with a
mixed practice, both large and small animals.
Joan Kaimer, library clerk, leaves ILR at the end of June, but will remain in
Ithaca until after summer session. Her husband, Fred, who will graduate from
ILR at that time, has accepted a position with General Electric.
Jean Johnson of the Mailing Room has quit work to devote full-time to her
year-old son and to enjoy the new home her husband has recently completed.
Joan Koopman plans to spend the summer at her parents' home and plans to
rejoin her husband in Ithaca in the fall. He will complete the hotel school
course in February, 1953.
Shirley Rosen of Personnel Management plans to spend the next few weeks in
Philadelphia. Husband Bernard, completing his doctorate in Sociology at
Cornell, has not yet decided what he will do.
Adrienne Smith, also of Personnel Administration, is taking a leave of
absence for the summer. She plans to spend the summer months in her home town,
Lake Placid, helping her fiance, Bob Fried, with his resort hotel. She and Bob,
a second year Cornell law student, plan to be married in the late summer, and
to return to Ithaca for the fall semester.
Mary K. Sullivan, secretary in Human Relations, leaves the end of June. Her
husband, who has had a residency at thr' Veterinary College for the past year,
has not yet made up his mind what he will do.
RECRUITING OF ILR SENIORS HITS NEW HIGH
Recruiting of graduating seniors at ILR reached a new high this spring, F. F.
Foltman, in charge of placement, reported last week.
Representatives of 25 employers, more than three times as many as in former
years, visited the school this semester to recruit promising seniors for in-
dustrial and labor relations work, Prof. Foltman said.
Almost all of the 55 undergraduates who are due to receive degrees this month
will be placed in jobs before they graduate. A substantial percentage of the
males, of course, omill be entering the Army or the Navy with commissions they
will receive as a result of ROTC training at Cornell.
Prof. Foltman said the high number of employment recruiters who visited the
school reflects the success that recent ILR graduates have attained in their
work, as well as the generally good condition of the current labor market for
college graduates. Many of the recruiters came to ILR on the strength of re-
commendations about the quality of work that recent graduates are doing in
industry, government, and labor jobs, he declared.
DIANA HILLS TO TOUR COUNTRY	 •
Special student Diana Hills, who hails from Great Britain is, taking to the
road this summer in a 1937 Olds which she purchased for :`/75.00. Equipped with
only enough money to last for a week, she plans to stop at likely looking spots
and work for a while. Since she has had experience as waitress, switchboard
operator, and typist, she expects to find jobs.	 J-138
PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Doris Stevenson of the Fiscal Office is spending this week with Senator
and Mrs. Irving Ives of Washington, D. C. After a trip to Washington via
Norwich and Albany, she spent several days in Washington with a side trip to
nearby points of interest.
Professors Lynn Emerson and J. J. Jehring and staff are moving this week from
their quarters in the Old Armory. Prof. Emerson will occupy an office at
5 East Ave. while Prof. Jehring and Shirley Bruce will be housed in Room 13.
The space in the Old Armory formerly occupied by Instructional Materials will
be utilized as storage space by the ILR library.
Former ILR'ers attending the extension teachers conference here last week-
end included Walter Geldzahler, Fred Golub, Bernie Lampert, Lou Salkever and
John Slocum.
Prof. Earl Brooks will conduct a series of supervisory development clinics
for Continental Oil Co.,in Parker City, Okla. the week of June 9.
A mother cat recently chose ILR's basement as headquarters for her litter
of three kittens. Sight of the week was grad assistant Bob Carney attempting
to capture one of the kittens.
Prof. Paul Gordon and extension grad assistant Herb Zollitsch conducted an
intensive two-day supervisory conference for two Watertown, N.Y. hospitals
last month. Both Gordon and Zollitsch held five sessions within the two-day
period.
Jake Seidenberg reports that Dr. and Mrs. Donald Stockdale of San Francisco
are parents of a son, Donnie, now three months old. Donnie's mother is the
former Nancy Barone, M.S. '50. Don, Sr., a Navy doctor, expects to receive
his discharge in October. The Stockdales will move at that time to New York
City where Don has accepted a residency at Presbyterian Hospital.
The July issue of "Furniture Manufacturer!' magazine is scheduled to contain
an article and pictures on grad student Sid Warner's unique designs for furni-
ture. Someof Sid's ideas for tables and children's furniture, as well as his
unique design for a "Tuckaway Table" .12e to be featured.
J-138
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Circulation librarian Carmine Yengo has completed requirements for his M.A.
degree at Cornell, Carmine, who did his work in the history department, wrote
his thesis on the British . Labor party and its attitude toward re-armament.
Head cataloguer Kay Spinney has recently moved to an apartment on Hanshaw
Road and has purchased a '50 Ford,
On May 8 Kay participated in a panel discussion on cooperation among
university librarians at a meeting of the Cornell University library staff
association,
Prof. Vernon Jensen spoke May 15 on "Current Labor Problems of Industry" at
the final term meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Herb Madison 1 48 was at ILR for two days last month recruiting for his firm,
0-Ce1-0, Inc. of Buffalo, a firm which manufactures synthetic sponges.
Prof. C. K. Beach will teach a course in the philosophy of industrial
education at Pennsylvania State College from June 16-27.
He and Mrs. Beach plan to attend the Olympic crew races the latter part of
June near Worcester, Mass.
As a member of the President's Committee on Industrial Safety, Prof. J. J.
Jehring will attend a meeting of that group in Washington June 2-4,
Jane Gimbrone, formerly of the Mailing Room, writes to Jerry Rounds from
Buffalo of the birth of her second child, named Carolyn Jane, and born
January 23.
She also reports that Joan Griffin, former ILR'er, now living in Niagara
Falls, has a daughter named Donna.
Prof. Jensen is currently spending six weeks in the far west doing research
on labor relations in the nonpferrous metals industry. He is visiting points
in Arizona, Montana and Utah.
NOTICE: If anyone has a book of Burr Coe's entitled "Human Relations in
School Administration" by Wilbur A. Wauch, Burr would appreciate its return.
He needs it for use in summer school.
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Grad assistant Herb Zollitsch was recently elected vice-president of the
Cornell Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, national professional educational frater-
nity.
One of Prof. Milton Konvitz' books, "The Alien and the Asiatic in American
Law", was quoted at length by Chief Justice Gibson of the Supreme Court of
California in a recent case,Fujii vs. State of California. The case involved
the constitutionality of the California act which disqualifies a Japanese from
acquiring property in the State of California. The court'held that the act
is unconstitutional.
Lee Eckert, in charge of the library documentation center, plans to attend
American University summer session, Washington, D. C. for a month beginning
June 14. She will take a special course on the preservation of private papers
and documents.
FOI received the following news from Phyllis Krasilovsky, former secretary
to Prof. Tolles, now living in Alaska: "We are spending seven marvelous weeks
seeing Europe by bike. Came over on the Queen Mary • • • "The Man Who Didn't Wash
His Dishes" is in its second printing."(Book mentioned is a children's book
written by Phyllis).
The ILR library staff picnic was held May 17 at Robert Treman State Park.
Lee Eckert was in charge of arrangements.
Researchers Leonard Sayles and George Strauss chaired three panels May 3 and 4
at a Buffalo conference of the Office Employees International Union. Parti-
cipants were present from western and southern New York State.
ILR'ers are well represented in running the affairs of the Cornell Graduate
Wives Club for the ensueing year. Mary Cullen, wife of grad student Don Cullen,
was elected president, ILR conference secretary Lee Reisman was named program
chairman; and Irene Jones, wife of grad assistant Dallas Jones, was chosen
secretary.
Judith Resnick '52 of Patchogue was elected to Mortar Board, senior women's
society, and Judy Weintraub '53 of Astoria, was elected to Raven and Serpent,
Junior women's honorary society.
Three ILR freshmen women Renee Miller of Elizabeth, N.J., Joan Murray of
Bellerose, and Charlotte Schneider of Brooklyn, were awarded shingles by
Mortar Board, as having the highest average for the school.
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Monica Daly, former secretary to Bob Pisley, is with the American embassy
staff in Cairo. She writes to Jean Burnham shortly after her arrival there:
"Such an intriguing place I never saw. Everybody "spiks" (Arabian) but me..
There is a midnight curfew here so no one from the embassy met me since my
plane came in at 1:00 a.m. However, they sent an Egyptian driver who conducted
a sightseeing tour on the way to the hotel. There were armed guards from the
Egyptian army at various intersections along the way. I had to show my pass-
port to each of them.
'Next morning I went to the embassy, filled out forms, met a few of the
people there and attended a reception at the Ambassador's house that night.
Later I moved from the hotel to a pension which is on Zamalek - an island in
the Nile. Rooms are rented by the month. Mine is	which includes meals,
room boy who does washing, ironing, shoe shines, room service, etc. I find this
servant business very easy to become accustomed to. An embassy car picks up
four others besides myself from the hotel at 7:40 a.m.; work from 8 to 2; then
car takes us home for a four-course lunch,
"It was about 105° here yesterday but so dry that it really didn't seem too
warm. Saturday we had a Kamsin - a very strong hot wind. They say in June
it really gets hot.
"I have seen a few veiled women in black, but on the whole there seem to be
few women walking the street, but a great many men and boys, often barefooted.
"I finally have the monetary system down pat. Everything is multiplied by
3. One lb. is 0.00, etc."
MAN OF THE WEEK
Quiet, modest, with a keen sense of humor -- is Prof. Robert Aronson, the
ILR Research Division's mainstay. Coming to ILR in the fall of 1950, he has
proved himself a valuable addition to the rapidly-expanding interests and
responsibilities of research,
A native of Dunkirk, N.Y., Prof. Aronson graduated from Ohio State in 19)40
with an economics major. He continued on there to get an M.A. a year later,
also in economics, meanwhile serving as instructor and graduate assistant.
When World War II came along, he ser ,-ed for 46 months with the Air Force,
as navigator on a B-24 bomber. He spent time in both Italy and Puerto Rico,
After his release in 1946 he returned to 010 state as part-time instructor.
Transferring to Princeton, he continued graduate work, receiving a second M,A. in
1948 and completing residence for his doctorate in 1950. While at Princeton
he was for two years research assistant in the Industrial Relations Section,
as well as part-time instructor.
His publications include two monographs in the field of collective bargaining
policies and practices, one in collaboration with Richard A. Lester.
Bob plans to spend the summer writing his thesis now in the first draft stage.
"Collective Bargaining and Technological Change" is its subject.
Bob's wife, Judy, is actively competing with him for academic recognition.,
She is enrolled in the Cornell graduate school, working toward a doctorate in
public finance. When queried as to his feelings in this regard, he stated:
"I look upon this higher learning for my wife as a sort of life insurance."
Bob has just returned from a flying trip to Chicago and the West Coast. There
he met with actor . and artist union officials to discuss merger proposals. He
has recently completed a report of recommendations on merging the six existing
theater, movie, radio and television groups.
To aid in the battle against the bulge, Bob plays squash, tennis; also likes
concerts and light reading. He holds a private pilot's license, but hasn't
flown for some time.
When these hobbies pall he can alrlturn to his current research project --
a labor market study of Auburn, N.Y.	 J-138
